Comment report

Lists all the questions in the survey and displays all the comments made to these questions, if applicable.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA - General Studies (College Transfer)</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>27.51%</td>
<td>33.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA- Art Education Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>0.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Business Administration, Accounting, Economics &amp; Marketing Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2.67%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Business Education &amp; Marketing Education Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Communication/Communication Studies Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Criminal Justice Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.39%</td>
<td>1.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Elementary Education Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-English Education Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-English Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-History Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Information Systems Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Mass Communication/Journalism (College Transfer)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Nursing Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.83%</td>
<td>1.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Political Science Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Psychology Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.74%</td>
<td>2.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Social Work Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>1.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Sociology Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-Special Education Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-Art Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-Drama Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-Music &amp; Music Education Pre-Major (College Transfer)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS - General Studies (College Transfer)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>4.27%</td>
<td>5.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning, Heating &amp; Refrigeration Technology</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.18%</td>
<td>1.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Technology</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Degree Nursing (RN)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.91%</td>
<td>2.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate in General Education (AGE)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2.64%</td>
<td>3.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autobody Repair</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive Systems Technology</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat Building</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
<td>1.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration-Banking &amp; Finance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration-Customer Service</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration-Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpentry</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Technology</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>0.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Spanish Interpreter</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Aided Machining</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering Technology</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering Technology-Networking</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering Technology-Security</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering Technology-Web Development</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Information Technology</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Management Technology</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetology</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>2.95%</td>
<td>3.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice Technology</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.66%</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice Technology-Industrial Security</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culinary Technology</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Assisting</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Hygiene</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>0.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Question 2
Please enter your Student ID number. (This can be found on your ID card, your schedule or Web Advisor.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average:</th>
<th>3,036,465,511.56</th>
<th>Minimum:</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum:</td>
<td>2,317,700,124,343</td>
<td>Total answered:</td>
<td>2292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Question 5
I have accomplished my goal for attending CFCC:  (select one)

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes, completely</td>
<td>1448</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
<td>64.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, partially</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>26.36%</td>
<td>33.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2236</td>
<td>77.67%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>22.33%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2236
Question 6
If you did not accomplish your goal for attending CFCC, which of the following describes the major reason you did not achieve that goal? (select one)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Conflict</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.29%</td>
<td>13.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Employment</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.97%</td>
<td>5.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Hardship</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3.02%</td>
<td>17.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Conflict</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>4.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joined the Military</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care Problems</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Problems</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>2.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving to new area</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>5.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of interest in pursuing course of study</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>2.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied with the services offered by the college</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>3.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied with the quality of instruction</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>2.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>7.16%</td>
<td>40.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>17.58%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>2373</td>
<td>82.42%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 506

Text input
- The courses I want aren't offered (anything passed German 2)
- Changed Major
- Still working on it
- intend to join the military and go to training before applying to a 4 year school
- satisfied
- graduating in fall
I had problems within my personal life during my enrollment. My house caught on fire on Christmas Day. During the spring semester of 2011, I strived to increase my GPA in all of my classes. I received an F in one of my classes.

still working on it

Changed course of study

not Finish

not finish
time management

haven't finished yet

Still attending CFCC

no jobs in the film and video in wilmington

still working towards my goal

There's been a delay in offering the required classes

Failed Re-enrollment at UNC-W

need to get into Rad. program

credits from Michigan colleges not accepted,

accomplished

2nd major

in process grad spring 2012

after this semester i will have completely accomplished everything i came to CFCC to achieve

Still have a couple classes to complete

still attending ADN program

2nd Degree

not finished

not completed classes yet

Just wanted more out of my classes

have not finished the school year

Took a few classes that I didn't need to take, but still good classes.

would like to get in the nursing program

waiting to get in the program I really wanted!

Still attending

limited space for health sciences classrooms

Currently attending

changing major, having AS will help me attain this degree better.

n/a

will finish Spring 2012

Haven't graduated yet

Dissatisfied by services offered by UNCW. no BFA program

Not yet finished

hvac

waiting on application approval for school programs
dissatisfied with the quality of cfcc instructors and administrators and their lack of care!

Could not get into nursing

Still attending for Business Management.

Job Conflict and change of direction

needed to take math 120 over

4 year degree

I might want to attain a second Associates Degree

might need to take Math Placement class

Still trying to get into the nursing program

Dual Major not completed as of yet.
Car Accident
will complete goal in the spring
life is short
Dissatisfied with the service(s) and treatment by administration concerning student account and financial aid.
aid being changed and not explained at all in a clear manner
Life
none
nursing hard to get into.
Need more hands on learning and more career practical labs. Needed more guidance in pursuit of starting a career.
lack of planning skills
tuition
Still working on Degree
Working on my second degree
all
Pell Grant wouldn't cover Criminal Justice
completing now
I am still enrolled in the Medical Office Administration program.
I have not applied to UNCW yet
Still in college
Abusive relationship made it harder for me to do such but I AM going to accomplish my goal
getting certificate now, still enrolled pursuing degree
It would seem as though that I have a degree in Emergency medicine that it would be somehow honored or make you exempt from having to do certain nursing requirements!
I still have another 2 year degree to finish here. The AAS Accounting which I have 24 hours after this semester to finish.
some family and some job conflicts
I'm not done yet still attending school for more education
will accomplish this goal upon graduating from CFCC
completed cosmetology, changed major to AGE
confusion about advisors caused me to get behind schedule on my classes needed
I want to accomplish my four-year degree in nursing.
not accepted yet
didn't get into the program
Dissatisfied with instructor's attitude and favoritism
Not able to get into the program of choice
N/A
continuing on to nursing school
recently applied to ADN program will be satisfied after I graduate from ADN program
im happy
Satisfied
program is very difficult to get into
One Class
classes are not offered
Re-enrolling in hopes of getting two degrees from CFCC.
If I had completed the work at a 4-year college, then I wouldn't be transferring almost a semester behind.
death in family
plan on returning for another two-year degree
none
retaking PSB
haven't graduated yet to be able to transfer
Will continue and attempt diploma as well.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| have until the end of the semester to finish                        | Interests in furthering my education Waiting to get into a program Continuing with Marine Technology no jobs No comment. Continuing my education Interests in furthering my education Still working Finishing AA Difficulty getting into the nursing program My goal is to earn my associates degree in psychology but i am afraid i will not be able to obtain it due to the fact that i am still missing 3 math credits. Since i will have 64 credits by the end of summer i should still be able to earn my degree. I still plan on enrolling in the Nursing Program therefore fulfilling my personal goal SATISFIED Have two courses to complete summer 2012 this is my last semester to complete None Graduates Summer 2012 Still in school other courses I would like to take still attending Still have classes to take one more class to take Waiting to be accepted to University class credit I have not yet graduated. Still working on another degree Changed major took too long to get in my program of choice need to complete summer I still need to apply to a 4 year college Wished for more friendly atmosphere Did not get into the nursing program I did not get into the pre Radiography program still need to attend ADN program Not accepted to RN program Was not accepted elsewhere for fall 2012 Difficulty getting into the RN program Have not completed goal yet Should finish in Fall Not finished May return for degree Waiting on right job. universities require all previous education to be included so my gpa from my previous degree when i was younger continues to affect me and no matter how well i do seems to offset the problem Didn't get into the program I needed Satisfied with CFCC got into PN program first have more schooling to do
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>continuing education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>???</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>change of major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>possibly missed the deadline for submitting an application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>still working on it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting for legal document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was never accepted into the dental hygiene program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half way through program but want to get my diploma since I am finished.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Question 7
acquired a basic knowledge in the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences and mathematics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>28.24%</td>
<td>37.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>36.33%</td>
<td>47.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>5.28%</td>
<td>6.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2184</td>
<td>75.86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>24.14%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2184**
Question 8
have skill in the basic use of computers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>35.22%</td>
<td>46.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>30.67%</td>
<td>40.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>4.93%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>0.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>4.06%</td>
<td>5.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2184</strong></td>
<td><strong>75.86%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2184
Question 9
felt academically challenged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>27.79%</td>
<td>36.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>35.15%</td>
<td>46.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>7.57%</td>
<td>9.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.43%</td>
<td>3.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.88%</td>
<td>2.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2183</td>
<td>75.82%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>24.18%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2183**
Question 10
developed the ability to write effectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>25.32%</td>
<td>33.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>35.5%</td>
<td>46.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>9.52%</td>
<td>12.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3.99%</td>
<td>5.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2183</td>
<td>75.82%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>24.18%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2183**
Question 11
felt adequately prepared for employment or to transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>29.11%</td>
<td>38.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>36.64%</td>
<td>48.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>7.54%</td>
<td>9.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>1.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2186</td>
<td>75.93%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>24.07%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2186
Question 12
developed the ability to express myself effectively through speaking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>24.73%</td>
<td>32.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>1041</td>
<td>36.16%</td>
<td>47.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>12.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.29%</td>
<td>1.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3.37%</td>
<td>4.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2184</td>
<td>75.86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>24.14%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2184**
Question 13
felt the technology introduced in my program was up-to-date and current with today's workplace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>29.84%</td>
<td>39.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>34.32%</td>
<td>45.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>7.88%</td>
<td>10.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.74%</td>
<td>2.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.97%</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
<td>1.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2185</td>
<td>75.89%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>24.11%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2185**
Question 14

felt the developmental courses I have taken prepared me for college level work.

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>26.99%</td>
<td>35.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>32.93%</td>
<td>43.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>7.64%</td>
<td>10.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>1.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>0.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>6.18%</td>
<td>8.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2175</td>
<td>75.55%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>24.45%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2175
Question 15
would recommend my program of study to others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>37.03%</td>
<td>48.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>31.19%</td>
<td>41.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>5.45%</td>
<td>7.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2185</td>
<td>75.89%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not answered: 694

Total answered: 2185
**Question 16**
If you were to begin again, would you choose to attend CFCC?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>88.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
<td>3.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>6.39%</td>
<td>8.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2151</td>
<td>74.71%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>25.29%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2151**
Question 17
What do you think are the strengths of your program of study? (answer below)

My program of study lets me express myself in many styles that I learned from attending CFCC. I thought the strengths of the program is definitely the study amount study and time that I dedicated to studying and completing assignments.

Math and science skills
That is has allowed me to take a variety of courses to discover where my interest are and decide on what to pursue if I decide to attend a four-year college.

The strengths of my program would be learning how to use a computer. This is very helpful if you have no computer experience, which I had none at the time of starting CFCC.

Not many, program isn’t very applicable to my work with granite/GE. There are only three classes that will help me in the future.

HANDS ON AND EXPERIENCE INSTRUCTORS
The amazing faculty and staff.
I received a broad range of instruction - the varied requirements were interesting.

It definitely gave me a well-rounded education. The program showed me different fields of education.

Flexibility, amazing staff, quality education.

The instructors go in depth about all the subjects to make sure the students get enough examples to make sure they understand their material.

The German teacher ( ) really knew her stuff. I’d take her again if possible.

Good classes and a great environment to learn.
There are excellent professors that provide adequate support when necessary.

I can focus on the basic needs of the degree I want in the future and with a good foundation of classes it will allow me to get to the classes I want to do when I transfer.

My strengths are financial accounting, public speaking, computer systems, writing business letters, emails, and memos. Mathematics has always been a strong point for me. Ability to pay attention to detail.

Professors are very knowledgeable about child care and their profession. They are very flexible and there when help is needed.

Computer Technology, English, Mathematics, especially for those of us who have been out of school for many years.

My program will prepare me for a job in the medical administration field which should always have jobs.

My program provides good hands-on experience with emphasis on the process of engineering a product from start to finish.

The criminal justice department
Excellent instructors, plenty of resources for help.

Better career for me and my son
There is an adequate amount of land around the classroom for the students to achieve hands-on experience. We have two greenhouses that serve their purpose very well and produce immaculate flowers, tomatoes, etc. Also, there are more than enough raised beds in the garden to practice gardening in as well.

I feel there are many strengths in the program. Mainly, the instructors have been knowledgeable through each piece of the Business program. The accounting department was exceptional to their trade and teaching others to learn it. Though my educational process in the business program at CFCC, I have yet to find an instructor unwilling to help a student grow in the field.

I have been exposed to a wealth of opportunities to learn in a well-rounded fashion. I feel like I am prepared to move forward to a university to further study my interest in Psychology.

The ability to Know more about the computer field.

Accounting, Finance
Having a very strong background of computers already and some prior experience of field work before entering into the college and being exposed to the technology.

The ability to have a bond with the students and instructors in the Marine Technology department. We all felt like we could count on each other and let our lives dangle in the hands of our fellow classmates.

One of the main strengths of my program of study is that I have been given the opportunity to complete some of my courses at a less expensive cost when compared to a larger university. I also like that I can choose courses that meet my personal preference as well as prepare me for a career.

The Instructors
I love Chemistry and as such, I am going on to a 4-year university to pursue my undergrad in it. Without my Chemistry professors at CFCC I feel I would not have found my appreciation for the Sciences. Most of them are by far the best teachers of Science I have had thus far.
Accounting classes

It allows flexibility to change majors when transferring or to decide later what you want to major in.

Some of the teachers really challenged me to look at things from a different perspective. They also challenged me to take a deeper look and use critical thinking.

Challenged me to think critically. Prepared me for public speaking

prior knowledge

Strong emphasis on Math and Sciences.

My program of study is the Associate in Arts degree with the intent to transfer. My courses of study consisted of the general core classes needed to obtain my degree and transfer. I also had the opportunity to take explorative classes such as physical education, music courses, and so forth. I thoroughly enjoyed these classes and would recommend them to anyone.

Through the core required courses, I obtained the necessary knowledge to transfer to a four year university and be successful in completing my college career. Thank you CFCC!

Knowable and helpful instructors. The professors want to see the students succeed

excellent teachers

Much cheaper than going to a four year college for the first two years.

I feel like by choosing the General Education Associate Degree I have a broader selection for if I do decide to go back to school on what career choice I want to make

The materials for the classes although sometimes I didn't always understand it all

Political Science Courses

I really cannot answer this as I was a transfer student and only came to CFCC to boost my grades due to medical problems affecting my coursework. While there I found I was only a few classes shy of an associates and decided to complete that within the two semesters I planned to attend.

Public Speaking, Writing and developing communication skills

The main aspect of the classes are in the Heavy equipment portion of diesel engines, but yet the degree is for Marine Diesel and Heavy equipment, I believe the program needs more on marine engines.

The variety of courses helps me to gain knowledge in a broad range of topics.

Wide variety of choices for elective classes.

The agreement CFCC has with UNCW relating to the college transfer programs

I feel that my strengths are computer skill, dental and nursing assistant skills.

I previously attended a four year university and returned to CFCC to pursue a different career path and degree. The availability of online classes was a tremendous assistance in working full time and trying to finish a degree.

Quality of instruction by the teachers

I think my strengths of previous classes I've taken is that I work and learn better if the class is more hands on and has class discussions and involvement.

ability to transfer to UNCW

Everything

It gives me a wide knowledge that allows me to have options for my final career

Psychology

Everything

I get to try a bunch of different things.

The year began with competent, experienced instructors, but both of the program leaders moved on to accept positions within the college that kept them from finishing the year as it had started. The change in staff was disappointing (not because the new staff was lacking) because we were at a fragile part in our program and needed the leadership to which we had grown accustomed. The instructors all showed a passion for nursing that was refreshing and inspiring. They demand excellence and I appreciated the encouragement.

english, science, and math

General knowledge. Getting the basic courses out of the way for less money is amazing. Courses made me think, learn material I would have never tried or had been interested in. Opened my eyes to different subjects

The strengths of my program of study are that they academically prepared me for classes at a university level. They also provided me with the basic skills and dedication to be a good employee in the workforce.

All of my courses were great and the teachers were very helpful. I have nothing negative to say about my courses.

My course of study is Accounting and I think the required courses were the strengths of the program. The instructors of the business and accounting classes take their jobs seriously.

Hands on training.
I enjoy the diversity of the program and being allowed to choose different classes to my liking. Very effective and better grades because of it. Also, Web Advisor for helping yourself out. It eliminates the need for student advisors and schedules and appointments. It's wonderful!

The Automotive program is a terrific introduction to the field and does an excellent job of giving students the opportunity to learn skills that will help them in all aspects of vehicle repair and maintenance.

The Professional instructors that are teaching the courses, they have the experience from previous careers to go along with the educational part.

The teachers and their willingness to help out of class.

The strengths in the course of study is that it was taught by knowledgeable instructors

It's challenging

My strengths is in the business aspects of things

The best part if general studies is that it covers the bases of many subjects. It allows you to study many different disciplines, and gives you the opportunity to feel out what it is you may want to do.

I believe that I have strengths in comprehension and writing effectively

The ability to expand the benefits of communication!

Definitely the instructors. They are not only well versed in the subjects they instruct but are also very patient and willing to give the extra time and attention some students require.

Many Career choices in Political science.

Before I changed majors, I felt that my strongest program of study was Biology and Spanish.

The ability to apply my knowledge to most of the computer technologies in today's society

the different classes help open me up to a lot of subjects I hardly paid attention to such as issues related to government, the social system, and things such as evaluating sources and its accuracy.

best online coursework available

The strengths, without question, are with the instructors in the fine arts program.

Lots of hands on experience with industry standard equipment.

A focus on communication, and listening skills improvement.

I am a very good writer and found that I have an interest in the communications field. I want to continue my education.

I am a very persistent student and want to continue my education at UNCW

actual life examples

communicating with teachers

I am not sure.

I am not sure.

Science classes had the best professors.

Doesn't require consecutive science courses

good program

A well-rounded set of requisites are needed to obtain an associates in science. I took a wide variety of subjects and instructors who challenged my critical thinking skills as well as my world view.

The associate in arts transfer program allows students to take a variety of classes while still working towards the greater goal of transferring to a four-year university.

Learning organizational and time management skills

It provides a wide range of studies to meet different people's needs. Also, for those unsure of what they want to study, it provides multiple courses in different fields.

My teachers were really good. I was pushed by my English teachers, and it paid off. My Drama teachers were really great as well. I needed help with math and I could not have made it without the learning lab.

It prepares me for transferring to a four-year college. Within my program of study, I will have finished all of my general studies classes, which allows me to only take classes related to my major at a University. I count these as major strengths.

I initially started on the AAS degree, but became disinterested in completing it because of the required Trigonometry class. I love Math, but did not have the time needed to devote to this class which was composed of new material to me. So, I switched to pre-English just to finish the degree. I figured that I would be able to take classes such as Trigonometry at a university once I had decided what career path I was taking, and I knew that it was necessary to complete it. The strength of the AAS is an intense confidence in math computations.

I think that the strengths of the Criminal Justice program is the professors!! Every professor I had, took the extra mile to help me, and everyone else in my class!

The strength I experienced in my program of study was the availability of the teachers and their ability and willingness to assist in student needs. [Teacher names] were particularly helpful and supportive. [Teacher name] not only helped me in a teacher and advisor form, he also introduced me to the importance and enjoyment in community involvement.

icd-9; cpt; accounting
The ease of the access to the classes and the convenience of the online study is great for me!

Great Instructor, Great gear.

The staff and teachers

good teachers and some useful "real life" examples

I feel as though by completing my associates degree, I now have a strong background in math, science, literature, english, and communication skills.

Gives students the opportunity to have flexibility if they are unsure of their career direction.

It prepares you for transferring to a University, while allowing you to experiment in the life sciences.

I think that the Networking classes are a great class to have. The fact that they prepare you for the CCNA is a major plus in my book.

The HRM program gives a very inclusive education and prepares students well for employment. I think the vested, caring instructors is one of the programs best attributes. They are very willing to help on an individual level.

The variety of classes offered.

I liked the flexibility with my program the most.

Math and History

Great teachers and updated technology.

The well rounded course work to obtain the AA degree is a good base for college transfer. The instructors for the most part were very thorough and presented challenging work for students.

The program introduced me to the work place and to a lot of helpful information regarding carpentry and the construction field.

the understanding and detail I received in subjects

The program has some very good teachers that are effective in their teaching and can communicate the subject material to the students in a manner in which they are able to learn.

i was able to develope a knowledge of the basic concepts in the collision repair industry and gained work ethic social skills.

great instructors

The course work that really prepares you for your major.

Being able to have the use of CFCC Child Development center for hands on if it is your first time working with children.

The professors. I have loved every single one of my teachers at CFCC.

The strength of my program of study is that it prepares you for a four year university.

The study of my program's strengths are that you can use this study to transfer to any four year college in North Carolina and the classes will transfer. The classes in this program were most of the pre-requisites needed for other programs of study in either a community college or a four year college.

Instructors are very knowledgeable.

Some of the strengths of my program are, the teachers. They make up a great part of each class and if you do not have a good relationship with your teacher, or have a teacher you feel comfortable talking to it makes it difficult to learn. I feel the teachers in the business program have helped me tremendously with any questions that I have acquired throughout the semester as well as have explained very thoroughly each assignment.

Instructor Knowledge

the job market it is simple

different job skills

fellowship with the other students in the Nuclear program

Our program instructor

I learned how to transcribe reports for medical records.

I am prepared for a 4 year degree by being able to perform at the level required by a 4 year college.

Hands on work.

The technology classes

The strengths of my program is that all the teachers are very knowledgeable of the classes that they are teaching.

Enjoyed most of COM professors. English professors also very good. Public speaking class helped greatly with my abilities to speak in a public forum, be it class, work or some other type

Hands on experience is a plus.

the different experience of the program

The Instructor.

Teachers seem to enjoy their job and have a great understanding of what they are teaching.

Knowledgeable Teachers
Knowledgeable Staff.
The assortment of classes that are offered.
Job security
prepares students for a job in the industry
The instructors.
All around knowledge of Medical Office practice.
The instructors are the backbone of the program. They made it easier to learn and they made the environment enjoyable.
The teachers have all been very supportive and wonderful to work with. They are educated and strive to help us learn and to create unique academic experience for all. The material is challenging yet effective in teaching students the skills needed for this program.
that its mostly hands on
great staff, great courses offered
The encouraging Professors who who believe in the program for interpreters.
It offers academic diversity with the choices of classes offered, i.e., I can take the required Criminal Justice classes, but can still have a wide selection of electives to strengthen in another area such as Sociology.
It's a vocational field and having a lesser amount of instructors with a lot of knowledge I felt was helpful. The garage with varieties of tools and lifts also made learning easier.
My program of study offers me the opportunity to gain satisfactory, and enjoyable employment.
This is a little tough to answer for me due to my program of study being so broad and I did just transfer into CFCC this past semester (Summer 2011). I can say from my experience so far here at Cape Fear I have really been impressed with the staff and faculty. I transferred in from Pitt CC in Greenville. Nothing against Pitt but I will say the teachers and office staff all around at Cape Fear are like a breath of fresh air compared to what I am used to! Every time I call or go in for help I always get nice people and good answers! The staff makes Cape Fear a better College and a positive environment.
The strengths of my program are the professors. saved my sanity. She was more help to me than anyone else on campus. When I was frustrated, she would brainstorm with me, even though she was not my "advisor". She gave me encouragement and direction when it felt like I was spinning my wheels. I will miss her help and dedication, but I'm glad she's there for other students. You need more people like her in your employ.
The transfer program, the creative writing program, the music program
The hands on instruction, and also the knowledge of the teachers.
and are amazing instructors.
The teachers were very knowledgeable and helpful with my accounting courses
I think it is very wide ranged, and allows students to discover their true potential. Also assisting in finding out one's strengths and weaknesses in the workplace.
Nothing was sugar coated. The real working environment was well presented.
The main reason to obtain the general studies diploma is to transfer to a four year school.
Becoming more open to society as well as helping others.
There are a lot of professors who are knowledgeable of their subjects so classes are easy to fit into anyone's schedule making your time at CFCC quick and less stressful
The hands on experiences with various projects & the opportunities presented that allow you to show your own creativity.
The professors
Most professors were very attentive to each student. Professors helped me when it was necessary. they were, for the most part, easy to stay in touch with.
it is safe
job availability, security, being able to support myself alone.
My program is strong in assisting students in preparing for a four year university.
HaVING prior experiences from highschool and not going in blind
The teachers in my program are experts in their fields, and also great at interpersonal communications. They understand the needs of their students, because they were there themselves. The teachers make the program.
I feel that the program I chose has given me the skills to further my education.
Knowledgeable instructors
My work ethic along with personal skills have greatly improved from my experience at CFCC. This has helped me gain self respect and independence to become an adult.
The diverse choice in classes that were offered for my degree. This made it much easier to find classes that were right for me.
It has provided a broader vision as to the reality of my present employment, and prepared me for my future.
The program is broad and really helped me in the real world. I may not transfer to a four year program but I'm glad I'm on my way to my AA
Prepares students for general readiness for attending a university.

The science teachers were all very helpful and knowledgeable.

my strengths are as followed: applying my all to all my classes, getting and asking questions when needed, and having a great experience at this college.

Business is a career that will always have jobs open

If dedicated enough to my studies then I have only strengths and achieve success.

Hands activities an projects; like habitat houses and designing hardscapes for our class

I think the program that i am taking gets me ready for the job that i am looking for.

networking

I felt the instructors of my communications classes were incredible and extremely approachable. As for my class for journalism, my instructor was never prepared and class was chaotic at times. It made me rethink my major.

The staff and instructors made my transition to college life easier. Without the help of some of my instructors and my advisor, I would not be where I am now.

n/a

The vastness of applications I can apply my knowledge to is immesurable

The help of the instructors in the culinary and hospitality area go well beyond the call of duty to help the students not only understand the material but how to apply it as well.

The teachers, no matter what hardship you're going through, most teachers are always there to offer a helping hand.

It is beneficial to share classes with people of all ages and backgrounds taking the same core of classes.

I do believe the MET programs technology and resources were very useful when pursuing this program, and also most of the staff was very patient and persistent in helping me make the right decisions as far as this program was concerned and also future careers and good advice.

The preparation to enter the business sector.

I feel like the majority of professors that I had during my time at Cape Fear were the strengths. For the most part they all seemed to love what they do! While taking a major interest in me and the material they were teaching.

Wide range of available electives

The small size classes. Good student to teacher ratio

A basic study of several types of business degree fields

The strenghts of my program of study were that I finally got the chance to be exposed to many people and their different ideals of life and learning and arts which helped me expand my mind. All of my professors were absolutely wonderful and I only hope that my learnings will be as accepting and fun at future colleges. I am thrilled that I got to experience a little of each type of study; arts, math, science, history, and humanities, to help me figure out what I really enjoy in life.

The instructor mix(some professional, some business)and the intersting blend of students...

Having to speak in public and all of the psychology that will play a role in the workplace.

CO-OP

I feel that the courses I have taken has prepared me to move for in my education

The teachers are the strengths.

the people around you and the attitude of the faculty and staff

helps get the what i call "pay me more" classes out of the way

I received adequate knowledge in general studies at a fraction of a price of many universities.

A hands on experience with computers and peripherals that help the student to understand the inner workings of computers.

The teachers that are willing to give you extra time outside of class time to help you succeed in the specific class. Also hands on training, for example, in anatomy and physiology, doing blood pressures and EKG checks on test dummies. That was a really nice experience.

I allows you the freedom to explore a different interests in subjects while working towards your degree.

The strenghts of the transfer program are being able to take courses at cfcc and not have to worry if they credits will transfer, it eliminates the hassle

the faculty

The traditional skills taught all the way up to the more modern technical skills of boat building and yachting.

I can transfer to any 4 year school I want.

Outstanding professors within the Hotel & Restaurant management department.

The Teachers are great, they have real life experience to offer. I got an much better than expected education for the price.

The strengths of Medical Transcriptionist is the Texting Editing class that is offered in this program because of modern technology going to voice reconition in this field of study.

76 / 194
I would have to say the instructors and the chefs! One instructor really goes all out to help the student to understand anything they do not know and her door is always open to tell you what you might need to improve in! This program gave me hope for my career as a chef!

I now am efficient in Excel and Word, can speak effectively.

the teachers are if the teachers are no good than the class would not be any good

The classes I attended focused, for the most part, on the career that I have chosen. Nuclear energy plays a very important part in every day life.

Working with the teacher and solving problems together and fellow students.

My program of study, the Associates in Arts - General Studies, has provided a solid foundation for further, more in-depth study of my choosing, within the liberal arts category. Had it not been for this program of study, I might not have the wide-reaching, versatile knowledge-base I now have.

Jobs after graduation.

I feel that the strengths of my program was that it prepared me for my transfer to a four-year college.

The teachers care about the success of their students, and the faculty works hard to make this College a respected institution. The curriculum has fair flexibility, and good intentions in producing excellent teachers. Thank you! :)

Challenging classes, gained a great wealth of information

being able to ask for help and teach other student what you have learned

The instructors and the supplemental staff

A wide variety of classes are offered so everyone’s path to transfer is different.

I believe the strength of my program of study allows me to continue my education in any direction.

It varies according to which class or instructor you have. Some professors and classes were academically challenging while others were a joke. The economics classes I took with [redacted] strengthened my knowledge and pushed me harder. Some professors such as [redacted] for Human Sexuality Psychology really provoked my thinking process and my motivation to learn more.

Good Solid teachers that know the field they teach, and are skillful at teaching their knowledge to students effectively

the nuclear classes.

The faculty were definitely helpful and motivating to me.

The major strengths of my program of study allowed me to develop and acquire the skills necessary to transfer to a four year university and graduate.

good teachers that care

I think that the courses required to satisfy my program of study provide students with a very strong core education and the teachers and support from Cape Fear faculty and administration are key factors in the strength of my program of study.

The professors were easy going and made work a lot easier and understandable for me to learn the materials I needed to better my education in the field I’m headed for.

The strengths of my program of study are that they have very interesting classes, and all the teachers are extremely helpful with anything that students need.

nothing

I have taken four sociology classes at CFCC, and all of the professors have been very passionate about their jobs. They are some of the most genuinely nice people I have met and I have enjoyed every minute spent in their classes. They are all very experienced and bring those life experiences into the class room. These teachers truly made me excited to become a social worker and motivated me to do the best I can academically.

Diversity of the students and teachers

Challenging work

A lot of help available

The smaller classes and hands on with the students.

The Science department and the instructors that teach them.

I love [redacted]

I think that CFCC college transfer program gave me the ability to learn new things and help me decide what that I need to go on to a University to further my academic career.

That it is designed so anyone can be successful.

It’s not as expensive as a four year college and you get more one on one time with instructors.

I think the strengths of my program of study are the acquired ability to define and research N.C. laws and case law and the ability to construct proper legal documents in a law office.

The help you get one on one with professors

Hands on learning

the teachers help and one on one help during class
I think some strengths include the smaller class sizes than a 4 year university. At 4 year schools you only learn the principle and the theory behind electronics, you don't get actual hands on experience. At CFCC, I was able to get 1-on-1 attention when I needed it, and got to know my instructors better than I would at a 4 year school, also aiding in my success.

The psychology program was amazing and I retained a lot of information.

The various choices of classes available if the classes such as math are too hard you can still get the credits required by taking another class such as a computer class or an easier math.

Everything is, in some way or another I believe that there is a strength in every part of the program.

My strengths are Anatomy. Out of all of my classes, Anatomy & Physiology is closely related to my future career, which is Nursing. It sparked my interest the most and kept me wanting to learn more.

I gained a wide variety of knowledge that applies to most jobs around the community.

the instructors

The strengths of the program are that some instructors have the ability to teach and make students understand.

The strengths come from the talented instructors that teach at CFCC.

My program of study was great at focusing on what is important when it comes to a specific area of concentration rather than requiring classes that are irrelevant to it.

I think that the strengths are the teaching staff. They are all passionate about what they do and they more than likely encourage the students to be as passionate as well.

English and Science

The teachers and each and every student in the class

the science department

Very knowledgeable professors and comparable experience to classes taken at four year institutions.

I broad base of what is needed for a BA in business. I am hoping since I will no longer be able to financially do my BA that the Associates degree will assist me in getting a job.

Now I have a better understanding of the business field.

Well rounded education

The strengths of my program of study are the science-oriented classes that I took, because they directly deal with what I want to do in my career field.

covered all the basics needed for a balanced education

I liked my instructors and I enjoyed the atmosphere.

The way it kept me going even after failing once on certain things taught me to try again

The strengths of my program of study was the material that was given. Professors that knew what they were teaching and effectively gave examples and taught about it. Also, the equipment that was available was up-to-date and reasonably cared for.

Teachers/Professors who stimulate the students while also acknowledging them.

The classes have helped me to communicate more effectively, and certainly has opened my way of thinking to new ideas which have in turn made me think critically in a challenging way about other things.

My basic abilities, cutting coloring etc are pretty well developed, however I do not believe that is due to CFCC but more due to my time working in salons since I was 17.

The program has prepared me for my future at a university or wherever I end up.

Learning how to talk to people. Learning how to get along with them.

I think the strengths of my program were the biology course I took with as the teacher. The course were challenging, yet I learned a lot from him and the assignments/labs/lectures he presented us with.

My program of study consists of all the subjects I needed to learn about and I'm sure I will use in the future. The teachers were all very smart and got through very easily to helping me understand about the selected course.

I think the broad range of choices for general ed classes is great! I got to explore a wide range of interests while still fulfilling the requirements for college transfer.

The strengths of the A.A. College Transfer have allowed me to take the necessary courses to lessen my time at a university. It has allowed me to gain my Associates in Arts for a fraction of the cost and on a schedule that was convenient for me.

The average individual does not know how to repair cars. And this program does not make you an automotive technician. However when your through it will have given you enough direction to be hired at a garage. The program will give a student enough knowledge to get them started.

Getting me prepared and giving me an overall understanding of college and the time and effort that it takes to succeed.

The hands-on training and state of the art equipment that we trained on.

Affordable great education.

The 64 credits I earned to obtain my Associates degree and the knowledge and experience that I gained from the courses that I completed. This will help me with my entry when I transfer to a four year college.

A good amount of variety within the psychology programs and what classes are offered for taking.
I was satisfied with the education that I received in preparation for a 4-year university. Very up to date on technology and strong teachers on the subject manner.
Overall I had really great professors. I have gained knowledge that will help me in my career.

The strength of my program of study would have to be the flexibility and variety of classes I am required to take. From Art History to Geology to Intro. to Computers, I have learned more then I thought I would entering into an artistic course of study.

It allows you to get a feel of what a four year college will be like. It prepares you for the next college you hope to transfer to.
Has a big lab.
Program has a large lab.

My confidence in my program of study has always been in the instructional skills of the staff.

I think the classes dealing with basic and advanced computer skills helped me gain further knowledge of possible programs that I may use in future careers. I also value the material that I learned in the "BUS" courses. These classes focused on many key issues that were parallel to those that I face day in and day out at my workplace. All in all, the Bus Admin. program was a great choice for me and has provided a strong foundation on which to build my post-college career.
The staff they really care.
The teachers.
Gives the student plenty of options for broadening his horizons.
The Cfcc Staff, the Learning labs, and the Turtors.

I have learned all the basic skills in college.
The strength to this program of study is that it covers a broad spectrum of material and can potentially create many opportunities for those who graduate in this particular program.
The teachers within the Business and Accounting departments of Cape Fear are student-oriented, they care, and it shows. They go that extra mile to make sure as many of their students graduate as possible; they really help students to comprehend the material, not just memorize it.
The instructors I have had the pleasure of working with have a wide knowledge base and are very capable of assimilating that information out to the students.

Availability of healthcare jobs.
It gives me large amounts of information and learning that will enable me to transfer to a 4-year college. It also prepares me for the transfer and allows me to have many of the classes already out of the way.
The program exposes the student to a variety of academic challenges and experiences.
It gave me the ability to work full-time and complete my basic studies.
In my opinion, the teachers were all around average. Campus was accessible.

My program was College Transfer, the strengths of my program were basic study's to help me be prepared to transfer to a University.

level of work, commitment, and studying

My strengths were absorbing the materials easily.
The communications program offers a variety of subjects that are applicable in the career world. The use of writing and communication is an aspect of everyday life and an enriching part of nearly every culture. While attending CFCC I felt challenged by the instructors. The staff and services around the campus are great. The English requirements, including Literature classes, were probably the hardest that I have encountered in my college career. However, the classes provoked critical thinking and abstract strategies of learning that was well beyond anything that I had expected. My favorite class and strongest strength was Public Speaking. The Public Speaking class was challenging, to the point of me having to push myself to think and perform not only in the class but also in society. Learning to communicate effectively is the reason I am in college and in time attempting to pursue a future career.
It assisted me in figuring out what type of career path I wanted to take by the time I transferred.
Program is goal focused. You will pass your state boards, if you pass the program. You will be prepared as well as any new graduate for a position in the medical field.
The teachers in the program were very hand on, which was helpful when you were stuck on something, they were very willing to help.

My writing skills have significantly improved as well as my verbal communication.
I feel that the teachers have taught me better than any other college I have attended, and feel prepared to adventure out into a UNIV.

Jobs available
The professors in my program have all been extraordinary with special mention going out to [names], [other names], and [more names]. These instructors are knowledgeable and caring.
N/A
considering i am a nursing major, the main strength is job security
It is based on industry standards that are practiced in today's workplace. The program allows the student to be prepared when encountering a large range of equipment, software, and technology when they enter into the workforce.
Developing leadership. I have found through my studies I have recognized true examples of leadership and have been given the foundations to develop into an effective leader as well. I have learned empathy for those around me and in need and developed a love for this community. Political Science has helped me prepare skill sets that a needed in the United States now and in the future.
The instructors.
Business Marketing and Education has always been a passion of mine. At a young age I started my own non-profit organization and foundation and was fascinated by the process and use of understanding how a business functions. The courses CFCC has required for this degree have been helpful and useful to further understand how a business operates.
Versatility
The ability to work on a vessele at sea. The instructors being close enough that we felt as though we were part of a team.
The courses are simple to join and complete.
Absorbing information within the field of study in which I am enrolled to perform IT employment.
I have become more focused on the bigger picture of my future and I'm goal driven now.
The program just prepares you for the basic level of any other major. I just wish that general studies was a more respected degree because it seems that if I want to be knowledgeable in all subjects I think that should be acknowledged.
The teachers have plenty of experience and share real-life examples of things that we will be facing on the job.
I got experience with increasing knowledge about activity plans. I am increasing confidence about what works best for children in learning successfully and doing that in such a positive way. This program has really opened my eyes to understanding children in such a huge way in communication and experiencing hands on learning and much more.
the strengths of the phlebotomy is the clinical portion of the program.
I think the strengths of my program are the great teachers like [redacted] and [redacted], also the strengths of my program is that there are jobs waiting. There is new technology created every day and there will always need to be someone to work on it. The engineering field had so many possibilities and the sky is the limit.
Every course that I have taken at Cape Fear will transfer to a 4-year college or university. The program really helps you prepare for what a 4-year college or university would be like.
It gave me a variety of classes in order to help prepare me for my role in English Education.
Strengths for the Cosmetology program would include adequate preparation for the state board examination.
The variety of classes to choose from and how you learn a little about every area of study whether it is humanities, social science, or natural science, I was able to gain knowledge in every area.
I know I will have no problem passing state board!
The teachers I had were all very passionate and dedicated to their subjects. I was always interested to hear them explain a particular technique or process involved in their chosen medium.
A major strength of my program of study is the availability of internet classes, as well as the ease of being able to contact your adviser when needed.
Learning to work on computer
I think my strengths in the Criminal Justice area is the understanding of the societies where crime occurs.
I believe the strongest strength in the science curriculum at Cape Fear Community College is helpful instructors who are willing to work with you.
The general transfer study program prepares students for more in depth courses in a broad range of subjects. Each subject material is covered by several courses.
My mind is now open to a multitude of things I had not been knowlegable of or informed of prior to my education here at CFCC. I feel as though I have gained the necessary pre-requisites to transfer to a four year school. I am satisfied and very thankful for my opportunity here at CFCC.
A major strength is the ability to take internet classes to complete my program of study.
Having the capability to use a facility that is up to date and in very good shape.

The strengths of my program of study are that it's very flexible and helps students prepare to transfer to a university.

The strengths of the transfer program are the flexible class hours, since night classes are offered for non-traditional students like myself.

The ability to earn the degree to transfer to any state university.

I believe the strengths of my study would have to be my teacher and advisor. She has guided me and gave me good advice on things in the psychology world. I owe my success to her and a few other teachers, and others.

Teachers, facility, and variety of classes

My writing skills and computer skills are my strengths.

Networking

Technology is the future

I think that the course material is relevant for today. I found it challenging and a good learning environment.

The wide variety of courses that are offered.

I've enjoyed my experience overall at this school. I've had some excellent teachers and have learned a tremendous amount of information pertaining to my chosen program of study.

An Associate of Arts is a good basic degree to take due to the well-rounded course requirements that will help prepare me to continue my education at a four-year university.

It allowed me some diversity within my studies.

My Associates in Science (Transfer) has one of the biggest strengths because of its ever-growing field. You can turn with an AS in any direction and take it to move on to a higher education level. Science is always changing, evolving, and needing careers and people in the department.

Provided thorough information in the background of arts to better prepare you for the university environment.

I enjoyed my overall experience at this school. I learned many business concepts and was able to get a general idea of how a business is operated.

Experience of the teachers

My program of study is just Associate in Science, it gives the student a brief outlook on what he/she would like to pursue [if it is in the Science like field]. I am trying to get into one of the medical programs and having my AS will help me get into it.

Good instructors

English, Communication, and Spanish

I maintained good grades and attended class more than most

The strengths of my program of study is science.

Skilled instructors

I believe it helped set a foundation of schooling for all types of major's in a University.

I think my strengths are in math I love math and figuring out problems. I also think I will be very good at taking care of special needs children and watching them grow.

There is a lot of ethnic skills taught here that I was not taught in other places.

I really enjoyed the studio classes, because of the opportunity to do hands on work.

I believe the strength of my program of study is that you can gain a great deal of knowledge, even if you don't know what you want to pursue. This provides the opportunity to continue with school immediately and not take a year off trying to decide what path you want to take.

The main benefit for transfer students from CFCC opposed to UNCW is the cost

Program of study consisted of wonderful and enthusiastic teachers. My experience here at Cape Fear Community College has been a gratifying and wonderful experience!

The teachers help us as much as they can to help us achieve our goals. The program of study I am in has a strong curriculum to help me on the way to my next destination as a transfer student.

I believe the greatest strengths of my program were the fact that a wide range of courses were required. Since CFCC has so many classes available, it made things easier while making schedules because Business Administration requires a variety not forcing me to be set to a specific route or time slot.

I think the strengths if my program of study were the teachers. They really helped me with all of the questions I had. They also were good at making sure I understood everything before I was tested on it.

The strengths of my program of study are that it's very flexible and prepares students to go into a four-year university.

Public Speaking and English

The instructors and the textbooks

The humanities were great, I enjoyed every last minute and every teacher I had here.

I have gained knowledge and education in many fields related to future employment
The quality of instruction within the criminal justice program is the strength.

CFCC is drastically cheaper than any four-year college in North Carolina, and by attending CFCC for the first two years of my college degree, I've already saved a substantial amount of money.

I learned the very basics of the cosmetology program. That is due to preparation for “real” work upon graduation.

The teachers are very helpful and know how the information they give us will relate to the career field.

It gives the student a well rounded knowledge of all areas of study.

Cape Fear CC gives me a big selection of classes to choose from in order to get my credits to transfer to a four year college.

It is a great course for students who do not know what they wish to further study after high school but know that they want to further their education. Also its a excellent program for students that are just wanting to get into a college environment but do not yet feel comfortable with the university life style. It allows students to make that transfer or an easier, less stressful way.

It's the most demanding degree in most jobs.

The instructors are very knowledgeable in the field and have great examples from work experience o share with students.

A strong background and working knowledge of the material by the professors

Great hands on class experience.

The art department at CFCC, in my opinion, is second to few. When I began taking classes at Cape Fear I was not trying to get a degree. I previously had two unsuccessful experiences at two different schools, and just wanted to take an a couple art classes to improve my skills. I ended up becoming inspired, not only to take more art classes, but to take core classes and pursue my degree. I can thank my instructors for this inspiration, in no particular order: , , , , , , and .

The partnership with the Progress Energy Power Carrers program.

The instructors and support staff in the heavy equipment program is a great leader of this program. , , , and have also been great as instructors and substitute instructors.

I feel that it was intellectually engaging.

The hands on experience that we were able to use in the classroom with the new computer programs for example the MOS program, CMS 1500 form, and other computer use in the computer classes.

working with math.

I believe that the variety of classes helped me decide what major I wanted to complete at a four year college.

Education is easily accessible for students, with flexible scheduling of classes for persons who are currently employed in the community. Instructors are helpful and willing to support student’s efforts to further their education.

Hands on

The knowledge that the instructors have.

Teacher student one on one help

psychology and sociology

Accounting

I think the strengths of my program of study were to get me prepared for a four year college or university. Also to help me realize how it will be at a four year college or university. My professors here at Cape Fear also were very helpful when I needed work and took the time to sit down and help me.

The greatest strength that got me through my years of CFCC is my advisor . She helped me through all of my challenges at school and the workplace. I am confident she has prepared me to work in the hospitality world successfully.

hands on activities with teachers

The atmosphere is warm, calm and welcoming. The teachers are there to help with all your needs if its tutoring or making sure you grasp what they are teaching.

Knowledgeable instructor

Everyone teacher is well knowledge about what they are teaching and I learned a lot.

Ability for academic forgiveness and strength of core foundation courses and/or electives.

Prepared me for a university.

Prepared me for college

1.) The experience gained at sea onboard the R/V Dan Moore.
2.) The hands on training during field trips, class projects and in labs.
3.) The quality of the Marine Tech teachers and staff.

1.) Experience gained at sea on the R/V Dan Moore
2.) Hands on training during class field trips, projects, and labs.
3.) The quality of the Marine Tech teachers and staff.

General knowledge, helped narrow the choices for a 4 year degree
A very dedicated and knowledgeable staff accompanied with up to date technology.

Some strengths of study were creative writing.

My program of study covers a wide range of skills and specialties leaving me with ample space to achieve any goal I may find myself wishing for in the workplace. I was also challenged in enough areas to gain the skills I know I will need to work in the job of my choosing.

It prepares the person for the university level. I also like the classes available online which helps a person like myself.

I think the Instructors are extremely intelligent and up to date in their fields, and are able to teach the skills necessary for a student to gain their confidence.

Not many

Amazing teachers! The English Department possesses passion, love of the field of study, and great ideas for imparting these good qualities to their students. They are supportive, but fair.

My knowledge of math and science has increased greatly

My math and science classes

Cape Fear has a great transfer program. It flows very smoothly and the adviser was great to help!

The primary strengths of my program of study is the ability of the instructors to convey the information needed to pass the course. The onus of responsibility is always on the student but having teachers willing to work with me (I have a disability) is paramount to any college experience. There are, of course, always some instructors that leave much to be desired in terms of their ability to teach and be objective. Unfortunately I did experience one such English teacher.

All of the Sociology classes and Psychology classes.

The strength’s of my program, was getting the hands on experience aboard the Research Vessel Dan Moore out at sea. Also the hands on experience gained through the classes, that will help me in my everyday work environment.

My math and science classes

hands on instruction and practicals

I love my phlebotomy program, I have and am learning a lot.

I took a Chemistry class as one of the required basic sciences of my degree. The professor taught a challenging and very advanced class. This was the first class, outside of accounting, that I honestly felt challenged. I really enjoyed it! I also did most of my degree through distance learning. I really enjoyed the fact that CFCC catered to working adult students by offering so many classes as distance learning classes. This way of learning is not for everyone, but certainly helps those of us who work a 40+ hour week.

All of my professors at CFCC were very helpful in assisting students in and outside of class.

None

Also in conversation with others and personal experience some that came here to learn Cosmetology and were serious about it leave here with no strong interest to do it anymore.

Too many basics, I think I will learn more about my program of study once I transfer

Gaining practical knowledge

this applies to almost any field of study at CFCC, but I’ve found that all of the learning labs (mathlab, englishlab, learning lab, etc) have convenient hours and provides excellent opportunities for out-of-class learning to help progress your understanding for that particular class.

Awesome professors!!! They really took the time to effectively work with the students!

It allows me to take a wide variety of classes, which helps in deciding what to major in once I transfer to a four year college. I would have to say the challenging science courses.

Can use it as a minor or full on bachelors

Teachers take time to explain problems.

The amount of clinical time

Small class sizes for more one on one attention.

The teacher is a strength because she will work with you with your clinical hours and places. She cares about her job and her students.

The strengths in my program of study are learning the basics and the ethics in the business world and understand how business choices are made.

The instructors have been practitioners in the field of occupational therapy which helps them teach not only by the books but by industry standards.

I believe the strengths of my program of study was the classes that are required for the program.

It gives students a chance to take a wide range of classes.

A lot of classes are offered online
one of the best strengths of my program was my teacher, [name]. Without his guidance and patience I never would have made it this far. He was my guiding force. Also, the staff in the learning lab have helped me greatly over come some obstacles, especially [name].

I have overall enjoyed the program especially the humanities and behavioral sciences courses that I have taken here. The instructors are very knowledgeable in their areas of study as well dedicated to ensuring that the students learn the materials with ease.

Knowledgeable instructors, flexible class schedules

To help people with psychological problems and help them better understand why they feel a certain way and what we can do to make their life easier.

Flexibility in the classes offered, a good starting point for undecided individuals

The classes, technology, and teachers

My strengths are within the English, Social Behavior, and Science courses.

Art

The most important strength of my program of study is the fact that I know that I am prepared to either start out in the workforce or enroll in a four year university and thrive. The classes that I had to take to graduate from my program helped me adapt to college level work.

Teachers were intelligent and interesting.

I feel that I was able to work and complete my degree without being placed in a traditional college setting.

I have enjoyed all of the classes that I have taken at CFCC, the elementary education program here at CFCC has some great classes that a feel have helped prepare me for my career.

I feel that the cosmetology program at Cape Fear needs improvement. As for other classes I have taken such as math, eng, etc were very good.

My strengths are customer service and I'm very good at what I do. Most of the things that I know now were taught to me by my boss, not at CFCC.

The strengths of this program are to learn to be able to deal with all types of people, and situations professionally and in an orderly manner.

I think the strengths of the Marine Technology Program are having great instructors that care about their students. I love that this program is a very "hands on" program. We get to go out in the boats and go on cruise and work with all the equipment that we learn about in the classroom.

The Film & Video Production at CFCC provides the necessary environment to prepare the student for the film industry, how it works, and experience in the necessary departments that are apart of any film production.

The college transfer program provides a solid foundation in general education.

Empowers students with capabilities to transfer to a four-year university for the remainder of their post-secondary education.

All of them

The strength is that you learn to become more confident in yourself and to express yourself freely

My strengths in my program of study is my core math classes, economics, and accounting.

Hair

The instructors are very knowledgeable and make the program fun and interesting.

I had never worked in a kitchen before so everything was new information to me.

Being able to take my time and work at my own pace towards my goal in a friendly environment.

The main strength of the A.A. Transfer program is versatility. I will be able to freely choose which path to take for my bachelors degree.

The Transfer A.A. program offered a thorough and strong overview of all subject matters necessary to further my academic career.

To go on and get a four year degree to help my chances of getting a job and getting a job with more pay. [name] helped me out tremendously with signing up for the classes I needed and helped me understand the importance of college and how to pursue it.

The instructors were well versed in the content material of the classes. There were many opportunities for hands-on experiences.

The teachers in the program are excellent!

I would say the biggest strength is probably the instructors.

Accounting

The instructors appear to be very knowledgeable about the subjects they teach. My criminal justice instructors brought allot of real world experience to the classroom to help some better understand the concepts of the criminal justice system.

I think both professors in my program are passionate and competent, I had a very enjoyable experience in the past two years and I know that I am ready to enter the workforce.

Staff and faculty were very helpful in all aspects of the educational process
It touched on many different facets of law - real estate, family law, bankruptcy, wills, etc.

The professors are highly educated in the subject area. They convey their love of the subject to the students.

I have had wonderful experience with my professors and have enjoyed my class time at CFCC.

the teachers

It covers general knowledge of most basic classes.

I am very prepared to take my stateboard and now have the confidence in my basic knowledge of this industry.

everything

I think the strengths of my program of study would be the professors the student resources.

Very task oriented.. and specific for individual wants

The nursing program at CFCC will really prepare you for the real world.

Fun, caring individuals, rare career to find.

None.

I believe the strength of this course was one of teachers that had a passion for this profession and did whatever it took to make you understand what you were doing. I wished all of the other teachers that I had displayed this amount of passion therefore my passion would be greater than it is now.

The teachers and the curriculum.

My strengths in this program were my struggles of having to work and go to school. Be able to finish and not giving up. The writing was one of my biggest strengths because when i was in high school i struggled with that and overcame it at cape fear community college.

Get knowledge about how business activities are measured and evaluated. Also it is interesting to know how much taxes are deducted from my paycheck and how to compute those calculations.

the professors

good environment, everyone is friendly and teachers are helpful

I believe that the science is the best choice to study because they are used so much in work place. Science is something that is always going to be used and something that is always going to be needed for future employees. Science hardly ever changes so the knowledge that I receive from CFCC will always be creditable and up to date.

Well-rounded education.

Great staff

Flexibility

My studies combined with my experience should help me with my desire to work in the substance abuse field.

The co-op

The strengths of the program of study I followed gave me a widespread knowledge on several topics. I chose my own curriculum and although it took me longer to complete this program I feel I have learned more than I would have ordinarily and will hopefully have more transferable skills.

The strengths of my program I've studied are the different classes an individual can choose because with the Associates in Science: General Studies, one only has to abide by the category guidelines. There are multiple choices of classes that each category entails. The available option of courses has helped to curve my decision in what I would like to do for the rest of my life, or interests I had never known about before taking these courses.

Good hands on program.

My strengths were in English and in music.

Good teachers

Well, I believe that college transfer here at CFCC is great. I did not get any Fin-Aid, so it was in my price range to pay.

My program of study is so versatile, and I could choose to do numerous of things career wise with my life. My teachers where also very knowledgable and they care about their students success.

The teaching staff is remarkable. The "hands on" activities allowed me to become more confident in the field of teaching. The curriculum is designed to prepare the student for the work place not just to impart information.

The sheer variety and range of the subject matter.

Great teachers

I had some great instructors and CFCC.

I feel like I have just taken basic courses intended for my study program, but I feel like I excelled in writing, public speaking, and biology studies.

math and general studies.

The teaching.

One of my strengths in my program of study I would have to say dealing with numbers. In accounts receivables and accounts payables. Also in the area of data entry such as quickbooks, etc
Sociology is most certainly my strength while studying at CFCC. The teachers and advisors were extremely helpful in guiding me toward a bachelor's degree at a four year university.

The professor's, advisors, and instructors at Cape Fear Community College are incredibly committed and passionate about their students gaining knowledge through education. The courses I completed had strengths in speech, mathematics, writing, and technology. Cape Fears Blackboard online source for students is a very beneficiary and effect way for students to be up to date with their academics as well as online assignments.

That I could study online!

Biology and anthropology

The Marine Technology department had every aspect of education covered. I feel this is probably CFCC's strongest department. I'm completely prepared for a career related to marine tech.

The professor's are the thing that makes what the program is today. They are the key

The cisco networking program and the business class to prepare me for the business world.

...and teaching

The teaching.

I felt that a strength of the psychology program was the education and backgrounds of the professors.

Prepared us for state board.

the instructors are very knowledgable

allows you to figure out what you want to do.

Good Instructors

Class size and high level interest displayed by the professors.

The interest and professionalism of the professors.

computer programs and language skills

General Education makes it able for a student to pick and choose classes that other program of studies do not.

there are classes designed sepecifically for the program

The strengths of my program of study include learning about the English language, building communication skills, and effective writing skills. Learning how to be a good educator, and how to run a classroom. Learning valuable skills related to English, education, and life. Acquiring the proper training to become an English teacher. Getting the proper training necessary to teach a class, communicate with students, and help them learn. The opportunity to educate, and make a difference in a child's life. The ability to improve the youth, from the ground up. Access to the core foundations of education. Being able to teach a child the proper skills required to succeed. Having the ability to give knowledge, and change the nation through our children.

learning new thigs in everyday life

The strengths of my program of study is that this program gives students the knowledge needed in every aspect of life.

Learning the parts and equipments of a vehicle.

The instructors and the class sizes, not to big.

The biology department. I have not had one bad experience with a professor in this department, and I feel that I have learned what I needed to help me be prepared to transfer.

I enjoyed the english and music aspects I was able to take.

going into clinical field is a great help. good teacher

English, History

Are the instructors and the salon we worded in for a year and a half. Not to happy about some of the policies that are in place, but for the must part it was a good experience.

The strength would be how prepared for work load of a four year university you become

I loved the Creative Writing dept - which is what I wish to continue taking courses in at UNCW next year.

My study helped me to become more successful and confident

It is very versatile in terms of place of work choice (home, office, etc) and can be applied to my future associate's degree in Medical Office Administration.

It has prepared me for any challenge i might face in the working world.

The Teachers

My program of study exposed me to a good variety of general studies and has prepared me for college level science work. The instructors in the math and science courses are very knowledgeable and willing to go above and beyond to make sure that each and every student has a good understanding of the material and expectations of a four year college or University.

Excellent teacher personality.

Excellent and knowledgable teachers

That I got to take a little bit of everything with my classes and got to see which degree would be the best.
The programs and classes that Cape Fear Community College offers allow a student to fully prepare for transferring to a four-year university. Being able to learn study techniques and how to operate in a working college through online classes allows a student to become prepared for the transition. I have been able to be in many leadership roles at CFCC and know that the skills I have learned at CFCC will not only assist me in my future academic years but also my career.

My program of study is simply a strength to me personally because it is a passion of mine. I find it easy and enjoyable to learn about, and would have no problem spending the rest of my life working as a psychologist.

The professors in the transfer credit courses were exceedingly knowledgeable in their field. Professors I had for art courses not only taught new techniques, but connected with the students on a personal level to understand his or her strengths and interests.

I think pre-psych is a great foundation for my future

Ability to take variety of classes which aid in choosing a major/career path.

We have very strong faculty mentoring and teaching us to succeed in medical sonography! The facilities are state of the art with equipment that allows us to accel! This program is very strong and adequately prepares us to work within the field!

The strengths of my program of study are the intense chemistry, biology, and anatomy classes.

I think that the teachers have mostly good ethics. They are very understanding and they are flexible with schedules.

The strengths are the students and staff of cape fear. Never before have I met such interesting Teacher and students. And because of that reason, I wish I could start it all over again.

I gained more knowledge of the sciences then I previously had.

The professors, and they’re ability to express their knowledge about a subject.

good

Very informative course of study. Respect for others in this field of study. Knowledge of what to expect in this field.

I know the correct way how to drive a CMV.

The amount of time driving and the skill level of the various instructors.

The instructors are very good at teaching and understand how to explain the information to make it easier for the students to learn.

Good teaching

Hours of program, getting certified.

Instructors and course curriculum

Classroom/Truck Driving

Realistic training in real world situations.

Get a good broad area of knowledge in many different subjects.

One strength is the variety of equipment available for training.

1. Realistic (old) trucks are found in the real-world and that is what this class has.
2. Yard instructors really helped me get a handle on my backing.
3. Road driving was real-world and utilized varying conditions.

Great structured plan, time driving, experienced personnel to teach program and studies. Very well liked program.

Good mix of classroom study and hands-on experience.

Knowlegeable, caring people

The whole course is great.

The ability to use the business applications learned in the job market. I have improved my skills immensely at my current job, as all that was taught in the Business Administration course was immediately applicable to the real working life.

Get paid

Good teachers and instructors.

I have no clue

Backing exercises were excellent.

My program of study is college transfer. This program requires you to take a wide variety of courses which help you learn different trades. Going into college I was not sure what I wanted to major in but the college transfer program opened my eyes to a lot of different careers.

Good Instructors

Up to date, great facilities

More in town driving must be added to the program.

The focus on courses that transfer to 4 yr universities such as Economics & All sciences as well as the class that focus on technology would have to be the strength of my course load required.

I felt that every teacher tried to do the best to help their students. I received more attention and help individually than I did at a 2 year private college. This made a huge difference in my learning experience at Cape Fear.

Hands on activities came easy to me.
I think I got a good education in public speaking. I know feel completely at ease and very comfortable when addressing teachers and my peers.

The clinical experience included in the program was invaluable.

I am currently a college transfer student. I believe that the strengths in my pathway are numerous. The most important is being exposed to the many different elements of study. Cape fear offers so many different classes that one can choose what they love and can identify their future job.

Hair cuts

High levels of interaction.

Knowledge and complete understanding of how to work with clients and perform the detailed duties that are required to please each client.

Professional attorneys giving their time in the evening to teach

Learning to work with clients.

The learning lab

My program of study contains extensive challenges as well as a variety of courses/pathways that a history student can choose to explore.

The people and clients whom we interact with

The taking of both economics and accounting courses made me want to be involved in business. There is a certain science behind running an operation. If one can understand that science, then I see no reason they can't succeed.

I had many superb instructors who made my first college experience a good and meaningful one. A few in particular are for Journalism, for Philosophy, for computer science and for Biology.

Good instructors who really knew what they were doing and made things interesting for the students. I now feel like I am well prepared to enter the next phase of my life thanks to my time at Cape Fear.

Great teachers, Really great teachers. It was challenging enough but not so much that I hated my time in class. I looked forward to class most days and have enjoyed my last year and a half.

The English classes in my program improved my reading skills and writing skills significantly. Although English is my second language, I succeeded in obtaining the skills needed to comfortably transfer to a four-year university.

The relationship between CFCC and local Law Enforcement and its training.

Everything about the program of study was excellent. The instructors and the necessary learning materials were very well suited.

I really enjoyed the instructors in the accounting/business program

The entire Science department is fantastic! The knowledge base is above and beyond what I expected.

I feel that my program of study was of assistance in my academic, as well as personal, development.

Work placement

Class options

My interest in my program of study and my want to help others which is what I ultimately want to do with my degree.

The technologies introduced were often more current than most businesses have in place. This provides an edge for students entering the workforce. Also, the instructors were very accessible and flexible within the course parameters.

This program covers everything from bio to foreign language. It helps you knock out the general courses at a less expensive rate.

The main appeal to the College Transfer program at CFCC is that it provides all the core classes that I need at a four-year institution. Once I transfer, I can fully focus on my major instead of basic required courses.

Up to date technology, knowledgeable instructors

my program of study exposes you to a wide array of courses and adequately prepares you for the challenges of jumping right into a university program.

I feel that the strengths of the diesel program are strongly tied to hands on learning, as well as first hand experience with new technology in the field.

There was a challenge presented in every category of classes, not just those worth more credit hours. When presented with a challenge, the student not only learns better, but remembers the material.

The teachers were very knowledgeable & made it so there is always something to do.

The instructors and the campus.

Teachers were knowledgeable & helpful

Program is well rounded in the aspects OTA. Teachers touched on all aspects Of what an OTA will do and needs to know for gainful employment. The teachers recommended books that were outside of the curriculum to help further independent studies.

Good professors, the online classes are sometimes tricky, but they were well done in order to fully understand everything.
Great teachers.

It allows one to obtain a well-rounded knowledge base, and obtain two years worth of transferable credit to a four-year institution with less cost than would be incurred at the four-year institution.

The variety of interesting and challenging classes available is rather extensive. I have friends at other community colleges and they feel that they're wasting their time, while I wish that I could stay and earn my four year degree here. It's a nice atmosphere and I love that I can learn so many varied things and still be on course for my degree.

I really enjoyed Psychology, Anatomy and Physiology, and Sociology because I felt as though they were extremely important classes for preparation in nursing.

I think that role i took upon at cfcc has prepared me for my major that i will be striving for at a 4 year college.

The quality of instructors employed by CFCC is amazing. In addition, they all buy into each student's education once they see the sincere efforts of the student.

I have had some of the best teachers while I have been at CFCC. They have been helpful, encouraging, and have given me the confidence I needed to be the person and student I use to be in high school.

I really enjoyed Psychology, Anatomy and Physiology, and Sociology because I felt as though they were extremely important classes for preparation in nursing.

I think that role i took upon at cfcc has prepared me for my major that i will be striving for at a 4 year college.

The quality of instructors employed by CFCC is amazing. In addition, they all buy into each student's education once they see the sincere efforts of the student.

I have had some of the best teachers while I have been at CFCC. They have been helpful, encouraging, and have given me the confidence I needed to be the person and student I use to be in high school.

Teachers

The program of study was very concerned about the well being of the student and their ability to learn.

the social sciences courses that are required

I feel that the teachers are all very qualified, and always there to lend a helping hand if necessary.

I enjoyed the art classes. Students are able to get hands-on experience with their medium. I also really liked my math classes and my english classes. Some of my teachers (particularly) were extremely helpful, and their enthusiasm for their subjects made a big impact on the quality of their classes. Some of the resources like the Math and Learning Labs were really great and provided a great deal of support. I think that Cape Fear is a good place for students who have children or full-time jobs and want a relatively inexpensive way to get credit for some of the introductory courses at a four-year school.

The strengths of my program of study are the vast amount of jobs I can acquire once I get my degree. Also, this degree allows me to help people and that is ultimately what I want to do. The classes I have taken at Cape Fear will prepare me for a 4 year college and have just put me closer to my goal of obtaining a bachelors degree.

Cuts and colors

Instructors knowledgeable of job market demands

Renewable energy and the environment are two of the only rapidly growing industries in the United States. The Sustainability Technologies program prepares students for employment in these fields.

Improved in Hairstyling better

It prepares students for employment in renewable energy fields of work.

The AA program allows me to pursue further education over a broader range of the planet.

the classes required was not to much or to less

I have learned a new wealth of knowledge in many different areas which I did not have before. I am a non-traditional student and was thrilled to attend CFCC and learn things which I never knew. My experience at CFCC has given me more confidence in myself and has given me tools to research things I don't know.

Knowledge that is directly related to my field of study.

There are many great professors who are passionate about their job and take their time to help students understand the course work and make it a fun environment to learn in.

Mechanical Engineering can be considered a requirement for future green technology.

the things that i learned as far as science and soc. I chose those two things because when i return i will be getting my bachelors in science.

Not offered at other colleges in area & Trained OTA's are needed in the workforce.

Biology, psychology, and sociology were my strengths.

Teachers with real world knowledge (working backgrounds)...applied to curriculum.

It was many professors who enjoyed what they teach and tried to incorporate that to us the students.

I transferred from Wake Tech in Raleigh and I have definitely benefited by going to CFCC. I have lived independently and have developed life skills that I will always have and will benefit me the rest of my life. The course work has been challenging and I have enjoyed the various courses I have taken in the different disciplines. I like having the two campuses and the fact that CFCC is growing is really great and has presented me with additional opportunities. I will miss CFCC but have great memories.

Great, motivated and knowledgeable instructors.

to be able to help people acheive their goal by effective communication, hands on training and the ability to show someone the way.

My strenghts on my prgram was hands-on type of work I personally believe that was my biggest strenght.

learning CAD, learning how to prepare are boards, what fabrics to use, becoming aware of the products that are available, and where and when to use them. Becoming familiar with sustainable products. Knowing what universal design entails.
The amount of history classes required and the amount of in depth information provided by instructors.

The environment was small which gave better one on one interactions with the instructors.

Small classes, in-depth and hands-on

The convenience of online classes

I have a basic understanding of what I want to do outside of college. I have a lot of computer and business knowledge to make me feel confident on opening my own business.

The program instructors covered as much as they could in the 2-year period to adequately prepare students for future employment in the field.

The ability to take most of the classes for the transfer program online.

I think the teachers who teach the material makes the material easy to learn and comprehend.

Far cheaper than university and class are small enough to get one on one help from teachers.

The faculty is outstanding and always willing to "go the extra mile".

The strengths in my program of study was the English department. My writing and reading skills improved significantly due to the well rounded English professors.

Knowledge of instructors and course material provided.

The instructor's at CFCC are very easy to learn from. Almost every teacher at CFCC that I have taken a class with, I would recommend them to friends. And, I would be willing to take one of their classes again.

I will have a degree that is broad and can go in any direction.

The teachers are friendly and understanding, they work with you and do the best they can to teach you all that you need to know. The material is challenging and can be used in many jobs today.

The Cosmetology department is amazing. There isn't one like in NC. The instructors are very experienced and teach very well. My experience here at Cape Fear has been so fulfilling in my course of study.

Great teachers

I believe that the strengths are the different kinds of Business and Accounting classes that are offered. This will help people understand what they need to expect in the working world.

Good location and easy to maneuver through classes

The program I took at cfcc would right on level with industry. The teachers taught you were in the industry instead of a class so I would tell anyone to take this program looking to work with their hands.

Flexibility with courses to study.

I feel that my lead instructor, [redacted], was a huge strength in the program. He has passion and drive for teaching the students and helping them learn the material. This program being the only Sustainability Technologies program in southeastern NC is a huge strength for the school, so I believe it's beneficial for the college to keep up to date technology for the classes to use for teaching in order to stay ahead as a program.

practical experience

The universality of the benefits reaped from politics in the every day world.

The science dept. is very up to date. Also the professors are very knowledgeable in their field and that allowed me to achieve my goal at cfcc.

I feel very prepared to take the state board of cosmetology exam

The strengths would be great computer use, being able to code, transcribe, and handle office Administration.

My English classes and my clinical classroom class.

Transcribing, coding, and Office Administration

transfer to another school

the teachers ability to make sure I understood my work

Obtaining all the information available to me in psychology, sociology, and math. These courses I feel were extremely challenging and prepared me to solve many problems in my work and personal affairs.

Definitely, the experience and competency of the instructors.

unknown

Kept me motivated to learn.

The Math and science classes I have taken are very difficult. They teach you how to be a better student, because the more you want it the harder you work which makes great studying techniques and habits. Also the teachers are great and make coming to class a delight.

Good program that works well with transferring to 4 year universities

The strengths of my program start with the instructors at CFCC who pushed me for success.

Faculty who are committed to their craft. Faculty in the English Department at CFCC operate with a passion for what they do. Contrasting this, the educators in the Science Department are less personal in their approach, and though very intelligent, do not carry the same passion for their position.
accessibility of course availability while working a full-time job

It is a versatile Major that can be used in many different fields.

learning CAD and how to read blue prints. Space planning, and the theory behind interior design.

science

I took online classes at cfcc. I think this was a strong point of my education because it gave me the freedom to coordinate my work schedules and school schedules with minor conflicts if any at all. The teachers were also very knowledgeable and helpful if a problem arose.

Most professors were very attentive to each student. Professors helped me when it was necessary. They were, for the most part, easy to stay in touch with.

All encompassing development.

All required education for general studies.

College Transfer provides an effective way to transfer to a four-year university or college if the student stays on track.

I felt that my professors for all of my science classes were well educated in the curriculum they were responsible for teaching.

The quality of products provided

The strengths of the program are there are very good teachers and you end up learning a lot.

The Co-Op semester in the NMT program is vital to prepare students for work out in the field.

OJT - Learned vast amount more than I thought I would from these teachers. They made me want to show up early & stay late!

Preparedness for work in nuclear field

Instructors

The knowledgeable faculty.

Growing job market for career placement.

Preparation of job skill set.

The nuclear classes provided

Identifying plants
The care of and hands on approach of our classes
The availability of our instructors

Not large classes, teachers will to work with you, hands on experiences

The teachers

Working with my hands and help work on cars

Instructors

English and Lit. classes - excellent staff and helpful in lab. Psy. classes well taught and informative - useful beyond classroom. Humanities classes provided useful educational info. Not boring & mundane.

One-to-one availability of instructors

instructors very knowledgeable in course contents

Good teachers, caring teachers, nice buildings, wide range of internet offerings, evening classes, and good student support.

The basic courses are well developed. The teachers are willing to spend time with you when you need help.

It is a program that has taught me so much about what I am capable of, and it has helped me get ready for a future job in this field. It was the best decision I have made in my academic career to attend CFCC for Marine Technology.

The teachers are friendly and knowledgeable, and work well with students. Class sizes are small, which leads to the students interacting more with the teachers.

The small classrooms and effectiveness of the teachers being experienced in the field of study.

The courses prepare you for transfer to an university and challenge you to continue learning.

Its affiliation with Progress Energy and the Power Careers program

Up to date with today's technology level and areas of employment qualifications. The instructors are willing to work with you and give you help and tutors were available when needed. The price is reasonable and it was a very friendly atmosphere to attend.

The strengths are the legal courses that are required by CFCC. Most are very beneficial in the work place.

The math and and English courses were especially helpful as was all the opportunities I had in front of the class. The public speaking course, COM 231 really helped inside and outside of classes. I would also thank the North Campus Learning Lab and the other hands-on computer courses that I have taken while at CFCC.

The AGE program was well diversified and introduced me to a broad range of topics.

The chemistry department.
The interaction with students, all the times offered to take classes around a busy work schedule, and Internet classes to aid in convenience.

is one of the most thorough instructors I have ever met; you guys better hang on to her.

The strengths of my program of study is diversity. You're able to take classes all over the board that cover everything from technology to world problems and also geological aspects. You get to learn a little bit about everything, not just one thing.

After taking an accounting course discovered that I am quite good at it and are considering maybe doing that as a job now.

Great instructors have prepared me for university level work through challenging papers, assignments, and community service.

students can enroll in basic classes so that when they attend a four-year university they can begin directly with their major.

All teacher and instructors at CFCC worked hard to ensure I had all the tools I needed to better myself and succeed in transferring to a four-year university.

In the Art Associates Transfer program, I believe the student gets a wide range of classes to choose from. Being able to have those options helps the student, especially when choosing a major.

The AS-General Studies program offers students a chance to obtain a well-rounded education because it requires multiple courses in each of the core subjects (English, math, natural sciences, and social sciences.) The program also mandates 34 credits in math and natural sciences courses, which means students need not take as many at a four-year university when aiming to get a career in those fields.

Cape Fear Community College's English Department is very helpful, tactful, and organized. CFCC's teachers are always willing to work with students one on one and are determined to have their students succeed.

The Hotel and Restaurant Management track at Cape Fear Community College prepares students for the present work world.

Some of the hands-on experience I received.

I have had some great instructors. As long as you are a motivated student, your teachers in any program at CFCC will stand behind you completely and really keep you upbeat and confident in your own abilities. If you are giving a hundred percent and it is obvious you are working hard, your teachers will do the same for you.

gives the basic knowledge, and allows one to build off of that.

Teachers were great. Some of the technology used by teachers made a great difference in helping with the learning process.

My program of study helped me express myself in ways you cannot speak.

Well-informed teachers and courses.

instructors interaction with students

Some really great teachers

The night and on-line classes

Good teachers

Well-rounded instructors.

I thoroughly enjoyed my study in Mathematics at Cape Fear. I have surpassed the requirements for Mathematics associated with my program of study because I initially had a different program of study but since the change I would of still proceeded with my past decisions. I will always cherish my achievements I have accomplished I have achieved in my program of study.

One of the main strengths of my program of study, is to achieve my associate degree and then smoothly transfer over to UNCW. I do not know if I was ready right out of high school, now looking back at it, but I am so glad I did it this way, because I now not only am able to go to a four-year college, but I also will have an associate degree. For this I am very thankful.

The teaching in my program was great my criminal justice teachers really knew what they were talking about and took their jobs very seriously.

I felt that the strength of my program study was the teachers, all of them were very helpful in their specific fields.

I think the strengths in my program of study are that all the required classes are classes that will be used again in my field of work someday. Speaking, knowing how to write a paper, and many more.

I think that it is very open ended and that you have the chance to take a lot of different courses to find your passion(s).

I think the strengths of my program are the professors, especially. She takes the time to make sure each student has an understanding of the subject that she is teaching. The material covered is exactly what I have been told would be required in the work environment.

The teachers are amazing for the most part. They really have passion for what they are doing and are excited to share their knowledge with students. Always willing to help me with any problem I may have.

The instructors in the psychology/sociology department were extremely knowledgeable and made my courses interesting. I enjoyed every instructor I had from the social sciences department and I would take their course again.

Get to choose any career you want when entering a University, so if you change your mind at a community college then there are no worries. You don't feel rushed to choose a career right away.

They allow me to get the credits for my core classes as well as other underclassmen classes that interest me before I decide on my major of study.

A lot of hands-on activities and projects that help prepare us for real-world experiences.
Very knowledgeable staff and great resources provided.

My strengths for Interior Design: space planning, very good AutoCAD capabilities, ability to write and express myself better, knowledge of color and how to use it, ability to effectively design a space for the clients needs and wants.

Strengths of the Interior Design program is a wonderful resource room with great technology and plenty of space to learn and take on projects. A crash course crammed program its intense, fun and a wonderful program. I have learned a lot with the great teachers and resources available.

The Interior Design program has top of the line computer programs that are key factors in job prep as well as a fantastic resource room that is available to help us meet program requirements as best as possible.

personal learning

The teachers in the social sciences department are by far my favorites, next to the history department.

I think that the strengths of my program are drawing, computer aided drafting, and rendering, as well as the principles and elements of design.

Our resources and professors

Very intense, rigorous course of study. Very hands-on courses. Projects/assignments were made to seem like work orders we would come into contact out in the work force.

great teachers

It allowed me to gain knowledge about a variety of fields such as psychology, English and Math.

I feel that the amount of 'hands-on' learning we were able to receive in class made a much better teaching tool than constant drilling of theories.

Many of the Instructors are knowledgeable and experienced in their fields of study

really helped prepare me to go to a four year college or university. My teachers were all very helpful with everything and anything.

Knowledgeable instructors, amount of hands-on lab time.

The professors

My program of study strengths are where you are allowed to take credits that helps you accomplish the goals of graduating within a reasonable time

My instructors and state-of-the-art equipment

Be able to work on HVAC units outside of school

Preparation for the legal field

Great instructors who care.

This intent to graduate is for my customer service certificate. All aspects of customer service were covered in the requirements.

Computer programs utilized & hands on experience in competitions available

It allows for you to be challenged academically!

I am very good at working on diesel engines and speaking to my customers.

Great Teachers

I could relate all of the classes that I took to my major.

The strengths in my program of study are that it equips me with the knowledge and ability to progress into a four year university and succeed as well as prepare myself for the work force.

Teachers are great and I don’t feel like just a number. People are willing to help you whenever you need it.

hands on experience, and one on one instructing, a great new program with an awesome, young passionate instructor who cares about the development of the students.

Math

Great facility and great instructors

100% NCLEX pass rate

The biggest strength I noticed was that one is able to get a good understanding of the computer world and how to prepare one self for future employment.

The strengths of my program of study is that the teachers that taught, actually care for their students understanding the material. Also in the past math was my weakness and now I can honestly say I feel confident in this subject.

Lots of knowledge in field of study. Good hands on experience.

I succeeded in majority of my classes taken at Cape Fear Community College. I believe I learned everything I need to succeed in a four year university.

The knowledge of what to except in the field of study. Having SOME teachers who are able to give you wisdom through their experience in the field.

Instructors. You can tell that they care and want the student to be successful in what they are trying to accomplish.
The professors in the Accounting program are very knowledgeable and great to work with and learn from, to name a few. I have thoroughly enjoyed their classes.

The program of study that I chose did a great job of giving me a basic understanding of all of the subjects that I studied. I feel that I am prepared to move on to a major university, in the field of study that I chose.

The faculty and the state-of-the-art equipment

The program introduces you to the laws and case scenarios that you will be most likely to encounter in the criminal justice field.

The General Studies degree gets you prepared to transfer to a University to pursue a Bachelor's degree with knowledge in a broad range of classes/subjects.

The Strengths of the program of my study are that it prepares you for a four year university. You get the basics down at a level you are able to handle more efficiently before throwing yourself into a full term four year college program. It is an excellent program for students like myself who knew they wanted to go to college but were not really sure exactly what they wanted to study at first.

I believe the strengths of the Accounting program are the concept of hands-on applications with the software programs and Accounting labs and practical applications in the workplace.

The sciences I have taken are my strengths in this program of study.

I think the strengths of my program of study are the knowledge of the teachers and the different classes offered. There are many different psychology classes that are possible to take at CFCC and all interesting.

The versatility and utility of the Marine Technology program is a valuable strength. Not because of the sea time that is gained, but for all of the skills that are learned. Industrial skills which serves as an entry level construction job, boat handling/seamanship for learning the rules of the waterway, and the other classes which provide a well rounded program.

The Instructor

My program of study was amazing. The instructors provided the opportunities needed to become a top notch surgical technologist!

In all of my study real.

I think that the instructors are excellent. should be given raises!!

I think that the OTA program covers everything offered in the occupational therapy field. It addresses professionalism and all areas of health.

The instructors are all very focused on helping their students succeed.

I believe the strengths of the Accounting program are the concept of hands-on applications with the software programs and Accounting labs and practical applications in the workplace.

The sciences I have taken are my strengths in this program of study.

The strengths of my program of study are, I will be able to use what I've learned through each course and apply it to the workplace of business.

I think the strengths of my program of study are the knowledge of the teachers and the different classes offered. There are many different psychology classes that are possible to take at CFCC and all interesting.

hands on and real world practical experience

CFCC offers a wide range of different programs designed for all students to succeed and accomplish goals of all kinds. I was able to take a little bit of everything from each course I took here, and all of my professors were phenomenal and helped me succeed in each class and pass with flying colors.

Being exposed to the types of things that I would see in a medical office.

The instructors were very helpful when needed.

The program had up to date and older equipment to work on so I will be prepared in the field.

General Studies prepares you for almost any degree. You can always go back to school at any age and have this AA under your belt.

The strengths of the program I am in are the hands on techniques that are provided by the teachers, the in depth discussions that take place between not only the students to the teachers, but the students between each other.

I did well and enjoyed english, sociology, psychology, and art classes. I excel in most subjects that are open ended opposed to close ended such as math.

To obtain an Associate of Arts degree in general studies to continue my education to achieve a four year degree later.

Acquiring basic abilities and skills while completing courses that are applicable to other universities.

The combination of class work and clinical hours provides a well rounded introduction to nursing and provides opportunity to utilize evidence based practice.

Quickest 2 year transfer program.

GENERAL STUDIES IS MY BASIC COURSES AT THIS TIME BUT I BELIEVE THAT WITH THE COURSES I HAVE ACCOMPLISHED ALL HAS PREPARED ME FOR TRANSFERRING TO A COLLEGE TO PURSUE MY CAREER CHOICE.

great instructors who are always willing to go above and beyond to help.

the ability to be hands on....what is taught in my course is what employers in my field are requiring of potential employees...

I believe there are several strengths in my program of study. One strength is the critical thinking skills I obtained from all the Math classes I took. I also liked how I was required to take CIS 110 since it greatly improved my computer skills. I believe having excellent computer skills is needed for the business world.

I work well with others, I love space planning and getting to learn the process of CAD drawings.

Knowledgeable professors and up to date material covered in a small personal classroom setting.
It gave me a great deal of knowledge in general sciences and English. The projects and drafting classes. Flexibility in being able to consolidate a variety of completed courses into one degree. Learning how to do hair professionally and the knowledge to better care for hair. The instructors are amazing in teaching these skills as well as helping you to perfect your talent. It gives others a chance to prepare for a new position or to move forward with themselves. Having the law enforcement personnel on board to teach really makes the difference in the classrooms, having them share their experiences is what makes the classes exciting. The professors were really great and helpful. The challenges are the most beneficial part of the program! Going beyond basic knowledge is what they strive for from you as well! N/A excellent teachers awesome staff from doing my program of study i found out what i really want my degree in. which is sonography I was able to fully comprehend all of the material in its entirety. The teacher. has played a huge roll in me graduating. He is the best teacher I have ever encountered! Whatever a student needs, Shawn's there to help. He is not only a great teacher, but also a great friend. You can learn a lot from him whether its about cars or about life. The main strength of my program of study would have to be the vast choices of classes i could take to prepare for my transfer. I wasn't forced into any one area of study, this allowed me to find what really interested me. The strengths of my program of study were as follows: the friendly atmosphere and personal devotion all the staff at CFCC showed towards me, the invaluable experiences I had and people I met, as well as the preparation needed to prepare me for university level work. I think the strengths of my program of study are the all the science and math subjects. I think that an Associate in Arts is be a solid degree to obtain to build on my education in the future. The professors. I have attended other schools and found that the professors here take their job more seriously and strived to help me out any time i needed it. A requirement for all the teachers in the criminal justice program must come from a law enforcement background. This is great for the program because that is the only way it should be and I would hope that never changes. introduces students to a wide array of classes that will help them decide what to pursue once they transfer to a university. the course information is interesting I chose cape fear for an affordable means to continue my education on my road to a 4-year college and i feel that cape fear was the perfect place to do this. The strengths in my program of study vary. Nursing involves a lot of science and mathematics. Cape Fear ensures these science and math courses are well taught and involve more hands-on activities than sitting at a desk taking notes. My skills in English classes along with foreign language. Now, i feel like i have something to fall back on. Though i wish to pursue other areas for employment, the fact that i have an associates lets me rest a little easier knowing i can always use it to help find a job if i ever needed to. broad range of classes Small class sizes at CFCC. Prepares the student for further education. It's a great foundation for your future. the fact that i learned more about the human body. Also, my instruction during English 111; I believed before taking this class, i knew how to write effectively but realized I really didn't have the full required knowledge. Lead instructor is passionate about the subject matter. Educators are very helpful and attend to needs directly. The faculty at CFCC is consistently prepared and effective, as well responsive to the individual needs of their students. Practical application More independent with communication.
Great teachers-challenging curriculum

Study guides, tutors, practice tests.
I really liked how many options I had to choose from. There were so many different classes offered. The teachers were very professional and made it a challenge to complete assignments effectively.
The tutors, handouts, and helpful worksheets.
The ability to work in an office environment professionally.
It introduces alternative energies, energy conservation, and some building science. Focused on P.V. which was not helpful for me but would be helpful to someone interested in that line of work.
Complete knowledge of the field at which I studied
It is a basic way to prepare for transfer without wasting time on courses that are major specific and will need to be repeated.
The teachers are excellent, and the accredited courses that are offered transfer to most universities.
computer science and mathematics
The instructor strong support system that is offered.
I think with the Business Administration certificate, I am stronger in my selling abilities. I am also taking EDU classes (towards the ECE degree) while I await my status of applying for the OTA program. I think the ECE program is becoming very hands on.
teacher has many years of experience
Strong academic course with emphasis on skills needed to go directly into work force. Strong support from instructors.
I am hoping to have a degree in Business Administration when I am finished. I feel that all the classes I have had so far will be very helpful in the work force. Being able to also receive the banking and customer service certificates will look good on my resume and help me obtain a better job.

Technology and Staff

It was a great overview of the field. My fieldwork experiences were very eye opening and helpful in confirming for me this is the path I want to take.

Having the hands-on experience.

It prepared me to transfer to UNCW and my adviser was very helpful.

Allows for on the job training while learning the program.

The strengths of my program of study would be that it challenges and builds every student. This is achieved by teaching the students about critical thinking and how to apply it to everyday life.

In my opinion, the strengths of the MOA program are the advanced OST courses that hit on what you learn if you take the Internship credit. I did my Internship in the Fall ‘11 semester and I learned A LOT! My classes I am currently taking are a review of what I already have learned. I don't think the Internship should be an option, but then again, maybe I just Interned at a very successful office.

Quality of the instructors, quality and amount of clinical time spent at the hospital, length of program

Small classroom learning made it easier interact with professors therefore making it easier to learn.

Even though I was obtaining a AA degree to transfer, I was also able to take classes that pertain to the major I intend to go into at a 4-year college/university. The professors were extremely helpful and it was a good transition from high school.

Our Head Instructor, [redacted] is a wonderful teacher and mentor. Not only is she a great instructor, she is also a wonderful friend and she is always there for her students to lean on. Without her, there were times when I seriously considered dropping the program. She uplifts students and makes them feel that they can do anything that they set their mind to. She truly is the strongest component of the entire program.

The teachers are great and really go the distance to help you understand the subject.

In the CET program (including TNE and CSC courses) the instructors were very well versed in real-world scenarios and applications. Their insight, willingness to guide a "hand-on" classroom, and incorporation of current technology news and events in class discussions, was a real boon to my overall experience.

Smaller class sizes to better assist on an individual basis, and the science learning lab.

The strengths are the hands on experience you acquire and the lab experience.

The Sonography Program is fantastic for job preparation. I feel confident in my work abilities as I finish the program.

That I have a strong interest in computer related fields and plan to continue with a bachelors in computer science.

The mathematics department and english department instructors are all exemplary instructors in their respective fields.

VA representatives are an amazing asset to the Vet. Community

the help of the professors

Knowing what classes to take

My knowledge of computers

The instructors. All the instructors are willing to help the students grow and help face challenges. The instructors deserve better than what they already have provided for them now.

Knowledgeable Teachers

The hand on applications of the Marine tech Program are great

The English program.

The strengths of my program of study have varied widely since signing up for CET. I now have extensive experience working with Windows-based Operating Systems and moderate experience with Linux-based distributions. I have also learned how to program in Java and C, and I feel comfortable enough to try to create my own programs. I have also improved my knowledge of security for computers and networks.

The teachers and their desire to benefit the students.

Great group of teachers that are extremely knowledgeable of the material and show a desire to push their students towards new ideas. The classes were also exciting to be in because the information was new to me and it was taught to me in multiple ways so that I could understand it easier. I would recommend this program to many others looking for a fun degree.

Computers are used in every part of life the skills I have gained will help me secure employment in the future. I now feel very comfortable with dealing with computers and networks.

I have more knowledge in the fields of science and math. Both of these learned skills will help me excell at a greater rate as I go further in my education.

The real life experience the professors have and their ability to relate easily to me.

Learn to drive better

Practical knowledge given by experienced talented instructors
The Instructors

Knowledgable instructors and small classroom setting.

Very hands on

strong emphases on safety and being prepared being professional

The same quality as a University.

In the radiography program you get hands-on experience from the very first semester. We spend at least half of the program in clinic, doing x-rays, and working with technologists. I feel that by the end of the program we are all prepared to be Registered Radiologic Technologists and completely capable of working on our own.

Easy to follow

I think that the instructors are the backbone behind any class I took. I had some that seem to be too easy or not challenging enough and then there were others that challenged me to be a better student. Those are the ones I got the most from.

There are a lot more hands on classes than at a university, and for a lot of students, this helps them learn more thoroughly.

I think the biggest strengths of my program of study were learning to write more effectively and obtaining more knowledge with a broader understanding of the courses that I have taken. Also, my program of study gave me time to think about what school I wanted to transfer to and what degree I would like to study.

The major strengths of my selected program of study were gaining the ability to write more effectively and also gain a broader understanding and knowledge of the courses taken.

It is very hands on and teaches the skills that are required for everyday work in the field. The program also teaches good work ethics and instills an effective and practical way of approaching problems.

Very accessible, and open to people of all levels.

The professors real life experience and ability to relate easily.

The instructors in the early childhood department are amazing. They are always willing to go above and beyond to help their students.

I feel that the professors at Cape Fear are definitely the strengths of my program of study. I have had some really wonderful experiences with my classes at Cape Fear.

Language skills.

Organization, challenging curriculum, excellent staff

In depth study of courses.

the instructors and the types of machines used in the program

It is very challenging and the instructors are great.

The type of equipment used and the instructors are great at what they do.

The required 30 days at sea on the R.V. Dan Moore and a handful of other classes I have taken in my program allow us as students to receive "hands on" training.

Strengths of Marine Technology would be the excellent instructors and advisers. They are excellent role models and teachers. Another strength is our boat the Dan Moore. Trips we make aboard this ship give the Marine Technology Program at Cape Fear a unique and worthwhile hands-on experience you can not receive anywhere else.

Teachers and hands on exp

Teachers hands on exp

My ability to really enjoy the studies I go through to get to my major. I'm hardworking and do what I can to get my work done on time.

The versatility of the classes provides a broad array of skills I can draw from, in the future.

I think the professors is doing a great job

I really learned a lot of new information about the business world. The instructors were all great and very informative. I feel that I am ready to go out into the business world and will successfully find a new job that I will be qualified for.

Languages, and social sciences

the director of our program is a definite strength and the variety of clinical settings.

Excellent faculty.

The ADN program is challenging, but instills critical thinking skills necessary for the medical field. There is a lot of time spent in the hospital completing clinical hours and allowing us to learn, build and practice skills. Many nurses and doctors have commented on how well prepared CFCC students are for patient care, versus other nursing programs.

passion for the field of nursing

It's a very challenging program. I feel that if you can get through this program, you can get through anything.

The amount of clinical time we have to have will help tremendously in obtaining a job in Nursing after graduation. The faculty (especially the 2nd year instructors) were extremely helpful in preparing us for the future. They challenged us and encouraged us.

Good instructors

Hands on training

High-tech equipment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hands on training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>They prepare us very well for becoming a nurse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ADN program at CFCC is like none of the other nursing programs I have ever researched before. The instructors really prepare you for what real life nursing is going to be and they do not let you cut any corners. They are all very helpful and knowledgeable in all aspects of nursing care. They are great mentors and I have thoroughly enjoyed my time with them at CFCC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having hands on experience with patients in a clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having hands on experiences with patients in a clinical setting. Knowledgeable instructors who were challenging and helpful in all aspects of preparing me for a job in a dental office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The program follows the guidelines set by the Commissioning Board for the workplace. We studied a wide variety and learned about a lot of different areas of study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have clinical experience due to our state of the art clinic and sterilization room, amazing instructors who are very knowledgeable, and a program that will prepare us for what's to come in the field of dentistry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great program! Teachers are fantastic, supportive and understanding. Incredibly challenging, but rewarding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's the best in the state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong emphasis on clinical experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel the integration of technology into the business field is helping develop new ways to progress and stimulate the economy. CFCC has combined these two on a productive and affective manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The experience is hands on and the teachers are great. I was challenged and encouraged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtain critical thinking skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great instructors, lots of clinical/hands on work, up-to-date/current equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The strengths of the OTA program at CFCC helps individuals build interpersonal communication skills in prep for re-entry in community, competitive employment in the field of rehabilitation, utilize necessary skills needed to perform the stated job duties of a COTA, and to provide provision of services deemed necessary for consumers to regain a meaningful quality of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong instructors. They more than adequately prepared me for the NCLEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fact that the instructors have done their jobs for so many years that they can teach and prepare you for the real world effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the director of the program is a strength and the variety of clinical settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our amazing teachers and the sites that allow us to do our rotations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The department staff is beyond excellent. Pay extra to keep them all. The jobs available and the need of training for these jobs makes this program absolutely relavent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides me with the knowledge I need to transfer on to a university and be very successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good teachers, small classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great program for intro to health care position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's a great program! It challenges me and prepares me for my future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hands on experience, in depth study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It kept me aligned with my major as well as teaching me skills that will help me with my success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very clinically based, which is what is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well rounded curriculum. Great supportive teachers who wanted me to succeed. resources provided by the help desks and library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging and valuable clinical experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Computer technologies involved in MET are up to date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lab that is available for us to use really prepares us for working in the hospital or clinical environment and it lets us get hands on experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The hands on experience that is received during labs and clinicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong passing rate for NCLEX-RN exam. Lots of clinical time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The nursing program good clinical experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportunity to do presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The knowledge the instructor's bring to the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The strengths of this programs are both [\text{instructor's name}]. These instructors care very much for their students. They want to see their students succeed in the Paralegal Field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors for the most part were all great!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving my Associates from Cape Fear Community College has given me much knowledge about specific things i wanted to learn throughout my years here and being able to try and transfer to University of Wilmington.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The educators in the Radiography are very helpful in every aspect. Any needs I had were always listened to and handled professionally and respectfully. I am very impressed.

The Clinical sites

The integration of technology in the business field is vastly improving the operation and functioning of the actual business. I enjoyed the variety of classes.

computer skills

The instructors are amazing and always willing to help, but also strict and enforce policies that are upheld by the school. My strengths of my program of study is determination. Although I've completed a general degree I have not given up on my goal of becoming an Occupational Therapy Assistant.

The instructors are very good.

Will get a job.

Psychology

Overall teacher knowledge

A lot of clinical time to get me where I need to be.

The professors- and her public speaking class was one of the best I've ever taken- both at CFCC or a four year university.

Advanced Computer Skills needed in today's workforce

the teachers and advisers have always been willing to help

The Teachers

Being able to work in the clinical setting

Very complete and precise. The staff is always eager to teach.

The tutoring services and hands on interactive labs

science courses

Acquiring an Associates in General Studies allowed me to have the opportunity to gain a broader knowledge of many different fields. A major strength of my program of study was learning to write more effectively and speak better publicly.

After having in-school training and clinical experiences, I feel like I am completely ready to be employed. Instructors were very willing to give one on one instruction during and after class times.

YOU take a wide variety of science classes.

Great instruction. Excellent practicum placement.

I was very happy with the teachers throughout my 2 years at CFCC. I obtained a great deal of knowledge no matter what the subject. I appreciate that all my teachers pushed me to work harder and become a better student.

A good general education.

Helps you prepare for your field of study.

I have truly enjoyed all aspects of Phlebotomy, and I think is an excellent instructor.

The strengths in my program were the hands on approach that the instructors used to teach the information.

The strengths are in the development of a basic understanding of community and hospital pharmacy.

Some of the teachers with real word experience and an extensive knowledge of electronics in general, like , and I think they are an invaluable resource to CFCC.

there are a lot of really great teachers in this program

Clinical experience and lectures truly prepare students for employment

Professors), hands-on learning, technology available, connection to faculty at ECU, advisement

Good instructors who are very helpful and encouraging, especially .

clinical areas, and the knowledgeable instructors.

CFCC offers a variety of courses that are both interesting and challenging. The awesome professors make the time spent at Cape Fear fly by. There is plenty of assistance available for those willing to look for it. The learning lab is GREAT.

Preparing me for college transfer
The COE experience.

we have a really strong team of instructors who all are qualified some in areas more than the other but it all ends up fitting because there is always someone who can help if another cannot

This program gives the opportunity to actually use the equipment and gear used in the field that I will be graduating in. The at sea experience is the best possible thing this school offers to prepare for jobs.

This program has prepared me to get a job in the marine Technology field.

Job skills

The instructors are always willing to help, and one on one attention.

Great professors, more hands on then book work, and you want to learn more because the subjects are so interesting.

great instructors who know the material very well, variety of classes-intertwines with hotel/restaurant management program well.

Excellent instructors and course content.

All of the instructors are well prepared to teach these courses. This program is challenging and interesting.

I will always have an associates in science to fall back on, and it has led me down a good career path.

The program offers a variety of courses in a variety of subjects. This makes for a well-rounded education.

Hands on with working with the A/C units and going into the community and trying to fix the units and find out why or why not it was not working. Being able to physically do the job with supervision from the instructors.

The strengths that I found in my course work studies would be public speaking; was my teacher, I still have a great relationship with her, and she made me a great public speaker. Speaking is not everyone’s talent, and knew this.

The hands on work and how well my instructors knew it.

Top of the line hands on training. This program is one of a kind. Not only did I learn a wide variety of information in the classroom, I learned the process of working at Sea and on multiple vessels near shore.

I think the strengths of this program of study are to help one gain the experience they need to move onto a 4 year university and a well rounded education for someone who wishes to pursue a career with just this degree.

The business administration program adequately prepared me to learn any job in an office setting.

The Ass. of Arts is a very good program of study. It is very versatile and can be used toward any job in the future.

The instructors and the hands on clinical experience at local hospital.

The will to learn more and enjoy my major.

I love what I do and always have loved this field. I strongly feel I will go far in the field I chose at CFCC.

I think that getting an Associates Degree in Science is a good starting point for people who aren’t sure what they want to do in life yet because it allows you to have many options. You have the option of transferring and choosing from many different majors. If you decide not to transfer, it also allows you to have a general education and make more money than someone who doesn’t have any degree.

I feel as if my instructor is very knowledgeable in the course she teaches. I also feel as though my clinical site has given me a great learning experience. It also helps that this program is only one semester.

Gives a satisfying feeling of overall achievement- great instructors.

Gets you prepared for a university. New technology, good instructors.

The professors push you to work harder.

Creativity

the first hand education

My strengths of my program I would have to choose are my English classes. During the developmental English classes I slacked off because I placed low on the placement test and I mostly knew the stuff I learned but when I got to the College level English classes I excelled with As. This was my strongest subject, next to my science classes like Biology. When I took the college level English 111 and 112 my teachers were very helpfully and pushed me to do the best I could do. I never wanted to miss an assignment or class because they made the class very fun to be in and pushed me to do the best I could do. In biology, I had a very hard professor for my lecture. From my knowledge, he is no longer working at Cape Fear Community College, but he was a hard teacher where most of my classmates struggled in his class. I found his class as a challenge and I believe that it was one of my strengths in my program as well my English classes.

The instructors and staff are key in the Marine Technology program. They want to see us succeed in this field and are supportive in many ways.

My strengths in the program of study are not just about hair. They include great people skills, time management, and the motivation and drive to achieve goals and do better as a person, but as far as what im good at in the areas of cosmetology I have proven to myself im good at whatever i put my mind to.

i think it is a foundation that is need to obtain any goals set in life by making student well rounded and skilled in their fields.

The self- awareness that is created from taking the classes required for a pre-psychology degree.

teachers were helpful
The skills learned from the math and science courses.

Excel and Quickbooks certification is a vital tool to have for accountants. was an excellent principles teacher. I felt very prepared for my higher level classes. and seem to take a personal interest in each of their students and I feel confident they will help my classmates and find jobs, and continue to help us integrate into our future jobs.

Professional, pleasant, and positive staff.

Having a flexible schedule.

Accounting/Finance

Accounting

Definitely the professors I have encountered as well as the courses I had to complete.

The school offers a lot of hands on activities, that allow one to work and learn efficiently.

The small classroom sizes encouraged me to participate more in class which allowed me to obtain a better understanding of assignments.

I feel that some of the instructors were great educators and mentors.

The Nursing program challenges you to attain the necessary skills to work in the real world.

The challenging curriculum and dedication of the faculty.

A caring coordinator/instructor that is in touch with the field of study.

The teachers. Without the well experienced teachers the students wouldn't be able to get the knowledge and experience within the classroom and outside of the classroom. The activities, labs, and experiments that we have to complete in class also helps the students, including myself get a hands on experience with real life situations.

The teachers are the strengths in teaching the students.

I originally chose pre-radiology. This program offered educators in the math and science fields who were very challenging in some ways. I chose to not continue studying in this program. Instead, I followed the course requirements for an associates degree in general education. Taking this courses at Cape Fear offered a very well rounded education with overall great teachers.

All of the hands on experience through out the classes

many good teachers. few bad.

the teachers are great and they challenge us on a regular

Help people

I think the strengths of my program of study is the variety of well prepared and educated teachers along with teaching styles that allowed me to absorb the maximum possible for my education.

The hands on kitchen experience you get here you cannot get at every university. The close atmosphere and personal relationships with students and professors is truly amazing.

The knowledge and passion of our instructors.

The transferring program was understandable at the beginning to end although I ran into a few problems I found someone to help me at the end. And if I run into more problems I know who I can run to.

The greatest strength of the transfer programs is the quality of teachers like

I believe that the English Department is very strong at CFCC.

Within the college transfer program I found it extremely helpful that there is a variety of classes to select from that will help build up the credits needed to graduate. Being able to take different classes in the areas that interested me most, helped me find narrow down what classes interest me the most and prepare for a four year university.

The faculty at Cape Fear Community College really make the educational experience that much greater.

The faculty, staff and instructors are excellent with very few exceptions. CFCC has great extracurricular activities available for students. The Learning Lab is very helpful.

This was not the program I wanted to pursue so I couldn't say what the strength of it was.

The program gave a well rounded approach to the business world in all aspects. I can now take what I have learned here and apply it in further detail at a higher level at a University.

Good instructors, rigorous coursework, demanding homework assignments and class requirements. Being able to take some classes online (even though they are much more labor intensive than classes taken in the traditional classroom).

The psychology instructors are great.

I feel very well rounded from my experience at Cape Fear.

Knowledgeable Instructors

Course on architectural history

Extra-curricular activities such as field trips were relevant to the course

I believe my strength would be writing.
Speaking from my experience as a student at CFCC, I believe that CFCC has a determined group of instructors. I found the learning process a lot less challenging as a result of my instructors overall topic knowledge and willingness to teach.

I believe that the strengths of the Machining Technology are the instructors provided for the curriculum and the latest technological equipment generously provided by Cape Fear Community College.

I believe medical office administration is a growing field. There isn't one part of the program that is stronger than another. The whole program helps you transfer to a 4-year university.

I think the strengths of my program of studying are learning the adequate techniques to patient care and the collection of blood specimen as a phlebotomist should acquire.

Great instructor's, hands on experience, interesting and challenging curriculum, small class sizes

The teachers were excellent in the program. They were the best teachers that I had in community that exist me on my learn disability.

Efficiency
Professional
Very well organized
Organization
Informative

I believe that every professor here is well qualified, and are exceptional at what they do. I believe that they have prepared me very well for my future endeavors at a four year university. The strengths would be teaching, socialization, encouragement, and cooperation.

The strengths of my program study challenged me to complete and gain knowledge of specified areas. Being able to choose a career opportunity allowing stability and security for the future.

The skills learned from the math and sciences courses
There were a lot of classes to choose from

Great instructors and curriculum.
It is the best in the state.

It gives the student a well rounded education. Helping decide what kind of field they want to continue in. I found something that I liked without even knowing it and now I would like to minor in that subject when continuing for my bachelors.

Being that I was simply in the College Transfer program, I feel that the classes required were reasonable and I was glad that I wasn't forced into taking a foreign language. The campus has all of the resources I needed to succeed.

I would say that the strength of my program is [REDACTED]. Without them, this program would be ridiculously hard. [REDACTED] is a fantastic teacher and he understands that people have different learning methods and require better explanations to understand certain things. [REDACTED] is a fantastic lab assistant and is extremely smart and knows what she is doing. Both of them are wonderful and I am glad that I got to know them during my time here.

THE TEACHERS

All of the computer programs used were up to date.

I feel like the strongest strengths of this program are the programs we are able to use. [REDACTED] is extremely helpful when you have a question, he answers you right away or gets back to you with in a reasonable time frame.

My strength was [REDACTED]. He was so helpful and understanding. I enjoyed learning from him and I looked forward to coming to class. Also the software being up to date is helpful. I appreciate [REDACTED], because he knows the software and really tries to teach it to you. I have learned alot from him and I felt I got my education and money out of the program.

My strength was [REDACTED], knowing that if I ever had a problem with anything, he would give be an honest answer and if he didn't, he would do some research to find that answer and give it back to me as soon as he could.

The program continually pushes you to grow and learn.

The strengths of the HVAC program for myself were the instructors and the up to date equipment.

It truly is the language of business.

Strong Teachers and hands on learning!

Awesome teachers who put forth much effort in assisting me with hands on and book learning. I have learning disabilities and they helped me immensley.

I think that the classes that are offered are good for basic knowledge and going towards other programs and universities.

Strong possibility of employment.

Being a General Studies (A.A) transfer student, I feel that CFCC is a very wise decision for upcoming students who plan on transferring to a university. I love the small classes and the different location options. In my two and a half years I have not had a bad instructor.

I feel very prepared to work as a registered nurse.

very applicable in the real world and in a growing field

I am able to venture out in my field and i have many of choices to choose from job wise. It's not just one subject in the Interior Design. You can be a furniture consultant, CAD professional, kitchen designer, bathroom designer, or even do the overall experience. My program challenged me to be the best designer that i could be and it guided me in the direction that i want for myself.
The strengths of this program are the data communication and advanced electronics classes.

There is always an instructor available to help when on the floor.

The strengths of my program of study is the Networking classes.
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I feel as if I am prepared to begin the next step toward my educational goals.

The different opportunities that come with it.

The flexible classes and how well the course tend to correspond with one another. The faculty is excellent as well.

It prepared me strongly for my field of study.

Great teachers in the early childhood development program

The skills learned in math and science courses

The Professors in the Science department are great!

Uniqueness of the nuclear and tech related courses.

Electrical and Mechanical

The strengths would be the math and science classes, they teachers are very knowledgeable in their subject and are able to teach their classes well.

The strengths would be the math and science classes.

Never give up, no matter what happened when times are hard and difficult. Giving up was never an option, because Cape Fear Community College have excellent teachers, and they know how to teach. Science is not easy but they made it sound easy. The help we get from campus is also very helpful. Labs are well organized and there is always someone to help when you need help. My Teachers, also, helped all the times, in class, inside their office, or in the lab too. That is the “strength of my program of study.”

The chance to transfer to a 4 year University and pursue a future.

For the automotive field hands on experience is necessary, and there is daily opportunity in most of the automotive classes to try out the various repair techniques.

I am able to save money before entering into a 4 year college.

Great instructors, good variety of clinical sites.

At CFCC, I have been greatly challenged by the history instructors who have taught me the value of critical thinking, as well as an all around love of history from all different cultures and time periods.

Teachers willing to help.

Hands-on experience

Challenging, big clinical component, critical thinking, hands-on experience

The effective tool usage and learning how to pursue further education through research.

I haven't been accepted into a program yet

Clinical practice and some instructors were very excellent.

a lot of on hands work

time on software

Nice facility

That I have a wide verity to choose from in the Business Administration field to choose from when I transfer to my four year college of choice.

I like the hands-on experience and the teacher working with you yo assure that you know what you are doing and feel comfortable with yourself.

I think the amount of hands on learning is great

Career flexibility

Hair

Prepares me to continue my education or to begin my career in Accounting with first class professors and real life situations.

There are many strengths in my program of study. I would say for one the administration and staff is a strength. Transferring in to CFCC from a different community college has been smooth and pleasant. I wasn't always used to having friendly advisers and a nice front office staff! Also, I think the Humanities section and teachers are great. I really enjoyed all of my Film and Art classes I have taken at CFCC.

new instructors with willingness to update the program.

Everything is hands on

Everything was hands on

n/a
I am allowed to focus much on the course that I would like to take than to be stuck with a set of required courses that everyone has to take. Working on an AS (transfer) allows me to be prepared in order to enter the field of biology at UNCW, which I will be attending next year.

My program of study prepared me for further expanding my education. Many different subjects are required. The teachers are really flexible and really seem to want to help. I also like the choice of online classes.

Good Teachers

Always learning new trades and hair styles.

Very knowledgeable staff.

Strengths in knowing how to accurately cut and style hair. Great customer service.

Every aspect of my program of study prepared me for further expanding my education.

Many different subjects are required.

The teachers are really flexible and really seem to want to help. I also like the choice of online classes.

Good Teachers

Always learning new trades and hair styles.

Very knowledgeable staff.

Strengths in knowing how to accurately cut and style hair. Great customer service.

The strengths of the program is the strong medical background that you develop over the course that you can use for other medical programs at CFCC. Another strength is the growing job market for the MOA program.

This country and the world as a whole needs to live in a more sustainable manner. My program of study has trained me to be able to convey and apply this idea.

The strengths in the cosmetology course, was having the hands on experience i needed in order to surpass my fears. I love the atmosphere i come into everyday.

One of the major strengths of the program is how closely related the nuclear classes are to the actual work. The systems course was a huge help when entering the field of work.

Very broad, helps you decide exactly what you want to study at a university.

The professors are well certified and do a fantastic job of challenging students.

The strength of Marine tech, is the accessibility of graduates to contact and find employers.

I think the strengths of my program are the teachers. They really challenge you. The work is really college level and it prepares you for work that has to be done at a 4 year university. The teachers didn't make this easy, and i like the fact that I was pushed to actually succeed.

Instructor experience and determination to find work for students.

The teachers try their best to equip you for graduating and transferring colleges.

It's a new and innovative program that promotes collaboration across many disciplines.

General Studies gave me the chance to both get my core requirements completed and explore the possible jobs and knowledge i might be interested in once i transfer to a university level program.

Teacher's dedication to see students succeed.

I believe that it opens up many areas for employment and/or further study. is a very knowledgeable, helpful, fantastic instructor.

Hands on experience......

It has prepared me for relating to children, and understanding what methods work best in teaching.

The method of teaching, equipment and instructor.

Hands on work

My instructor, , was a knowledgeable and over qualified source that I knew would guide me in the right direction.

hands on experience

Covers the basics of knowledge needed for employment.

New technology

***

The instructor is very knowledgable and you get alot fo hands one experience.

hands on experience

The amount and variety course selections

The instructors are all dedicated to the knowledge they intend to relay.

Well kept facilaities with all of the newest technologies and softwares available for any student who is interested. Lab time and lecture time well balanced and utilized. Lab time in biologies and other sciences teach techniques that would mock day to day real world tasks.

There is a wide variety of classes available to take.

instructers were good

I believe the strengths for my area of study are the teachers I have had. They are very knowlegable about the subject and were able to teach me a lot based on thier personal experiences and not just the through the textbook.
Excellent Professors and the great opportunity to be in a classroom filled with students who are willing to learn the same interests as you.

good teachers

Overall variety of knowledge

The science and math classes.

My people skills and how to interact with others.

Good professors, students who generally are ambitious, just a lot of hard working people.

Hands on training and real life scenarios.

paint booth & instructor

The instructors are very knowledgeable of material

enjoyed fixing dents and painting the hoods, and trying to get my welds done.

My strengths were definitely in the math and music departments.

Painting

the way the classes are set up

The clarity of what courses are needed to transfer or graduate with a two-year degree.

I think the strengths of my program of study were the hands on assignment.

Fully transfers to the University of NC system.

Most of the instructors that I have had over the past 2 1/2 years have been very thorough with their teachings and allowed students to express their concerns, if had any. They took time out of teaching to make sure students needs were met.

License Instructor

The building is nice.. that's pretty much it.

THE INSTRUCTORS

It allows you to take courses from all areas of study and by doing so makes a person well rounded and knowledgeable about different subject criteria.

I think is a highly qualified and great instructor. Her knowledge of the latest technologies and procedures is an asset, as well as knowledge of products and product ingredients.

The strengths of this program was all of the science based courses I was able to take.

The hands on instruction and teachers

The strenghts of my program of study would be the science courses that were given and available at CFCC.

The professors are very knowledgeable in the information they are teaching. They are able to answer majority of question and are very confident in delivering the information, which made it easy to understand.

It prepares you to transfer to a university.

Its explanation to the automobile and how it works....etc

They teach a broad spectrum of information.

Its a great way to get into a 4 year college

Shop, tools, paint booth, smart board

paint booth

The strengths of the MOA program is that every course required prepares individuals for the workplace. We actually got the chance to experience the types of job skills that will be required for certain employers.

i like painting

the teacher helps you

I liked that i have learned how to paint and weld.

One on one training that helped me progress through my classes

The majority of science courses are geared toward the medical field, I feel confident that I have an understanding of the human body and how it works.

Access to equipment and technology associated with the electronics field.

skills learned in math and science courses

Overall teacher care and help that they give.

it will help me with the children that I deal with everyday. It will also help me with other co-workers in the same field that I am employed in. CFCC gave me so much knowledge about the new career I have chosen.

I feel the strengths of the program are the hands on approach and the usage of the modern equipment we will see in the field and on the job.
The teachers. They guided us through everything we needed to know in order to accomplish our goals.

The strengths of my program give me the opportunity to learn about the real world and apply what I learned through the program to real life situations.

Everything but the design software. Feel ill-equipped to work a job using this software. I feel strongly that I could not possibly try any harder.

getting you ready for work, and not giving up on you.

the teachers

I've learned a lot and CFCC offers a lot of courses that would allow me to finish my program of study and that's what I like the variety along with the exceptional teachers. It's easier to graduate when you have more options of classes and teachers. For my program of study I had to take a lot of math and sciences and there are so many classes in those categories offered at CFCC and that's what made it so easy to finish my program of study.

The variety of classes that I had to go take to obtain the degree really gave me a different perspective on how the world works.

I feel that my program of study is very consistent with the programs offered at any 4-year university, which will make my transfer happen quickly and smoothly. This was established early on and gave me peace of mind to know I had chosen the right school to obtain my 2-year college transfer degree.

For the most part the classes in which I was enrolled in had up to date equipment and the material was current with the exception of a few electronic courses. All the instructors are very knowledgeable in the curriculum.

It's allows easy transfer to a 4 year university
Its up to date with today's technology

The instructors were very educated on the subject.

All the hands on experience that is involved in the classroom.

In my program of study, one of the most valuable strengths would be the constant hands one experiences.

The teachers are smart.

I think that the main strengths include, but are not limited to, the ability to function and be productive in a professional work environment.

It prepares you for more schooling.

The instructors in the psychology/sociology department were very knowledgeable and were willing to help. They introduced me to a lot of interesting and new ideas and theories. They made me want to pursue a career in sociology and social work.

The teachers in the program are really effective and always available.

The flexibility of the teachers

[redacted] is a driving force for the MOA program. She is very knowledgeable, and strives to impart that knowledge to her students. If there is a question she can not answer, she will research until she can provide a correct answer to you.

It gives you a good basic knowledge that you will need for any study in a 4 year college.

Excellent English, Chem, Computer and History Teachers

I think that the english courses were my strong points

The teachers are awesome and helpful. They really enjoy what they do.

Challenging. Lots of clinical.

very experienced second level instructors. Full support of staff and dedication to learning and success

The program prepares you for the job skills you will need in the "real world".

The attempt to get everybody used to speaking front of people and the access to the newer versions of the Microsoft software. The accessibility to college employees is also very beneficial.

The Teachers and how well they know their job field.

The strengths of my program was it was very versatile. And no matter what I end up doing for my four year degree my degree gives me the flexibility to almost go into any four year degree.

I felt the instructors within the math department were phenomenal. I am a little biased, math being my favorite subject, but the diversity in teaching styles is strong.

It has prepared me for when I enter the corporate world i will be ready.

great instructors and course content specifically zoology courses and boating courses

The teachers were the best part. They all seemed very caring and helpful

Teachers

Teachers

Teachers

None really
I believe that the main strengths of my program of study were the outstanding abilities of each individual professor to teach in a way that made learning easy to understand, and in a way that encouraged me to push my mental boundaries to be a better student. Also, the courses that went along with my program were not easy or boring, they actually made me realize that to succeed I have to give it my all.

Last semester, fall 2011, I enrolled in a class that based on the description I thought would be a joke, I was completely wrong. That class was Human Sexuality class. class was the first class that I have ever taken where I was actually felt like I was going to fail, but at the same time, it taught me how hard I have to try to excel to finish at the top. The project that we were assigned during this class was the most difficult project that I have completed in my entire academic history, it is also the only project that made me realize how much I love what I am going to school for. In addition to furthering my knowledge of psychology, taught me to not stop and give up when school, work, life, and everything else gets hard. To be honest, and in my opinion, I would say that what I walked out of class with is the main strength to my program of study.

The teachers in the music program were helpful and made the necessary adjustments to accommodate me as a student.

The teachers in the music program were helpful and made the necessary adjustments to accommodate me as a student.

Instructors are up to date on the latest hair styles, trends, and techniques; Department is very involved in hair shows and competitions

The teachers are great, They really care and are extremely helpful.

You get a broad range of subjects to learn about that get you ready to go on to a University.

I felt that within my program a hands on approach along with being treated as a responsible adult in charge of my own education helped me own my degree. My last year has entailed going to school and working part time through a work study program. This has helped reinforce what was being taught and may lead to a full time job at graduation.

This program of study has helped me to understand things from a broader perspective.

The strengths of the college transfer program help to prepare me for four-year University.

I believe that the main strengths to my program of study were the outstanding abilities of each individual professor to teach in a way that made learning easy to understand, and in a way that encouraged me to push my mental boundaries to be a better student. Also, the courses that went along with my program were not easy or boring, they actually made me realize that to succeed I have to give it my all.

Last semester, fall 2011, I enrolled in a class that based on the description I thought would be a joke, I was completely wrong. That class was Human Sexuality class. class was the first class that I have ever taken where I was actually felt like I was going to fail, but at the same time, it taught me how hard I have to try to excel to finish at the top. The project that we were assigned during this class was the most difficult project that I have completed in my entire academic history, it is also the only project that made me realize how much I love what I am going to school for. In addition to furthering my knowledge of psychology, taught me to not stop and give up when school, work, life, and everything else gets hard. To be honest, and in my opinion, I would say that what I walked out of class with is the main strength to my program of study.

It has prepared me for a year school.

wide range of opportunities and numerous jobs available. also the pay for a diesel mechanic is very rewarding

One of the instructors is passionate about teaching the subjects. I feel that I will be prepared to enter the working world again, after taking her classes.

It had a broad spectrum of courses that could be taken to complete the program.

Good teachers

I'm going into accounting, and that leads to a good job making good money.

The instructors have been a great asset in my program of study. Many of the instructors have worked in the field of which they are teaching in return gives us the chance to apply what we've learned into real world problems in class

It is convenient. If you need to take courses online you can and it also offers various class times to choose from. You can accommodate almost any schedule.

The backgrounds, experiences and abilities of the instructors.

All business classes were very good and taught me a lot for my career.

Professors experience and expertise in the hospitality field

Flexibility within transferring programs.

The very knowlegable and talented instructors.

Communications studies is used in everyday life and is vital in the workplace.

That it was easy enough for me to read the directions and teach myself about 90% of all the medical classes I took.

I believe the strengths of my program of study are that it teaches you a plethora of information and helps you in deciding what you want to do for the rest of your life.

strong knowledge of hvac controls and servicing

The instructors.

With my program of study it will be easy to find work no matter where I live. Business can be useful in so many ways and it has so many areas that it can really open up someones options when choosing a career path.

The nuclear classes and the co-op program.

I highly enjoyed being in a student in the COsmetology department at Cape Fear for many reasons, some of which include the interactive instructors and fast paced learning environment. I enjoyed the my school hours as they were convenient to my work schedule and all the opportunities that I received from being a part of this program of study.
Helped me know alot of the major Business definitions

cfcc offers a lot of hands on training and that is always better than using just books.

Gives you an opportunity to attend college classes without the high cost and large class size of the typical university.

I know that my strengths of the program are acquiring the knowledge of basic courses for the future.

The Co-op experience. Being able to use the knowledge and experiences from class in a hands on real life situation was invaluable.

Learned widely useful knowledge of many practical, technical aspects of environmental sciences and math, including applying technical skills completely relevant in our world today.

Wonderful teachers

Preparing me for a job after I graduate, this program of study strengthened my skills in reading, writing, speaking, and mathematics.

Coding

Gives you an chance to explore many different options and figure out what career you want.

Being able to take my classes online.

The instructors I had at night during my time were helpful and knowledgeable.

It definently goes above and beyond to prepare you for a real industrial enviroment.

Not sure. I hated the math classes, especially since I'm going to be doing a creative writing major at UNCW. I guess it was all pretty decent though, other than that.

I have had a great at experience at CFCC, both times I have attended, back in 2008 graduated with dental hygiene and again 2012 to try and finish up a transfer degree. Night classes were a big help with scheduling around work.

The professors here at CFCC in the field of political science have been the major strength of this program.

It basically gets a student through the first two years of the basics at a four year college. And it builds and sets the student up for approaching a four year college.

The teachers I've had ranged from good to great. Keep up the recruiting process you have.

math, and computer courses

knowledge and background of the nuclear industry.

Teachers were willing to help you when I needed it.

I found out through many class searches and confusion within myself of what I wanted to achieve with my academics that I thoroughly enjoyed sociology and other related courses.

i get to learn how to do hair of people with different ethnic backgrounds.
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Hands-on work; on-site work/jobs

It gives me a basis to continue my education at UNCW. When I transfer, I will be ready to focus on my intended major!

lab work

I love that the teachers actually teach at a college level, unlike other community colleges that I have attended. They not only care about the individual but they care about the level of work that an individual produces.

Strong background of core classes that will prepare me for my next college.

There are great professors here and a nice selection of basic science courses.

The way that the world is moving at today a lot of industries will be left behind but diesel mechanics will always be needed.

Very dedicated knowledgeable professors in this program

There is a great value to the education. The amount of available help whether by teacher, tutor, peer, or librarian is impressive and invaluable.

it is a good program because if u lack credits in ur field of study you can switch ur major to this and then switch it back later

My strengths in this program is in sociology, I have taken almost everyone of the courses available in that subject and I am highly satisfied with my instructor.

Mathematics

Being able to have a flexibility schedule with school attending day and night classes while working.

Using computers

accounting and math

I feel that I learned a great deal about the basic fundamentals of education from my education classes. Particularly my Educational Psychology class was very beneficial and my instructor, was an excellent teacher.

The teacher and the program training on instrumentation.

Competent instructors and small class sizes.
The Teachers> in BOLD LETTERS in 99% of the ones that i have had the privilage of meeting and knowing!!! Please dont forget that without good / great teachers then many would get left behind. We need to find a way to take care of/ show our appreciation to them better and more often

Not sure.

With the exception of three classes, I have only had to take core classes such as math, history, and sciences because of credits that transferred. I have not had any real experience to evaluate the program properly.

I feel the obvious strengths of a A.A degree is that it gives you several options for a major at a four-year university. I have been undecided about choosing a more defined major so this gives me the chance to obtain a two-year degree and have time to decide on a major at a four-year university.

My program of study really helped prepare me for moving on to University level courses. I did not feel challenged all of the time, but there was enough work to keep me on my toes. Hopefully the transition will be smooth to 4-year college level work.

Teacher student communication. Wi-Fi Access. Resources available.

The classes seem to be on par with university classes as far as difficulty

There are multiple job opportunities available for the program I chose to study. It involves creativity, working with people, and a variety of different directions to go in. The outcome allowed me to figure out what direction I am most interested in and after I graduate, I plan to continue pursing them.

It allowed me to continue going to school right after graduating high school, even though I wasn't exactly sure what I wanted to study at that time. The enlish classes required for the cosmetology program I had already finished after taking the classes for General Education.

The instructors and their ability to bring valid, real world experience to the classroom.

Its a great for students who are not ready to attend a 4 year university.

In cos we learn the different styles and techniques of hair. We also learned how to interact with the many cultures and nationalities from different walks of life. I really appreciate the hard work and effort the instructors instilled in every student. Good Job!

All courses required a great deal of analytical skills that have prepared me for a four year college.

by allowing us to work in an internship.

Some Strengths are that is really gives you a well rounded education. There are many classes that are very different and gives you an education in many different studies.

My area of study gives me time to choose a major in a four year university.

I believe that the strengths of my program of study were primarily the teachers. All of the teachers that I had were willing to work with me if I had issues with anything whether it be not fully understanding the coursework at first or having conflicts with my job and family situations. They took time to help and also made the classes challenging in a way that I know I will be prepared for attending a four year university.

My program offered a broad amount of courses to be taken for those required to transfer. The classes taught me a decent amount, and I felt I grasped a complete comprehension from there targeted goal in the larger majority of my classes.

I had really great teachers.

sociology

I really felt at times the atmosphere was very condusive to my learning
great teacher

The lawyers teaching the programs of law.

I think I'm Strong in all areas of my studies.

helps train new techs

There is a need for individuals in the medical field.

The outstanding staff. In the Electronics and Computer departments. Good experience, great Information, and good technologies to experiment with.

My study was specific to my future employment. Along with the necessary classes, my Co-Op semester helped gain my knowledge and experience for skills needed when I graduate. The classes I have taken have prepared me for work in the field.

The courses and professors offered. I learned a lot about my course of study, specifically psychology and sociology.

The classes I was required to take really taught me how to study and prepared me for university level learning more than the other transfer programs would have.

the teachers were great and the material was presented well and wasnt hard but was challenging to do

good

I think the strengths of my program of studies was having great instructors who do all they can to help you understand what you need to know and they offer resources for extra tutoring, costs of tuition,etc.

The strengths about the program is that you can take the classes you want to take then apply the credits to a program later that you have chosen.

It's a strong field with a lot of job opportunities.
The instructors at CFCC are excellent.

Great teachers and adequately difficult work

My strengths are English, History, and Art.

The instructors that I had in HVAC.

Knowing the laws and procedures of North Carolina law.

Communication skills

Practical Application of real world experiences

Not sure

Easy way to get into a 4 year university. Much cheaper alternative.

Location

Learning about the policing rules

Good Instructors

Accredited Courses

It is a good start for someone who has been out of school for a while to go back.

Having knowledgeable teachers and a plethora of HVAC appliances and the tools and parts to work on them.

It was a well-rounded program that I feel that I increased my general knowledge.

good teachers

I was challenged and learned a lot of useful information in Anatomy and Physiology and was also academically enlightened by Microbiology.

Teaching in the classroom by the professors. The professors help wherever my weak points are.

In my opinion, the strengths of my program of study is the well-rounded wealth of information required to attain prior to graduating with a degree.

Long established knowledge of what is necessary to succeed

The strengths of my program of study would be instructor of the Medical Transcription program, without her knowledge, expertise, and enthusiasm it would have been much more difficult.

The quality of instruction

The hands on experience helps more than anything.

lots of interesting classes

Depending on the subject I was able to grasp the concept easily.

The strengths of the program that I am in would be the writing skills and psychology that you have to have to achieve the feeling of a good teacher and the knowledge of a professional.

I will be able to transfer to a 4 year if I decide and the credits are said to be easily transfered.

The hands-on work we did in our labs were the most beneficial to me. I believe that is really the only way a student can learn the ways of the program of study I was in.

Learning the correct way to write a paper.

Experienced instructors with teaching skills for all levels of learners.

preparation for job market

The strengths of my program would be its ease and how it allowed anyone and everyone to complete it without putting the slightest bit of effort into it.

Great Instructor, available resources

Great Instructors, Low-cost tuition, Available resources

Writing Skills

Writing skills

The overall approach to the students in continuing their education. The encouragement given by the professors everyday, and the willingness to work with others learning disabilities. These are just some of the strengths of the program.

Knowledgeable instructors. Hands on, real world experience performing program related tasks in the field. Industry tools and equipment available to gain experience with.

To gain knowledge in the History field and be able to inquire and understand historical events and past dates.

English was my best strength at cfcc.

Hands on learning

Hands on learning.

Hands on work, teamwork, self motivation, participation, and a lot of quick thinking

the teachers and class size
All instructors I had at CFCC were absolutely wonderful. The most useful class I had in all of my years at college was critical thinking. It's helped form who I am today.

The teacher of my program is amazing, she is very up to date on the topics and knows everything about the field.

The variety of information you receive

I didn't notice any strengths because I had started at CFCC and transferred to UNCG before returning to CFCC. I had credits transfer which therefore helped with my graduation.

I feel that I have found an understanding in many things that I was lacking such as literature and sociology. This program has allowed me to broaden my education and learn much more than just general studies, which in turn has made me a much more intelligent person all around.

The instructors are very knowledgeable in the field of law.

The instructor, who is [redacted], and the ability to have the on-hands experience in building a house.

Cheap and relatively efficient.

The strengths are the wide variety that you are able to choose from therefore leaving up to the person to study electives that they have the most interest in.

I think the basic business classes are good for all to learn.

The real life experience of the instructors.

instructors have a the knowledge to prepare me for a job

The instructors.

Many possibilities

Instructors are available to talk to you when you need them.

The extent of english classes needed helped improve my writing.

The staff!!

I learned a great amount in the required courses. The classes were challenging but also very interesting. I feel they will help me a great amount in my future as a nurse.

The LPN program has excellent instructors and as a student, I feel that I was given a lot of opportunity to perform clinical skills during my clinical rotations; learning was very hands-on which I feel better prepares me after graduating.

My program covers the basic classes and gives students a better understanding of material.

The strengths of my programs in studying is to move on to a four year school.

Teachers were extremely helpful. Internet classes were great when I began a full time job.

Highly recognized by the community.

The LPN lab, clinical experience, texts, and instructors.

Great clinical and classroom instructors.

The strengths in my program of study is mathematics and basic computer skills.

The professors are the best aspect of this program of study!

Good instructors, legal libray

Accounting and mathematics

Prepares me for anything life can through at me

Classroom education

The pharmacy tech. program is well suited for someone who enjoys science, mathematics and health.

Good classes and teachers, that challenged the students to think critically.

The experience of the instructors in the job market.

degree

Tutoring department and available computer labs

Obtain a wide variety of knowledge.

My program of study improved many core strengths that will be essential to my success at the next level in my goals. There was a strong emphasis on communication even in classes, such as introductory electives, where one wouldn't expect to have the opportunity to hone those skills.

I feel better prepared compared to the majority of the students from other schools in my current upper-level classes, thanks to my basic studies at CFCC.

Great instructors who show personal interest and care about their students

Political science is an important field and will always be around, the preparation that the courses at cape fear provide you with is very helpful

I think the strengths of my program of study was the availability of classes. Whether I attended North campus or Downtown Campus I always felt there was plenty of opportunities for me to dig a little deeper into business administration.
virtual learning
its the only source of nuclear training in the sourding area.
The strengths of the CIT program was that it really set the students up for success in taking certification tests.
The ability to get hands-on training with my instructors.
I am sure of the program that I have choosedn to take has affectively prepared me for the project managment role in the world. I am greatful for the opportunity to learn the planning and scheduling, and human resources it take to become an affective project manager.
The level of the instructors interest and caring
They have instruments that will be used in the job field, the instructors are always there to help, and the lab is amazing.
Growth rate of the career.
The strengths in my program would have to be Psychology.
theory
It gets the student ready for a real university setting, while including all courses needed to transfer, with all credits also transferring.
I really liked all of my teachers, and my science classes were really insightful. I particularly liked
I believe that the strengths of my study are my math courses. I succeeded in them even though I didn't think that I was going to.
A general well rounded education, with hands a hands on approach.
The two instructors that make the most impact in your life: .
I felt that the strengths of my program of study were the variety of subjects I learned about, the the amount of involvement the school has with the community, and the interesting and helpful teachers I had.
the class size, the teachers and the cirriculum
I will be able to obtain a job in versatile settings.
It gave me the knowledge to go further in my education. I have enjoyed stared at CFCC and learninn how to take the next step. CFCC allows beginners to succeed.
With no uncertainty, the instructors are the back bone of any program of study. So many of the courses were challenging, advocated independent thought in such a manner that was no less than inspiring. I am very grateful to have had a positive educational experience.
Great instructor, hands on learning/training, job opportunity.
Learned lots in sociology, geology and anatomy. Thanks
Learning how to weld and being a dependable worker
I have experienced a well-rounded education
The cost is affordable to transfer to a four-year university. It gives you a well rounded knowledge of most subjects.
I feel the strengths of the program can be summarized in learning all of the facets of the human body through anatomy courses. There is also a large amount of knowledge gained by working with computers daily. Plus, learning ICD-9 and the CPT material will teach those great skills for the workplace.
The ability to communicate with others, and most of all, the conficence to express what I have learned from my classes at cfcc.
the college transfer degree adequately prepared my for the upcoming university environment.
I consider the AA Transfer program as a general culture program. With the courses offered to this program, student can acquire knowledge in a broad areas.
My choice of study is primarily accounting, but I will also be obtaining several certificates as well as my associates degree in accounting. The instructors made themselves available if any of the students felt that they needed additional assistance. With my academic training I feel confident that I possess that ability a acquire a position in my career choice and will be an asset to an employer.
Being hands on
A strong focus is put on work ethic and professionalism. In the film industry having a good work ethic is very important in addition to the other basics.
Nothing
It is designed to prepare people for continued education.
No Comment
Ability to continue my education with confidence with a four year college.
The psychology courses are fun and very informative.
Within English, history, and the humanities I have had wonderful professors that helped me hone my skills within the program as well as develop other skills useful in day to day life.
The Nuclear classes and the co-op semester were the best help to me.
I think the co-op semester helped me out the most.

good teaching

My sonography degree prepared me for the workplace. My AA degree set me up to continue towards a bachelor's degree.

The how well the information was taught.

As an Associate of Science major from Cape Fear I have the opportunity to transfer into a major 4-year university with the advantage of having learned the first two years of material in a smaller, more one-on-one environment.

clinical experiance

easy to transfer

The field of study in which I have pursued (Dental Assisting) has had a very long waiting list, but currently will be graduating with an Associates Degree in general education for the time being.

How hard the instructors are on us. A lot of dentist appreciate the knowledge that we have coming out of school.

My program of study was well balanced in all fields and allowed me to broaden my horizons and expand my previous knowledge in math, reading, writing, history and the arts. It offered a wide variety of courses and allowed me to do as I pleased.

The strengths of this program are that the classes are very hands on. It gives you good experience.

The instructors prepare you for the work experience

Quality Instruction and Practical Clinical Experience

Hands on experience

lab work

The instructors are all very knowledgeable on the subject matter. I think they have the ability to be the strong point of the entire program. I feel as though something was holding them back from really giving their all, and this has caused some lack of motivation.

My program strengths taught me the ability to break down and become familiar with many medical terms, new computer programs. It has taught me the understanding of the medical profession and has prepared me for hands on experience.

It was an excellent teacher for my first and second semester. However, he did not stay on through the summer due to inadequate program organization and management. The basic knowledge was provided in a manner which helped me learn step by step.

HANDS ON WORK!!!!

My instructors were very knowledgeable in their specific area's.

There are many strengths in the program, but being able to be qualified for the workplace and being trained in the field with hands on experience is a plus.

Medical Terminology with [REDACTED]

You learn a lot and Dentist are very surprised with what we know. There are plenty of hands on courses that I really liked.

Good instructors, good field experience

being organized

The classes are taught with respect for the students and at the college level.

Rotations to dentist's offices in Wilmington

Prepared to take Dental Assisting National Board

Lots of hands on experience

CFCC programs are affordable and as challenging as any other programs.

The biology aspect.

Professors have vast experience in this field of study

rotation give you a great opportunity to learn the inside business of all areas of dentistry

The co-op experience is a real benefit to the program and applies a majority of learned material in a work environment that students require before entering the field.

SOME of the books helped me a lot in being able to teach myself the classes when the instructor could not, due to lack of knowledge.

None

I believe the strength of my program of study would be first the quality of teaching that I was able to receive at CFCC. All my major requirement classes were taught by instructors that have experience in the Criminal Justice and was able to display more knowledge into a subject rather than just lecturing from the book, because they all were police officer at some point in their career. The actual experience with the subject that they are instructing made it more informing and interesting because they have passion with the subject.

I think the strengths of my program of study are, the book knowledge you gain from help sources, and the opportunity to use it in the field.

I think the strengths of this program was being able to go to different detail offices to perform our skills we have learned and learn more from other assistants and dentists.
This school required me to think outside the box, every instructor I had pushed me to be my own person. I think that is important. Cape Fear made me realize what was important for my academics and pushed me to exceed in them. Above all else I think this school made me a better student as well as person because without having my own opinions or mind getting noticed for a job would be difficult.

Amount of information to study and the intelligence of my instructor.

The instructors are very good at what they do, and helped guide me in my physical work. In taking this class, I learned how to completely turn around the image of a vehicle. This program had up to date tools that we needed to complete our projects and that was a plus.

Lab work with my group

everything

I have learned how to fix air conditioning pumps.

A lot of hands on field work.

Was able to get into my classes with no trouble.

Hands on computer work.

Organization

N/A

One instructor I have had the opportunity of working with is an excellent teacher and prepares her students for the working force. I have enjoyed working with her. Not only do I feel prepared in transcription, but I feel confident.

The faculty is great, they are all willing to help you when you need it. My program of study was flexible, it allowed me to pick and choose my classes, and I enjoyed that.

it is very hands on experience

Preparation for transfer.

The effectiveness of both my teachers as well as the hands on learning

The teachers are very strict and I think that pays off!

The strengths of my program of study were the study material and the opportunity to apply it in the field.

The strengths of my program were study materials and opportunities for practical application.

Punctuality

To provide an efficient transferrable program.

My Strengths are to use the computer more efficiently, and writing and speaking in public.

The Teachers! Without the teachers in my program I don't believe I would have gotten as far. The support, volunteer work, extra programs, and the clubs made this school experience more lively, and well worth it. I have learned just as much in school as I have outside of school due to the extra activities!

Flexibility, broad approach to multiple disciplines, and multiple hands-on opportunities.

the instructors were very good.
Some of the teachers art teaches at CFCC do not have an open mind to all kinds of artwork.

I would say nothing.

This program needs more classes. I would have graduated earlier if I would have been able to take 1 class. I was unable to take the class that I needed because it was full and it was only offered in the fall. That set me back a lot.

I feel that some of the text books heed to be looked at more clesely, and exemple would be the Text Editing book, it had numerous mistakes in it.

The science instructors need to spend time in the learning lab just like the english and math instructors to assist students.

less filler classes and more classes in RST career field

The program itself needs more funding and more instructors.

I am pre-social work looking to minor in gerontology. I wish the sociology class re gerontology had been offered

I personally believe that ENG 114 should be required for ALL students. The coarsework was the most useful. There has not been a single day in my life that has passed since I took that coarse, that I did not apply the material learned.

My program of study is German and the school stopped offering courses after German 2. I wish that more classes would be offered so I could have learned more in that area.

Some of the textbooks used in this program of study need to be reevaluated. I was not always satisfied with the material.

Nothing I can think of.

Some of the instructors just read the book through a power point, I can read, they should not offer these type of courses in a class room, they should be only on line courses.

My program should have courses available year round. Some courses are only offered in the summer.

Admisison process was very difficult upon initial entry. Advisor was not very helpful.

Increasing the budget so that the students have more to work with when designing, buying, and planting the landscapes around the habitat-for-Humanity homes.

Some of the textbooks have been mediocre to it's subject. I feel there should be more classes to extend the program, instead of into classes.

I passed a test to "test out" of Mat 80. Because I had a full schedule,and no Math 80 class,I was overwhelmed with Mat 171 and I felt it was best for my GPA, my family, and my sanity to withdraw this spring. Maybe there should be a more relevant test. I was not prepared for that level of math.

The time frames need to be set to accomidate everyone and not just full time students, they need to be set up to accomidate people with full time employment or people who would like to seek some type of full time or even part time employement while in school to help pay for their school instead of having to rely on fincial aid

The English classes. We had to take English 111 & 114. English 111 was great the instructor and being in the classroom helped me understand it better. With English 114, it was completly opposite. I feel as though I went back a step, becuase of the class being only online and the instructor putting the students down everytime they try to step up and make an "A".

Teachers that I had that where not within my major (i.e. English professors)treated the class as if I was going on to be an English teacher. The only reason I am in that class is the fill in a check mark so that I can graduate. If they would have taught the class with respet that most of the students in there where under the same condition, it would have made it more enjoyable. As a result I withdrew from my first class in CFCC.

More business classes, required lanquage. Intro to Prog/Logic should be saved for the programmers(that knowledge is obsolete)

Nothing

The way the material of politics are explained
More Political Science courses

I think the program of study is okay...I'm not from NC so I'm not sure of the state education requirements, but I don't feel that for a pre-major associates one should be required to take two maths and two sciences unless a math or science major. I know that if you were to transfer to a four year you'd have to fulfill a math and science, but it depends on the state in which you are in how many you'd take. If someone were to go out of state then they may have wasted money taking courses that won't apply to their futures.

more challenging ... everything can always be more challenging . . .

The attendance policy should be removed completely. Some students can still do well even when missing days, and many of them just run into unforeseen circumstances in life which prevent attendance within the guidelines. The ones who skip class all the time and don't do well will have the punishment of failing the class which they paid money for.

I know the advisory and financial aid departments are using the best resources they have for the amount of staff allowed by the state. But, I think some people need more assistance and guidance with the registration and completion process. We should ask more questions, but I only needed English 111 and English 114 to graduate with an Associates Degree in General Studies when I graudated with my diploma from the Dental Assist Program. I think someone could have brought that to my attention. I had to seek out the information seven years later. Yes, that was my responsibility. But, again I had to ask WHAT DO I NEED TO DO TO GRADUATE?

I can't think of anything at the moment.

I need improvement on time management and taking better notes that are discussion classes. I also need improvement in English and Math classes these is certainly my down falls.

the online classes are not good. the instructors, most of them, were not helpful in any way and i found the classes difficult.

the counselors and financial aid people are not helpful. they only answer questions you ask. they offer no additional assistance, tips, or details. this has led to me missing a whole semester, taking the wrong classes, etc.

None am happy with the program

More Biology help from instructors!

Wider choice of instructors for MET.

Graduation rate. It's hard to watch so many capeable people fall out of a program because of the wording of test questions. Many exams were failed due to the subjective nature of some questions. Even if the book clearly states in black and white that the answer chosen by a student was correct, instructors often (not always) refused to award points because it's not how they would react based on their years of experience. Well, we don't have years of experience...we have books. Testing needs to reflect factual application and objective data. But if subjective questions must be included, then instructors should be prepared to award points for well-thought, critically analyzed subjective answers.

Calculus 2 should be offered in the Fall as well as the Spring. It is difficult for students to have a large gap between maths and students should be informed when registering for calculus in the spring that it will NOT be offered in the Fall.

I would suggest more one on one time with the professors.

Some instructors think their class is the only one a student is taking. When you work full time, are a single mother and trying to attend CFCC it takes forever to get a two year degree. This is because you can only take one or two classes a semester.

more hands on. more classes geared toward nuclear. and more geared toward our actual job. a mock mini reactor would be really cool

The advising process. Not all advisors, but I'm at the school longer than needed because I was mistakenly told to take classes that were unneeded. It is also my fault, as I should have double checked. I feel we're given advisors who are supposed to have our best interests in mind, but I didn't feel that the multiple advisors I spoke with were really enjoying themselves in helping students with classes. I may be wrong...I'm just ecstatic I finally have a chance to graduate!!

The program lacks a connection to the real world. Having this degree does not give a student the advantage it should when applying for a job in the community.

I think that coop classes should be handled differently for students who already work in the field of study they are taking.

Computers need to run the latest software.

Nothing needs improvement its a solid program.

nothing

N/A

More Political Science courses.

Time management and study skills

none

as far as I have spent my time at the campus I think I've learn alot and organization is the main key for students to know and expect and to exchange understanding with instructors.

instructors need to be more consistent in the delivery methods for online courses

The classroom spaces and materials available could improve.

The matmatical requirements shouldn't be so strenuous

This place needs a weight room with classes

challenge students as a university would in order to prepare them to transfer.

Advisors!
Communications requirement should be fulfilled by language classes.

nothing needs to be changed that I know of.

Summer courses should be adjusted due to the compressed time limit. Foreign language specifically I feel should not be offered during the summer because there is too much information to retain. I will pass my foreign language class however I doubt I will have retained any of the information, therefore I feel like I haven't learned anything.

The requirements for each area. Some were a bit extreme.

Crack down harder on the lazy students!

It's difficult to think of something specific to the program that needs improvement.

I had great teachers throughout my course of study at CFCC, and I enjoyed attending most all of my classes. So, I do not have any suggestions at this time.

My program of study needed a more direct approach. I took more classes than necessary in an attempt to simply learn. I could have graduated by now if I followed my program more closely.

There needs to be a change in leadership because my advisor is not fit to be a leader of any group of people.

N/A

Nothing. It is just the job market here.

Nothing.

more challenging courses

Some professors need to realize that although we are students, we still need to be treated with respect!

Better counseling for students that are unsure of what to do.

The scheduling of classes makes it challenging to plan and complete the program as quickly as I would have liked.

No thing regarding academics but the financial aid office needs to be updated on information. During my two years at CFCC nobody in that office knew what they were talking about. I do not remember her name I think her office was located in the building did not know what she was talking about. She told me I was unable to receive funding on more than one occasion when I was entitled to $2300! None of them took the time to really look at my information. Work needs to be done in that department!!

I could have planned ahead and found more appropriate classes and paid attention to deadlines more closely.

My English skills

Better understanding by teachers of the challenges for adult students and more flexibility with attendance policy.

Teachers need to show up on time and consistently. Also, there is little help mapping out an academic strategy with advisers. I did nearly everything myself and it cost me an extra semester because I did not take the exact classes I needed for college transfer. I also registered for math I did not have to have for my degree only because my "adviser" said I placed into the course. Just because I placed into it did not mean I had to take it; there were other math courses that would've sufficed for my degree.

More work experience time and more challenging projects

Nothing really I had a great experience at CFCC.

There is a disconnect between the day and night classes. The day classes would learn much more than what was provided at night. This puts you at a disadvantage as you progress through the program.

Having professionals speak in class in reference to the paralegal program. Also, having paralegal class participants take part in actual legal office participation one day out of each semester.

Nothing I found it very useful and needs no improvement.

could use more equipment

Nothing to my knowledge

Having more classes on line for those that work during the day.

Counselors

I don't believe anything needs improvement.

If anything needed improvement it might be to add more classes/options.

new equipment

more challenging courses.

new equipment

more class availability

none

I need to listen to the speaker carefully and understand what the physician is saying.

Make a few more basic computer classes mandatory.

More In-depth projects
quality control and automation/PCI are not needed in this program

More on line classes.

My Spanish class was not ideal. I had a professor change mid semester and I received an "F" on my Spanish lab (my GPA is 3.7 at this time) simply because I got too many incorrect answers on a series of worksheets my class never even went over and was told that my grade would not be able to be altered. I received an "A" in the class but failed the lab

More time in class and lab.

nothing needs to be improved

Wider Variety of Electives such as web design or graphic art

More hands-on and real life activities/situations

Technology used in the classroom.

The teachers need to communicate better as far as assignments and tests.

sometimes there would be to many students needing to use a machine to have projects turned in on time, so it would make it hard to finish work on time

More classes available

Prepare more for the new coding 2013.

The availability of the upper level classes

It would be nice to have more online classes offered in this program since they seem to fill up very fast.

nothing really. i enjoyed it all

n/a

Professional organization is needed to have a successful Spanish Interpreter program with the support of the counselors and department heads.

Since my particular program is "Pre-Criminal Justice", it would be nice to have other Criminal Justice classes offered as electives.

The tools went missing often; if a deposit was instituted I think that could possibly help to prevent that? Keeping new and up-to-date books/movies would help as well.

More online courses, and electronic books.

In my short time at CFCC I have been very pleased with everything about the college! Honestly!

Instructors are not up to date on teaching what is required to be successful in the cosmetology industry.

Get this program advertised heavily to the community, but first, the entire program needs to be revamped in order to offer it in an appropriate order, to the appropriate students, in a timely manner. It needs to be clearly stated in the catalog if a trip out of the country will be required; and if it will, be prepared to lose potential students for the program, because not everyone is bankrolled by their parents or has the time or freedom to leave the country for a class credit. If someone is From an Hispanic country, they do NOT need to spend monies to visit an hispanic place in order to have "Cultural Immersion." There need to be two paths: one for native or advanced Spanish speaking students, and another for those who will need to meet certain prerequisites before being aloud to register for the next level of classes. For example, Spanish 120 should not be a requirement if one is a native speaker or has taken a Spanish CLEP placement exam, but it should be for the other, less advanced students. And I would consider Phonetics an advanced class that would not be appropriate for lower level students. I believe wholeheartedly that this is a jewel of a program, it just deserves more attention and less neglect. When I told the people I know that I was studying this program, they were ALL enthusiastic about the skills that I would be able to use to improve my community and advance my employment opportunities. But registering for each and every semester was an enormous struggle, and my classmate and I had to meet with at CFCC in order to receive our required classes for our degree in a timely manner. Otherwise, it might have taken us 4 years to get our 2 year degree and not for lack of interest or effort on our part. And there needs to be ONE person in charge of the program, or perhaps two who are working together so that the required classes are not offered concurrently and so as to not prevent a student from meeting his/her goal, i.e. a degree in less than 3 years. Having the classes offered by two different departments in two different campuses by two people who blame each other for the deficiency is confusing and extremely inefficient. It's enough to drive a student to another program just so they can finish their first two years of higher learning with as few politics as possible. I don't know whose idea that was, but it was surely the wrong choice. I have learned nothing if not persistence, and that I need other skills to go along with my new training. I hope my further education, wherever that may be, is less fraught with angst than these last six semesters have been.

more funding in the creative writing, english and music departments

Nothing.

I think there is a lot of focus on things that we won't necessarily be required to do as a paralegal, and that there should be more concentration on the basics of law.

Nothing comes to mind. I enjoyed my classes.

I would have enjoyed more art classes as electives, but the humanities and other studies used for electives are essential as well.

N/A

The program lacks structure and organization.

I believe there should be hands on participation, which would help prepare for things outside of the classroom.

no

More emphasis on Social Work, this program does not give you any idea of what the Social Work field is like.
A more clear and concise worksheet for an academic plan, presented to the student early in the program so they may have a general knowledge of which classes they need to plan on taking. A list of transferable classes would also be beneficial if a hard copy were presented with the degree program worksheet.

writing and pen menship
I feel as though the program I chose was sufficient.

time managment, night classes for the working man, more incouragment (a good word that one is doing well goes a long way). available time to use machines. an onnest explination to the students about how much actual time the course will take up out of their lifes beond class time. machine and tool to student ratio

Writing has always been a struggle to me. Even though I have learned from my experience at CFCC I still need to improve considerably.

I found it difficult to schedule classes appropriately sometimes. It seems like the times and days for certain classes do not vary much, when this happens it makes it hard to take those classes because there are no options that made a good fit.

The structure of registering for classes and advisment.

nothing
More challenging and up to date technology

Procrastination needs to cease and motivation needs to improve.

More internet availability
Nothing needs to be improved in the program that I am studying.

need to have more classes to choose from, many of my classes only had one available class and you had to take that class at that time.

Maybe a better variety of teachers and classes for journalism would have made me enjoy it more and perhaps I would have pursued it as my ultimate goal.

I wish there were more options for online classes, as I am a single parent with no family or close friends in this city, and I don't really have many financial options for babysitters. Other than that, nothing.

n/a
Nothing really, CFCC stays pretty much up to date with forthcoming technology

Food Science, in my opinion, was not a needed course. Another more useful class that could better train the students would be more helpful in the future. All of the other courses have helped me for my career, while food science was a complete waste of time.

The requirements for specific programs, I know they are necessary, but I hate wasting time and money going to classes I do not need and cannot test out of.

no comment

I feel as though some of the classes required for this program were just maybe a little unnecessary, but I have faith that the program directors make the right choices and make the necessary changes to assure that students pursuing a degree in this program have a more organized and exciting experience.

Counseling/Advisor arrangements

I didn't really understand how my degree had the title of business administration if I was not required to take any class with business administration in the title. I took economics and accounting classes that were required (if that makes any sense)

I agree fully with the schools recommendation of what I need to take, I just wish there was a little more time with each class.

Most of the time I feel like I'm in high school in steady of college. The teacher a concern with your attendance and follwing the script instead of using their on style of teaching. I add some excellent instructor but most of them made learning boring and hard.

Ensure instructors are qualified and can energize a classroom.

I feel that everything in this program of study is adequate in the teaching field.

Classes pertaining more to what we do in the field

More availability of classes.

online classes need to be easier to access

need more job experience involved jobs are hiring on education but looking for experince as well

The only thing that I found needing improvement was lack of help a student can receive regarding registering and credits.

I think my program of study is ok just the way it is.

None

none that I know of

the advising

Newer equipment to teach newer techniques in building.

A nicer learning environment. The "W" building shouldn't be where Hotel & Restaurant management students meet to attend class, I would much rather prefer a cleaner area.
Teachers and students deserve better facilities.
The students will need to be more familiar with what the work-force is expecting of them in this career field.
I can not think of anything at this time that my program needs to improve.
n/a
make art classes longer
There weren't a sufficient amount of resources for the students in some of the classes.
I feel that the program is well-balanced, and that it offers a great degree of freedom for the student to choose how they want to balance their courses.
Less classes that have nothing to do with the nuclear field.
I feel that my program of study does not need improvements.
While constructing my portfolio, I found that my credits didn't match well to UNC (Chapel Hill)'s School of Education curriculum (Nationally ranked 29th for teacher education by usnews.com). I believe if I had prior knowledge of this, I could have been more selective of my personalized curriculum goals and made my potential transfer much easier. I have done a fair amount of research concerning the curriculum of both school in my field of study and it seems to be very similar, though perhaps in need of updating. I've maintained that this is due to how difficult UNC's SOE curriculum is to understand. I believe the teacher education curriculum at CFCC should have higher standards to better match with those of the schools in which it is intended to transfer to.
Less Elective credit hours required
letting the students out the class room more
More space available
I've dropped a few classes because i disliked the teacher and the structure of their class.
There's more than I can say that needs improvement but for one the advisors and registration process needs to be completely transformed to be legit like a real college. Such as why would Cape Fear only allow add/drop before the class even starts. I do not know if I am going to have a completely incompetent teacher who I will get stuck with or lose my money because the add/drop period ended. And how about Cape Fear get real advisors that actually advise what is relative instead of costing students money for putting them in classes that won't transfer.
n/a
none.
Maybe there are things that I could've done better like maintained a realistic plan of study.
The major improvements in my program of study would be my Mathematics.
none
I would say Math and English.
I don't think anything needs improvement.
people like professor SHOULD BE REMOVED
More out of the class experience
I'm currently taking a Computer Security class (Sec-110), but we're in a room with no computers. I just can't seem to understand that, i think it's a waste of our time and money. I would at least like to get on the computers one of the two days we have the class.
Parking
More helpful people like
Nothing needs changed.
better materials,and help for the students such as job placements and academics studies
I think the library needs to have more up to date law books, and there needs to be more books for the individuals that are enrolled in the paralegal program. Also, I believe the individuals enrolled in the paralegal program should have access to LexisNexis outside of the school and should not just be allowed to use it on campus.
nothing comes to mind at the moment
class hours
I feel that CFCC has a strong Electronics Engineering program at this time.
I don't believe anything about my program of study needed improvement.
Nothing needs improvement
I enjoyed my time at Cape Fear and could not say enough for my instructors, they were great!
Specific advisors for students in my department and/or more communication with the advisor
better parking
Instructors need to improve in their teaching ability.
I have always believed that there should be a required life skills course for any and all college students. A class that teaches people real-world skills, resume writing, balance a checkbook, filing basic tax forms, understanding credit and credit reports, retirement plans, etc.

Nothing that I can think of right off the top of my mind.

I do not see anything wrong with it.

Mathematics and social sciences

The books

I have already done this survey, this is ridiculous to do it again

needs to be more challenging

Better advising. I really had no idea what I was doing when I chose my degree and a little more guidance may have led me in a different direction better suited for my life.

Maybe Accounting.

Nothing in my program of study needs improvement.

Some of the teachers teaching techniques

liked everything, maybe more outside tutoring services

Some of the classes could have been more in depth and more detailed.

then i would try my hardest to improve it

My program of study needs more funding. However, in this time, it is hard to find means of getting more money.

There needs to be better authority, and things need to be equal amongst the students. Students should not be talked down to by teachers, and students should not be treated differently. all rules should apply to everyone in the program.

It was all good.

The color of the shoes and uniforms.

Since it was a basic program covering a wide variety of courses, there isn't really anything that needs to be improved upon.

I think maybe the Biology dept could use some more financial help to get more updated equipment.

Advising. I was told that human sexuality would be counted as a social science. Only after I worked my butt off and made an A in the class did I find out from my instructor that it only fulfilled a humanities spot. So this semester I was stuck having to take 2 social science courses in order to graduate in january. I just think that maybe the advisors in the main office should be a little more educated or have a better organizational system.

I'm not aware of anything.

I am ready for the motivation that will happen once I am in a class that I know is going to actually teach me something I can apply to the job world.

More equipment and at sea training days/time.

Online classes need more powerpoints and teacher involvement.

I have no complaints.

Nothing comes to mind, overall very satisfied with my program and what is offered through CFCC.

I was satisfied with my program of study.

Nothing

None

While going through my program of study I tried to find an area to improve, I thought perhaps about a way of juggling work with classes. However, if CFCC had not challenged me while I lived in what some would call the “real world,” I would never have learned or been prepared to make some of the decisions I have made, or those of my future. There is always fine tinkering to be done, however over all my experience at CFCC was one I will never regret.

I do not think anything needs to be changed.

Needs a better instructor. One that doesn't chase women every minute of the day. Tells students to get of the computers but then gets on the computer himself during class.

Program needs new and working equipment.

while going through my program of study I tried to find an area to improve, I thought perhaps about a way of juggling work with classes. However, if CFCC had not challenged me while I lived in what some would call the “real world,” I would never have learned or been prepared to make some of the decisions I have made, or those of my future. There is always fine tinkering to be done, however over all my experience at CFCC was one I will never regret.

I do not think anything needs to be changed.

Needs a better instructor. One that doesn't chase women every minute of the day to the point where it interfered with his teaching class. The program needs new and working equipment.

I wish [name] taught a course in Herpetology, it is his field of expertise. Also I wish [name] taught more sociology courses.

Less students in classes

More opportunities to take calculus.

I feel that this program of study needs no further improvements.

a better understanding of the online course

nothing i can think of.

Parking needs a lot of improvement!!
nothing its good

I feel that Cape Fear staff and faculty as well as resources, are more than enough to become successful in this particular program of study. No changes needed.

The process and automation side of the EET program could use some updating and refurbishment on some of the equipment.

My program of study needs no improvement.

It would benefit the program to include a wider variety of scientific electives.

N/A

Some teachers need to be more instructive.

N/A

Nothing I can think of at the moment.

Nothing. The choice to do well is up to the student.

Each clinical instructor is fairly autonomous and subjective. All students do not have the same clinical experience. Some instructors do not penalize for late paperwork and others put students on probation.

Nothing that I know of.

Nothing.

Tutoring: Hours available to meeting the needs of working students

N/A

The professors and students could use some better facilities. We also could have used a few more teachers therefore allowing the additional scheduling of classes at different times for student's different schedules.

N/A

maybe except more applicants in nursing

Class projects, there needs to be competition on a national level in order to show that CFCC has a great program to offer for students starting off in the Engineering field.

The use of technology within the Political Science program could be more integrated. We are encouraged to write our own reports and do research, but not really given much in the way of what online resources to use, or what is current with other professionals within our field of study. I would have also liked some more group collaboration within the core Political Science classes. Other required classes and electives invest quite a bit of time on group interaction.

All computer technology classes are taught with the newest up-to-date MicroSoft Word, as I have obtained a career in my field of study. Not one doctor office that I interact with use the newest version of MS, most are still using Word 2000, with a few using MS 2003. Perhaps a mini-session would be useful.

I believe that the english part that was required for my degree was a major set-back. Including the Math 140, which was for the general education degree, was also a set back. I felt as though I was not being challenged enough in these classes.

More handouts of step by step procedures.

I think that the program fulfills the requirements prior to enrolling in a four year university.

The only thing that should be changed is students having to take CIS 115. The course is too in depth for someone who doesn't want to go into that field.

Teachers that have a low percentage of students that do well should alter their way of teaching.

Technological advances needed

There needs to be more classes offered at various times. I found that there were plenty of morning classes (meaning between 8-12) but hardly any mid-afternoon/evening classes for the accounting program. I work all day and can not attend any morning classes but if more had been offered between 3 to 6, it would have made it a lot easier to accomplish my goal faster.

I would say that the extra time doing things on assignments can get to be a little much when someone works full time and doesn't have the choice and they need to work. If more time in class can be made available on assignments, could eliminate the extra outside class time.

More class options would be better. When you get close to graduation there isn't a lot of options left to take to satisfy the graduation requirements.

N/A

The program could dramatically improve on the knowledge, technique and overall acknowledgement of caucasian hair. All of the guest demonstrations were on [redacted] as well as any "product knowledge" taught by a guest speaker or instructor. Another issue of concern is the stock of ALL products. Many students are wondering where the program's revenue is going since the majority of any [redacted] is constantly out, or being refilled by a cheap generic. (FYI: this is illegal)

The program could also tremendously benefit from the instructors actually teaching, treating EVERY STUDENT EQUALLY and presenting a professional attitude daily. Multiple students are treated differently by the cosmetology instructors and, unfortunately, are given limited opportunities.

I think we should have learned more about hair color and cutting, also get better products. Other than that I think the requirements (services) are not fit to all students. For example I will never do a relaxer again, I strongly feel that you shouldn't have to do so many things that u will never do in the real world of being a stylist.
Better art facilities. The basement of the A building is old and outdated. I am glad we will be getting a new art building even if I will have already graduated by the time it's done. I want other students to enjoy new equipment and studio spaces.

The access to library hours for night students and I would have liked to been able to have had a choice of being able to at least choose some full time teachers. The night classes are taught mainly by part time teachers and I thought the full time teachers were more accessible and helpful.

N/A

Met department as a whole needs more funding in terms of projects. Over the years the program has downgraded its hands on projects due the lack of resources and funding. Some examples include strict policies regarding our inability to print drafts due to cut backs, and development projects such as the submarine done by previous classes are now out of reach for teachers and students because the program as a whole lacks funding.

I felt that the Criminal Justice program did a good job overall.

There is nothing I can say that needs improvement.

none

More criminal justice resources in the downtown campus

N/A

My program of study needs to recruit more African-American males so they can have a better understanding of the judicial system, its laws, and how everything comes into play. Maybe allowing advanced students to speak to high school youth about their basic Bill Of Rights. Personally, I've gained a lot of knowledge that I was clueless about until taking these highly informative Criminal Justice courses.

I have no ideas for improvement in my program of study.

need to be 4yr. Degree offered

N/A

Lack of products, and lack of knowledge by the instructors.

I am satisfied with my program.

More relevant courses to our changing economy.

Nothing from my study needs improvement that I can tell.

Parking and attendance policy

Public Speaking could use some improvement

course availability

More funding for the NET Cisco labs. Needs updating.

At this time I don't see where improvement is needed.

Nothing that i can think of

It would be more beneficial if I was able to take more high level math and science classes.

No improvement needed.

At this time I don't see any areas needing improvement.

Class times.

I would like to try and get into the Medical Sonography program, but it is so competetive and only having 10 spaces, it seems virtually impossible

Nothing

More night time face to face classes

Nothing really needs improvement, everything is good about the program.

multiple time slots for all classes in all semesters

My writing skills I have never been very good at English but I have learned alot at cfcc.

More technical training in caucasion services.

More classes need to transfer to UNCW.

I wouldn't require a statistics class, only because I found it so difficult. Most of the class was done on the calculator anyhow. Other than that, I found the program challenging but not overwhelming.

I think that everything in my program of study was very well prepared. I liked everything about it.

Mathmatics

UPGRADE THE CULINARY FACILITIES !!!

The only changes I could see would be to improve the math and sciences classes by making them more interesting and not quite as structured.

nothing

I cannot immediately think of anything needing improvement in my program of study.
There are a lot of areas that need improving. Supplies run out too soon and when clients come in to get their hair done, it is embarrassing when we don't have the correct color and have to try and put something together that is not even close to what they wanted. Day and night classes are treated differently. I think it would be nice to have some more advanced techniques taught to students so when they do go out and start working in the real world, they would know a little something besides the basics.

I think that the notary course should be included as part of the paralegal studies because we need to be notaries with our employment.

To me i feel like some classes could use a little more hands on time.

The process of figuring out what is left to take and what the options that a student can take to finish their requirements.

I wish there were more options for marketing classes.

I believe that this program is an excellent program and in my opinion there is not anything I can think of that would make the program any better than it already is.

It's good so far, maybe more practice in the real world.

The organization of classes. It's difficult to know what is offered or when? It seems very limited. I understand budgeting but it makes it difficult now that financial aid has a deadline for graduating.

more vocational less english

Offer more sections of Design 1 and Design 2. Those were the only classes i had trouble scheduling.

In a program geared toward industry, there are some seemingly unnecessary classes, such as electrical estimating. There could also be some movement of classes to online to allow employed students the opportunity to work more.

Nothing

I feel that we need more coop work experience places to choose from within the community. I found that a lot of the medical offices in the community did not realize that CFCC had this program and was not aware of the free help they could receive from students.

no

I do not believe any improvements need to be made for the college transfer program.

Funding prohibits the use of the latest technology. Students find that the public and private sector uses more current equipment and technology than that which is available in class.

better organized

Biology Labs need to be more hands on

the amount of science requirements are too high

None

We could use more funding to expand our program. Our dining room can use improvements to [redacted] specifications. I believe the college supervisors should take a lesson or two from [redacted] to help improve the dignety of our program. I believe our program has much potential.

n/a

Nothing

I don't think anything needs improvement.

Nothing

Nothing

A new sea going research vessel. At the rate CFCC is growing, space in the Marine Tech Program, mainly spots on the Training Cruise's, has become extremely competitive and in a way pushes students away from even trying to get in the program, or in some cases actually bumps students already in the program out. Also, the amount of space onboard and particularly lab space has become insufficient to accommodate for teacher, scientific technician, students, and all the new equipment and insturments that are being supplied for the training process.

Marine Technology needs its once promised "new" sea going research vessel. At the rate CFCC is growing, space in the Marine Tech Program, mainly training cruise spots, has become very competitive. In a way this pushes new students away, but sometimes this has actually bumped students already in the program out. Also, the amount of space onboard and particularly lab space has become insufficient to accommodate for teacher, scientific technician, students, and all the recently acquired equipment and insturments that are being supplied for the training process.

Everything was great, the only improvement I would make is how aware our community is on the importance of this major and why if needs proper funding.

I don't believe anything in my program of study needs any improvement, I am satisfied with the education I have recieved.

More experience in high volume food production.

The [redacted] instructor I had was a pervert even if he does know a lot about computers. The [redacted] does not give a "rats" about her job, even if she does know a lot about [redacted] I think we've had 1/2 of our labs so far and we are constantly being let go early from the lecture class. The instructor talks too fast and only reads her powerpoints which don't get to the point or tell you anything. She skips around in the book, you never know what chapter we are on. She doesn't even know what chapters the tests will consist of. Her tests do now include what she does read from her powerpoints. She emails notices at the last minute - this creates a huge problem for those of us that are not constantly on a computer (I am an older, non traditional student - I don't even have a smart phone!)
I wish a wider range of courses were offered. Example, in my time at CFCC next semester will be the first year they have offered World Literature. Very few of the upper level (200) classes are offered that are advertised in the student handbook. I wish there were a third creative writing class. I took creative writing I and II but feel that a third one would allow students a firmer grasp on the writing process, and a better foundation.

Nothing

I would think when I have to write papers

Since I only pursued an AA transfer degree, I can't speak for other programs of study. But the transfer program was very awesome. The only thing I would recommend would be to schedule more mandatory adviser meetings.

The only thing I feel needs improvement is the oversight by the department chair in the English Department. How did I get a "D" in one class and when I re took the class I earned an "A"? Something is suspicious.

Less math requirements.

If anything needs improving it would be less busy work and mork work that applies to the jobs in our society today.

I think I would need to improve my writing skills

sometimes the material is difficult but its well explained though

Phlebotomy is a great program

None

More hands-on activities.

I feel the program needs much improvement. There is not a real strong learning base. There is no structure in the program as when you are taught a service you are taught different ways to do it so when it comes to testing or next semester what might be an "A" with one teacher is a "C" to another. Grading scales are not equal across the board which causes conflict. Not to mention there are many teachers pets in this department and what is ok for some students is not ok for others.

I am transferring to UNCW for computer science yet none of my classes had anything to do with computers technology...

Organization, growth(# of staff), offering mix of class times, not everybody can go to school from 8 to 3.

picking classes is a pain esp. when the program evaluation offers classes that are not on campus anymore.

I wouldn't change anything.

The teachers are superb

Nothing.

N/a

More clinic sites.

need new materials in lab.

Maybe more connections to people outside of school that are involved in the business world to help us out with our future and career.

I will not know that until I take the licencor exam and get the job in occupational therapy field. This would be best asked after working for about 6 months.

nothing, it's great!

I think that this is a well rounded course, the only issue I had was the math program because it was not my strongest subject.

The structure of the department seems to be disorganized and could use some improvement. I found it interesting that none of the instructors actually oversee the department. There are also a very limited number of courses that can be taken compared to other community colleges.

No, I was very pleased with all my psych courses.

Nothing, program of study was adequate

Nothing.

I can not think of anything at the present moment.

English

i don't think anything needs improvement.

Cosmetology has not prepared me to be in the working feild. I can honestly say the only thing i have learned from the cosmetology program is how to pack my state board bag. I came into the program willing and ready to learn everything I could because I was passionate about doing hair and now I don't want to do it because I'm not ready and I feel like I have wasted my time and money. Luckily I found a job at a hair salon with an assisiting position and have learned from my boss. I am not the type of person to complain for no reason and try to give people the benifit of the doubt but every teacher has different ways of doing everything. Nothing they do is universal. All of the instructors are very nice as people but teach us differently. When we get tested we get counted off for things that we thought was right but wasn't according to each teacher.
Well, I believe the whole program needs some adjustments. Students need to be able to feel like they can go to their teachers for help and not get attitude and actually get help. I am about to graduate and I still feel as if I know nothing. I can honestly say, the only thing I have down pat is packing the state board bag. Every teacher teaches differently so when we are tested we get counted off for things we thought were right because thats how we were taught. The teachers have said time and time again they were going to get together & be on the same teaching level...so far I have not seen that. I have one month left to graduate and I cannot wait. I really wish I would have been able to learn more than what I have but I was fortunate to find a great job that has really taught me a lot.

I wouldnt say anything in this program needs any type of improvement.

I think [redacted] has made this program a very well rounded program. I feel confident in myself to be able to enter the work field feeling very prepared for what they will offer in my field.

The program has grown considerably since my first semester and many complaints I might have had prior to graduation have been accomplished, including number of available computers for editing, lack of equipment for multiple groups, and a strong, reliable staff that has only gotten stronger.

I found all classes to be satisfactory.

nothing at all

I feel like the teachers need to apply the same rules to everyone and that the books should be updated.

I need to work on my writing skills and be able to present information to a group more effectively.

Better and more equipment.

more hands on with cutting

Certain core classes like the Spanish for the workplace class should be offered more often than it is.

The focus on a healthy food prep course, would be great.

With the increasing focus of film in the Cape Fear region it would benefit Cape Fear greatly to facilitate a niche for Drama and Film training of future leader in the field of Drama and Film in Coastal North Carolina region.

Everything in the program seemed sufficient. The only thing that might be lacking is the amount of math credits required to earn the degree, I was expecting more.

I wish there were more elective options.

Shouldn't have to take so many electives.

The student support of the school is horrible.

There needs to be better communication between the instructors. I feel that there is so much disorganization between the instructors because there is no communication. You have days teaching one way nights teaching other ways and everyone of them telling you a different way of doing things. I feel like there needs to be products available at all time, if you are opening a school to the public for services then the supplies to take care of those clients needs to be available. I think in the event of contamination of or exposure to something that is very contagious such as head lice, there needs to be a protocol put into place to handle these things so instructors, clients, and students, are not taking the risk of spreading this to others. Better Management, I guess would have summed up this all.

n/a

I think the program is great. It is hard to work a full-time job and complete the required courses for a degree in the two year time frame but I think I have done a great job and the school has as well. I did find it hard to make my schedule work for me as some of the classes I needed conflicted with others and my limited time to attend classes made it quite difficult at times.

Nothing.

The summer courses were a joke - I learned nothing. Even the professors stopped coming to class. I don't think the professors are comfortable with using the computer for doing legal research, it was barely touched on, yet I am sure it is heavily used in any current office. I did much research and many papers in most of my classes, yet rarely got any feedback. As a matter of fact, I cannot recall ever getting a paper returned yet. Not sure any of them were ever looked at, it is not easy to learn if you never get any feedback!

Organization with Administration. From the minute I have transferred my credits to CFCC and attended classes here with an intent to graduate with a 2 year associate's degree I have encountered many problems. It is clear to me that the staff here, while very kind and understanding, is overwhelmed. My adviser was not prepared to handle my case and I was often sent to several people who seemed stressed and unsure of what to do. I've waited several hours for clarification from only 2 available counselors that were unable to make an appointment to see me despite the fact that we both have very busy schedules. I had originally intended to stay for an Associate in Science degree but have decided to graduate early so that I can continue my education elsewhere. Upon bad advise where I was told my fulfillment for prerequisites required no placement testing I learned my year of planning had mislead me to take the wrong classes.

classes needs to stop changing

Nothing

The communication between teachers. There needs to be a "universal language" where if a student asks a question to one of the teachers, another teacher would respond in the same way. Or if we ask a teacher to demonstrate something, the end result would be the same as another teacher. The supplies (color, products) needs to be available to use on clients even if some of the students are stealing it. It is not okay to make the rest of the students suffer because others are abusing this privlegde.

nothing

I wanted to take more psychology classes such as PSY-259 and 283, but could never find them when signing up for classes.

too much red tape while simply trying to enroll and study
The unit's of teaching are so short that I felt the students had to teach themselves more times than not.

Open-mindedness

Teachers, Program Development, Rules, Guidelines, Hours, much more... EVERYTHING!

STRUCTURE and FOLLOWING THE RULES. If you are going to enforce rules, follow them yourself. Don't make one set group do one thing and the other do something completely different. Also, Cape Fear needs to be on the same page as State Board.

Nothing.

communication

My program of study needed improvement with talking to an advisor before hand so i didn't have to take classes that i didn't need. Other then that the only other improvement i can think of would be studying harder for classes the first time and not having to worry about taking it again.

organization

I think that some of the classes could be a little more difficult, I noticed that some professors would not make us learn the more difficult problems and just stick to the basics ones. Other than that I really enjoy coming to CFCC.

More elective class that aren't so boring

NA

Computer skills

Need more hands-on equipment

I do not feel that only completing one group of the chosen sciences was enough for this degree. It should have required less general education and perhaps one more group of science classes.

Improvement needed in my program is the cap on credit semester hours. I know it is a new rule, but it is imperative for me to receive financial aid or I would no longer be able to attend school. I received financial aid this semester only after writing an appeal letter to the board because this is my last semester and I am unable to afford it on my own. I feel by putting a cap on the classes, especially for students receiving financial aid, it puts a weight on their shoulders to decide immediately what their program will be as not to go over the cap. It doesn't give the student the freedom to try different courses to really feel and know what they would like to do the rest of their lives.

I would like to have taken more science courses.

Nothing

I know that you have to accomplish what you have to accomplish, but this is more than a 2 year program. Although I did it, many that were with me will be here another year.

The building most of my programs are in (The W Building) is very old and needs remodeling.

I would have a background check required for all EDU students. The program is set up for the classes to interact with several child care facilities and once a child gets to know a student he/she has the perception that the person is a "safe" person to be around. If the child sees the adult/student in the grocery store the child can easily be enticed to go with the adult.

If my child were attending the child care here I would certainly want to know that everything possible is being done to assure my child's safety.

advising

My knowledge of math needs a little improvement.

the education class and the western civilization department

None

N/A

In the modern world technology is advancing and improving everyday. In this case it is difficult to maintain an up-to-date system for a school when improvements are always being made. Wireless internet at Cape Fear Community is absent and that is a problem for the students. It is understandable that certain websites would not want to be viewed and the focus of the student could be altered with the internet available in class but firewalls and other online security could be provided by the school and this issue would be avoided.

no math placement tests. I think you should be able to choose a math class and learn the material instead of wasting money on 2 or 3 math classes that don't count towards your GPA

I feel they have everything covered education and experience wise.

The facilities are the thing that needs most improvement.

The equipment within the building.

supplies...structure....teachers....partialism to students

None

I believe that it would be helpful to have internships, shadowing options, or more hands on opportunities to do within the community more available to students. I realize that they are probably there to be found, but with someone who has a filled schedule outside of school, such as myself and many others I know, it is difficult to find these opportunities.

Organization, communication between instructors

organization
Criminal Justice could use more hands on. More learning about National Security.
more guidance to the steps needed after cfcc
Nothing, except my own proficiency at it.
nothing
nothing
have more equipments.
N/a

One of my professors had mentioned to me that a degree for associate in science with emphasis on environmental science might be introduced, I am not sure if that will become real or not, but it should. The current associate in science seems as if it is aimed more for nursing or health science professionals. If I hadn’t been able to replace 8 of the math/science electives with two chemistry courses, I would have not pursed a degree and just gotten the credits needed to transfer, because only a few classes on that list could possibly apply to me, since I am trying to transfer for marine biology.

I would like to have taken more math and science classes.
need more funds for better materials.
It needs to be a faster way to transfer without so much stuff you really just don't need
More products need to be provided.
Needs more Classes on campus
the ability to organize more.
Better Paid Teachers, updated equipment
My program of study needs more Biology courses for variety and interest and the environmental and zoology courses need to be offered downtown.
There needs to be more attention towards preparing students for jobs. This college also needs to focus more on finding jobs for individual students.
The Burnette Building (The W Building) that most of my classes where in is very old and needs updating.

There is nothing that I would change about CFCC, the things that I would change occured in my first semester and have since been fixed. For example, buying books is a very stressful time now they have workers pick the books that you need for your class. CFCC listens to the students and looks at ways to make getting an education easier for students.
social problems (class) would go great with this major
More transferable classes from other schools.
I believe the staff and program are absolutely up to par!
Nothing
I would love more psychology courses, only because that is my course of study, and I want to expand my learning, and help myself prepare for moving on to a 4 year university.
People who aren't serious about learning should be weeded out.
Nothing.
nothing

As always everything could be improved with proper funding but with my limited knowledge of the inner workings of the program I am at a loss to say. Good program.
N/A
To have a couple evening driving classes added.
I was very pleased with the program.
More time with student individually.
Newer equipment
None
Newer equipment
Nothing.
The ability to practice computerized logs may be beneficial, in addition to paper logs.

1. Program needs a driving simulator
2. Final tests should happen a week later than they did to prepare students better.
3. There is a lot of down time in driving because of student/truck ratio.

None
n/a
Better trucks
More variety of different trucks.
Newer equipment
Not changing instructors on driving exercises
More in-town driving in high traffic areas

Better maintained tractors.
The noise in the classrooms and you need to back the instructors.

New trucks
In town driving.

The thing that I would evaluate would be some of the courses in Mathematics some of the courses required & they subject matter that is covered would not benefit anybody in my opinion in a real world setting.

I feel that more funding may be beneficial for teachers to have the best resources for their students.

Test taking skills
I think that the lab time should have more structure and demonstrations.

I believe that through my experience nothing needs to be improved, from my point of view.

It needs to be an associate degree. Three more class and it would be.

Nothing I can think of.

Keeping the products used well stocked.

All teachers teaching the same way.

Greater variety of classes

Need more organization

I can't think of anything that needs improving. Cape Fear Community College has been a great stepping stone to where I need to be.

Some of the other professors gave me the impression that they weren't terribly interested in teaching the class.

Some other teachers were not as good and failed to make things interesting. Also the parking situation is really in need of improvement.

Nothing.

More hands on experiences.

I had a difficult time w/ my advisors knowledge of what I needed (he was new).

Sometimes there are insufficient amounts of items in the science department and especially with the "new" ones.

I do not believe that my program of study requires any improvement.

some classes such as PCI 162 and PCI 261 and CIS 110 and 115 should be taken out

I do not think anything really needs improvement, I feel like I learned what i needed to for the classes I was taking.

Some of the newer classes need some fine tuning. Also, it seems that there is a focus in teaching the future focus of business without addressing the current reality of business, and how to bridge the two. Ideas like "social obligation" are ideal, but often not realistic. It is taught as a standard business practice, however, many businesses are just now addressing this concept. The majority of upper management is from the era of primary obligation being profit maximization while staying within legal bounds. Given that the majority of graduates from this program will be entry level workers, I feel it would be more advantageous to teach the social concept of business from a stand point of how it benefits businesses and why it is becoming a standard rather than to present it as an already established practice. This allows them to see where the business world is heading and to present ideas to their employer from a benefit standpoint.

I understand that to be a well-rounded student I should be knowledgable in all aspects but I have no desire to follow studies in science or in math. It would be my wish to only study things that I find are going to help me with my degree. At the next place I attend I plan on following a history/political science path and do not understand why I need to take Conceptual Physics.

Nothing. I was all around pleased with my experience at CFCC and in my program of study.

Tools could be more organized.

More practical application specified to our state or any of the state we share reciprocity with.

Tools could have been more organized

Lectures could be improved by becoming more interactive with students during lecture. While giving the lecture the teachers should engage the students in question and answer format instead of waiting till end of lecture to see if there are any questions from students.

nothing

Communication from Professor to Student about what they need from you.

NA

Slightly more flexibility, and more sections in the two course sequences in science, such as PHY 151 and 152.
I understand that there are certain requirements for math and English, but I feel as though a Statistics class was unnecessary for my course of study as a college transfer student in nursing. I know that statistics is needed for clinical studies and trials, but I believe that statistics should not be mandatory until a person or student actually wants to be a scientist, or if they are already in their program of study. (Such as the nursing program offered at CFCC that students have to apply to get into.) I just believe that statistics should not be a prerequisite. But I believe all the other classes were necessary for a general knowledge of the program.

Organization skills

The students in the culinary program need to be more involved in accredited organizations rather than just their own social clubs. The students are missing the opportunity for knowledge through additional education offered through the American Culinary Federation and other organizations. The competitions as well as on hands training would complement the culinary program at CFCC.

Failing a class because you miss one too many classes is a little crazy, but I understand the concept behind it. Also, there really needs to be a way to receive academic forgiveness if you have a semester or two of F's, but never drop out of school for years at a time. I have spent insane amounts of time making straight A's just to raise my cumulative GPA to a 2.5 to get accepted into my four-year college. It is clear to every teacher I have, my family, and myself that I am an excellent student. I have made straight A's in maximum hours of classes and have done whatever I can to correct my mistakes and move on. Instead of being able to move on in January (I have all my credits needed to graduate already)... I am having to stay here and take 3 more completely irrelevant classes that are not going to count towards any type of degree or anything. It is ridiculous and I am now just spinning my wheels when I was already behind to begin with. A little irritating and definitely discouraging.

There was some bias and favoritism shown on the program that sometimes compromised the overall integrity of the classroom.

The education class, there should be more to support the special education, since that is my focus

n/a

Cape Fear doesn't operate enough like a four-year college. It doesn't allow students to experiment different classes, and most of the courses don't require much reading or sustained effort. I understand that for students with children or full-time jobs, Cape Fear provides a way to get started in college and the courses may allow them to skip some of the introductory courses at a four-year school. However, the fact that it is a community college doesn't mean that academics shouldn't be a priority. I felt that several of my courses catered to the lowest common denominator. No one did the reading, no one was really trying to learn the material, so the teachers had to spend what limited class time we had lecturing on things that anyone who had done the work already knew. I came to Cape Fear really wanting to learn, but the atmosphere has made it extremely difficult to stay engaged. My study skills have gotten worse since I have been here. I simply feel that there are very few options at Cape Fear for students who want a rigorous education. Many of the classes seem to exist to earn credits without needing to really learn anything, which devalues the whole system. It is good that Cape Fear is less expensive, but classes that don't require anything of you, that don't teach you anything, that are little more than a way to cross a "required course" off some bureaucratic checklist, aren't really worth anything at all.

I think that getting out of the classroom and getting real life experience such as job shadowing or talking to people would help with understanding the psychology of the people that I have been learning about in my books and class.

More organization and professionalism

Real world equipment updated.

A major improvement to the program will be the adding of prerequisites to the 2nd year coursework to prevent students from taking a course that they are not yet prepared for. The elective tracts needed improvements too, which has now been done, effective this fall.

Nothing

Second year courses need to have prerequisites.

Smoking on campus.

nothing really

No complaints.

The teachers in the program are not effective teachers; mainly and . Last semester I had unfortunately lost my grandfather, i missed class to attend his funeral; where i was absent for a test in class. When I returned to school the next day to ask when may i make it up said and quote, "in the profession you do not miss deadlines." I am still upset and in a state of disbelief someone would act in such a manner, and make an disgraceful remark to a student. If another school offered this program i would have finished the semester and never returned due to these actions. In addition this is a college where students pay for their education, i do believe students should feel they are getting what they are paying for; as well as an instructor that understands that they are there because of students paying for the instructor presence in the first place. It is disheartening to know that students have no recourse when instructors act in such a manner, due to how the STATE allows for no disciplinary actions when an student is mistreated. And i say this because i have spoke to and which over sees the program to inform them of actions toward my situation of attending the funeral. Where it was said to me by and that a teacher has the RIGHT to teach the class how they see fit. As i said before when a student is paying for their education, this is not something that should be tolerated, nor be allowed from a teacher.

I don't think there is anything that my program of study needs improvement in... I think it's great!

maybe some of the teaching methods because every student doesn't learn the same.

outdated equipment -VCR etc - and main classroom not technologically equipped as other classrooms for power point presentations etc.

Chemistry and Math.

Hold students more accountable for work conducted.
I think the advising staff could take a more active role in my course of study and should meet with students at least once a semester to check in. I feel this is the only weakness I experienced here and I realize I am expected to self advocate since I am a young adult, but for the introverted student like I am this would be a bonus that CFCC could offer. Maybe some sort of automated email could be sent out from each advisor to their assigned students to encourage them to set-up a appointment. This has not been a total loss since I now realize it is my responsibility!

Nothing comes to mind. The program was excellent.

math, why is it needed

The programs runs great the way is going or been running since I been at CFCC

Need to take class that is unrelated to major for desired job.

None.

Bogus parking tickets

I was satisfied with the overall program.

I wish CFCC had more second level classes to stretch further knowledge on particular classes. I also wish there was a Photography degree or diploma awarded at CFCC after graduating.

I think it is fine. I do not think there are areas in need of improvement and feel I am ready to transfer.

I think offering classes in both fall and spring and maybe some in the summer will help improve students graduating quicker and on time through the accounting program.

Could use more programming languages.

Required classes.

I am pleased with everything

I would recommend more computer related classes. Computers are what people use for everything these days.

More clear path and advising

there is nothing that needs to be improved in this program.

Changes and improvements have already been made to add more certificates to the program for students to branch off into.

Instructors need to behave in a more professional manner and treat the students equally. Students should be taught more techniques and be given more guidance as well as assistance while on the floor working on clients. We are often out of supplies that are necessary to preform the required services. Sanitation is kept to a minimum as we are often out of the cleaning products necessary to ensure our tools, implements, towels and work areas clean and properly sanitized.

I would say the transcription class needs to be updated.

none

Probably the transcribing class equipment

contact with advisers is very bad. Slow to no response from both advisers and counselors

n/a

I believe this is a good program and the only thing that I would suggest to be changed is the required math level.

I realize the current budgetary constraints of the college, but having additional instructors in order to offer more classes having broader schedule options especially at the North Campus would be a tremendous help.

unknown

More direction from the teacher.

One issue is that number of course for things like organic chemistry, calculus one, and general physics only had one time and they all ran around the same time...

how is one suppose to get what they need if they don't have options.

The availability and knowledge of counselors or advisors. Also vital information need to be sent out more frequently via e-mail or some other way

Nothing.

Very little. I spent time spinning my wheels trying to find the right program of study...and it more or less found me.

Nothing

the teachers

I believe there should be hands on participation, which would help prepare for things outside of the classroom.

student priority

none

Within the humanities, there are no Asian languages available, specifically Chines, Japanese, and Korean.

Internet/Hybrid classes

Instructors with more on job training and education

to always have stuff in stock like color and supplies plus more demos from salons in area.
More contact hours pertaining to Nuclear classes. Most Nuc. classes only 3 hours per week. Also need to group class times closer together if possible as blocks. I know this is a challenge but it would make holding a job that much more possible.

Unable to receive veteran benefits during co-op semester.

more applicable curriculum

Some of the courses are too elementary while others are irrelevant. Such as intro to computers and expository english. Perhaps a communications based english and a more advanced computer course would be appropriate for a technical trade.

More visual aids needed in the nuclear power plant classes

none

n/a

The use of textbooks

More hands on for those who need pictures and be able to work with their hands.

Library needs more computers

Math classes were not beneficial at all. Nothing retained and nothing to take forward for life skills or future math efforts. Hybrid classes don't work for me. There is a major textbook issue that needs to be addressed before classes begin instead of trying to solve the problem two weeks into semester. The campus book store has become a laughing stock this past semester with not having correct texts and selling students incorrect texts.

Great school. Am proud to have attended such a nice, beautiful campus in earlier years and to have been able to finish remaining requirements via the internet.

Some of the teachers make understanding the subjects harder than it needs to be.

Some of the degree requirements are difficult to understand. The difference between science classes that are intended for science majors and those that are intended for non-science majors are not stated clearly in the catalog.

Greater variety of courses

Some of the instruction was insufficient. In my second year a new instructor was hired to teach two classes and I feel that he was not prepared each day of class with a lesson plan or familiar with the material at all. I and some others in the classes taught ourselves or relied on another classmate that had previous experience to help.

The required Math course needs to be changed. The level of Math required would not but utilized in the Paralegal field. A Business Math course would be more beneficial.

More opportunities for in front of the class projects, individual or group.

I do not know how you could improve the on-line side, of acquiring an associates degree in general education. I fully took advantage of not just the learning lab, but several of the tutors as well. Even when I needed to contact the instructor for the course, everyone was expediate in their responses. The adage, "Don't fix it if it's not broken", comes to mind.

I think the [redacted] is inadequate. The [redacted] and [redacted], primarily [redacted] needs to focus harder on their students. The distant learning center and the online work forced upon the student body needs to be looked into and re-worked.

new material for lab work

Information on internships, if there are any available.

Policies and Procedures involving class attendance are out dated and useless. CFCC has in general become a glorified high-school.

The program of study is fine if anything the staff that deals with students on a day to day basis need to do their duties better. I found after attending CFCC that there is a lot of transfering going on when dealing with a problem, most of the staff just keep transfering you to someone else until you end up back at the first person you seen in the first place. Its a waste of the students time and we are adults with lives too and just as busy if not busier than the staff considering we go to school and work full time jobs. This problem happens more so in the financial Aid office and corresponding employees and happens almost always when you call the school, if your not there in person noone seems to have any answers for you. Unacceptable.

Flexible class schedule, offering more of the required classes at night for working students. Example: spring semester Gel 113

The program is very well rounded and I don't think it needs any adjustments at this time.

A possible improvement to this program is additional class times. When attempting to obtain the 34 required credit hours of math and science classes, certain courses often make it impossible to take other courses. One such example was last spring (2011). The courses PHY 151, CHM 251, and MAT 271 were all offered at only one time, and each course overlapped the time of another, making it impossible to take more than one.

Advising.

Some programs need to be longer and more handon experience is need.

I have had a very hard time assuring that I have been taking the right classes to transfer to an out of state school. It seems that our counselors and other college counselors (out of state) are not efficient at communicating because they do not know eachother's systems. Though this should not be a priority for counselors in Wilmington, NC...it is an inconvenience for the students who are trying to make sure they are on the quickest path they can be on and do not end up wasting unnecessary time.

time managment
The attendance policy. There were plenty of classes that I was passing with A's and B's but do to the attendance policy I had to either withdraw and take them over or I failed and it went against my GPA. It was just a waste of time. I believe if I am paying to go to school I should be able to choose when or when not to show up. As long as a student is passing a class, attendance shouldn't matter.

Nothing at all.

Teach mobile coding technologies.

Some teachers are not great, not even average.

Newer equipment

Less policy changes.

I would say a more detailed plan of what classes to take in what order to take them in to help benefit the student.

I enjoyed my program fully, but I would have liked it if my assigned counselor/adviser was able to be contacted.

Many of the Art electives overlap each other so it was impossible to only spend 2 or 3 days a week at school which is hard if you have 2 jobs.

Nothing

8am classes everyday need to end or change

Hours of operation for the computer labs and resource rooms need to be extended to meet the requirements of the program to the best of OUR ability.

internship from start

n/a

I thought everything was great.

More up-to-date design software

More unified plan with other instructors. Sometimes the assignments would overlap and the homework assignments were very difficult to finish in a timely manner--but yet be one's best work. Sometimes had to rush thru just to meet deadline.

selection process for nursing program

I have learned a lot from my instructors here at CFCC and have trouble thinking of where the curriculum needs to be reinforced.

Teachers need to check emails for often and get back to students, mostly for when taking online classes or half of the class is online and the other half is in the classroom and you have a question, some teachers would not email back.

NA

I can't think of anything that needs to be improved really

I would like to see more flexibility in the general education courses. Instead of having to take communications or a humanity course, I would like to have taken more science courses. I don't think the program should shift to where all students must take just science course, but the option to take either more science instead of humanities and social sciences should be authorized.

I would like to see more computer programming offered that attorneys use in the real world made available to the students in my program of study. Such as Lexis.

More kitchen time in Baking 1

For the customer service certificate there is no improvement needed.

n/a

N/A

The program needs new up-to-date equipment

Class sizes

I wish I would have had more contact with an adviser or counselor.

If anything needs improvement, it is the add/drop policy. There is an ability to drop courses, but no ability to add new ones and I find this nearly unacceptable.

Can't think of anything I would change

CFCC needs better Intro to Business Management teachers. Was absolutely awful.

The program is very young, class requirements and other small kinks are being worked out. The program is sure to become reputable for producing good workers and leaders.

There is no flexibility for non-traditional students. Had I known this prior, I would have chosen UNCW.

I personally thought some classes were not needed for this program and could be removed to allow other classes that are needed.

night class availability

Scheduling and instructors.

I feel like the courses prepared me well to have a bright future.
As a full-time student and full-time employee trying to finish my degree, it would be very beneficial if CFCC offered more evening or even weekend classes on the required courses. It was a rush this last semester to add a course for several of my fellow Accounting students and I to be able to graduate in May.

The only thing that I can think of to improve is online classes. I have taken a few online classes and starting off they were very confusing. Once I got the hang of them they weren’t too bad, but starting off was quite stressful.

Students should have the option to take more sciences instead of general education courses. Students should continue to have both options; however, I would have preferred to taken more sciences course in order to become more well-rounded in my field of study. I do appreciate general education courses. The topics are of interests to me, but I can do that on my own time. I came to CFCC to pursue an education in Chemical Technology not half science and half general education.

I feel that I learned a lot while attending CFCC classes in my General Studies AA degree.

I think that the program is set up perfectly in place for student who wish to transfer to a four year college.

new building but we are getting one in 2014.

Wish there was more lab equipment and that the equipment were more modern.

I sincerely believe that I had ever opportunity to be successful in my new career. Although I believe there is always room for improvement in any program, I do not see any particular areas that I would want to see changed.

All of my study i loved, but like away we need imporvement. I just cant think of any right now.

I cannot think of anything.

A few of my classes only had a handful of students and I know Accounting is a good foundation for all businesses, so there is a demand. This could be an area that needs to be improved.

I do not believe that my program of study needs improvement.

I don't feel anything needed to be improved through my course of study at Cape Fear Community College.

Nothing

more course options or able to specify in landscaping or gardening

I was satisfied with my program of study in all aspects.

More shop space is needed so the work area is not so confined and the course should have a set schedule where the student is to start in the program.

none

It would be useful to have more projects to work with. For example, have engines to tear down and rebuild for the engine repair classes.

I think over all, all of my courses were what they should be. The only room for improvement would be for the instructors to find a more creative way of teaching (instead of depending solely on power points).

NOT APPLICABLE

More courses to be allowed into program

Great program. The only recommendation I would make is to have the unit of study correlate to what is being practiced in lab to furthur reinforce learning.

Nothing

Advertise CIS so people understand it is a requirement for graduation. It was not in my program evaluation.

N/A

more hands on work for some classes

time management

I would have liked clarity on what natural science classes would be best to take for transferring to a four-year university. I was confused if Principles of Biology 110 was a good choice to take for transferring since it's a science class for non-science majors.

Every one was great through out this experience.

Practical real life applications to provide additional employment readiness and practical experience.

The way a class is handle teaching new material to a student.

Nothing to improve - I am thankful that this degree was an option for me.

Getting the products we need to for clients on a daily basis. There was a severe shortage of product during my last semester.

I understand that there is much to cover. However I felt like much of what I really wanted to learn was buried under a huge heap of what I really had no interest in at all. It's kinda though to keep your motivation, when you really want to learn how to program a computer, however you must spend so much more time on some of the other (not really related) task...ie how Windows Vista (an out of date OS) works. The classes are great, I just feel that the overall course load could be better pieced together. Plus, a lot more could have been done online rather than having to physically be there, which is much harder for someone trying to hold a full time job as well. All that said though, I am very happy with what I feel I've accomplished, the instructors are great, and I really enjoyed attending.

Making sure the advisors that are not a part of the program study refer the students to the right advisor. I had to drop 6 credits to go back and pick up 2 credits for coop to graduate because someone who I thought was my advisor was helping me pick my classes and I did not know the difference.
Prerequisites for certain classes.

Nothing at all really! The program directors have it well organized!

N/A

none

more buildings

my writing skills

More classes that push you to strive for a 4 year university.

Tools and equipment. We have a lot, but maybe not the most advanced stuff. Another is possibly placing a surveillance camera cause a lot of the equipment gets stolen by the students.

more availability of classes on Tuesday and Thursday

I feel as though there is no need for improvement.

I think everything from my program is fine, but if I had to choose something that needs improvement is that there needs to be a little more of computer classes.

I can not think of anything. I really have enjoyed my education thus far at CFCC!

When new classes are brought about, for example [redacted], they should be understood by the professors teaching them and should not feel as though they are a "genie pig" process.

The way that they offer the cjc courses are really hard to work a personal job and life around. Also, they seem to always change at the last minute; as soon as you have figured out how to make this crazy schedule work it all gets changed.

nothing

The teachers need to be more clear on information and not make it seem like a extension of high school by giving a lot of homework.

The program needs to be expanded, there are many people trying to get into a registered nursing program and having more seats available will increase the amount of students that will graduate with a nursing degree.

Higher level math skills could be improved upon..

I would say I am satisfied with the way my program was presented.

no developmental courses

none

Some of the instructional leaders need a lesson on professionalism. It is highly recommended that they spend a semester as a student for a grade. I believe some would immediately be replaced or put on academic suspension.

Too few instructors.

The only time I cannot make this statement is in regards to summer courses. As a GI Bill recipient it benefits me to attend these classes and not disrupt my progress, however these are the only classes that I would feel inclined to retake. Again the faculty did attempt to implement a suitable curriculum, however student progress overall made adhering to it difficult to the point of being counterproductive to the learning process. CFCC caters primarily to working students making the pacing of summer courses somewhat unrealistic.

Get rid of the AutoCAD Class

Computer knowledge

An opportunity to really understand the difficulty of the program and what kind of changes need to be adjusted in your personal life to meet those challenges

More hands on training with the anatomy and physiology classes.

I do not think that there is anything that needs improvement.

Needs more hands on training in anatomy and physiology.

The teacher that teaches alot of the class needs more knowledge of the program

I think there is room for improvement in the quality of teachers. Most often the teachers were people who had been in a certain line of work, i.e. construction, landscaping, architect, and that did not necessarily make them a good teacher.

nothing every thing was satisfactory

nothing

A higher level of work for the higher level classes in order to prepare transfer students more.

I was bothered that the Fundamentals of Selling class was only offered once all year long, and it was a 3hour night class.

However, I think the program is well under other circumstances.

nothing

I feel like there should be more emphasis in the computer classes. They barely go through all the different programs and it's not enough to really become proficient. I feel I have to keep using them in order to get better knowledge and learn more about them.

Nothing

It needs to go more in depth with the actual application of the theory.
Needs more things on the marine side.

The course catalog needed to be more accurate. Some of the classes under my program changed mid semester and one of my classes ended up being useless to me.

Text books, we had to always make corrections to the text books.

Two things I would say need improvement. Like I mentioned in the previous question, I did an Internship. For receiving a letter grade of an "A", I received 1 credit. This is ridiculous. For all the hard work and time I did out there in the real world for no pay, I think completing 160 hours deserves at least 3 credit hours, maybe even 4 like a lab would. No class at CFCC a student is in for 160 hours. I think this needs to be changed.

Another thing is there are 2 teachers that teach a majority of the MOA program's classes. I think the few classes that are only available to take during summer semester should be fit in during the fall and spring semesters. It's so hard to cut back on work for classes in both the fall and spring and then turn around and have barely any hours at work once again during the summer because you have to take a class that isn't offered at any other time.

More credit needs to be given for clinical - it is currently pass/fail. If you fail, you fail the entire class regardless of your exam scores. If you pass clinical, you still might fail if your exam average isn't a 76. Clinical should count more in this case since it is so important in the 1st example.

Nothing.

There were certain classes where I felt the information that was being taught was outdated.

Better equipment and funds for the program to be up to date and grow.

Technology is not up to date, such as few computers for use as well as slow working computers. Makes it difficult to properly use time management. Science department has some newer equipment, however I feel that there is much room for improvement to better prepare individuals who have intent to transfer to a university, or even obtain a job after program completion.

More up to date equipment in the lab

I can't think of anything.

None

Instructors should be reviewed for ability to organize and present lessons in a comprehensive manner.

the cosmetology department needs better products and make sure they are always available to the students

More communication and easier ways to communicate with counselor's

Nothing

There needs to be improvement in the space for the art students. There needs to be separate studio areas for specific medias like ceramics, metals, photography, etc. Since the art area in A building is a ton of art classes all together, all students are exposed to the chemcials from the classes they aren't even in (ceramic dust, metal, etc.) The biggest issue in the Arts department is . He does not take full responsibility of his position. I have had many quarrels with him and he was not helpful at all, not providing the students with helpful answers ( I speak for many students). Not providing materials for the students/faculty is a big issue as well. There are many other people who are much more willing to actually improve the arts dept. because they have the passion for art and because the cfcc art dept is growing. I believe he needs a re-evaluation.

Better Books and more hands on

The way the courses are laidout Marine Instrumentation would be more helpful if it was a fall class freshmen year

Math instructions.

Nothing. By the way, is an excellent head instructor.

Nothing

Computers are always being upgraded and new technology is always being introduced. The course should try hard to bring the latest technology and newest system that it can.

If I had to choose anything, it would be math in general, which tends to be my weaker point.

when introducing new classes, the professor should have more background on what is being taught.

All area

Possibly newer trucks if it can be supported by the budget

Qualcomm equipment & demonstrate how it works and a driving simulator.

More of the same classes available due to the large number of students.

Nothing

Our equipment in the lab could be more up to date but the things we have now are ok.

Nothing

The only thing I can think of is that some of the "easier" instructors need to push the students to strive for what they want not let them walk away with an "easy" A.

Aspects of my program of study that needs improvement is in the science field. In the future I would like to succeed in this area with at least an average grade of B or higher.

Aspects of my program of study that need improvement is in the science field. In the future I would like to obtain an average grade of at least a B or higher.
If the cruise vessel was about twenty feet larger it would be much more comfortable.

Maybe needs to be a little more challenging.

When introducing a new class, the professor teaching should have a solid background of the subject matter.

Nothing.

I feel that the program is very well rounded and the requirements enable students to get a wide base of knowledge.

I don't think anything in my program needs improvement, but the registration process definitely needs re-worked. Their is no excuse for students to have to wait in such long lines.

Nothing

Courses need to be more up to date to the current standards of technology.

The extra classes outside of the program... they were useless classes that have absolutely nothing to do with my course of study.

Nothing.

Nothing

I believe the training cruise sign-ups should be based on GPA and not as first come, first serve.

Nothing, I am completely satisfied and thankful for every experience throughout my schooling.

Not much.

Focus more on the scientific studies, than the biological.

Nothing

The overall professionalism of the MOA Program.

Nothing, the program was well planned and laid out.

Mathematics

Advising.

I think it would be great if we could get academic credit, a grade for our completed clinical work. There is soooo much that goes along with clinicals and much time is spent on paperwork, skills, patient care, etc and it seems as though it would only be fair to apply a grade to this portion of the program. The content of study (book and class work) is very difficult and it is almost impossible to hold an A or B in this program, which contributes to a lower GPA than many would like and may hinder furthering our education with acceptance into a 4 yr university for a BSN or MSN.

Consistency of work required between clinical instructors.

The order in which some of the material was presented needs to be reorganized. It seemed a little out of sync at times.

Online courses

Online courses

n/a

I think the only complaint I would have at this point is the cost of the books. I know that is a manufacturer thing, but goodness they are expensive.

none

nothing.

Would be beneficial to have more teachers who offer a variety of experiences and ideas.

N/A

New program mandated by state, needs "kinks" worked out.

Nothing

Better communication and consistency needed between the instructors in both classroom and clinical expectations of students.

I did not get as much out of my online courses as i did the face-to-face classes.

Practical skills and reality of what is to be seen when practicing out in the field.

Better organization. At times felt no one really knew what was going on.

The fact that the instructors definitely need to be more pro student.

The program needs to spend the money and replace the R/V Dan Moore with an up to date vessel.

No improvement.

More course sections need to be offered. Also, financial aid staff needs to be more helpful, a little friendlier. There have been times when I felt that I was treated with disdain and hostility. I am very quiet and polite and there have been some people who were rude and discourteous to me and others. This does not seem right to me.

Nothing

Nothing!!
more time

Honestly nothing.

Nothing

Nothing, I feel that the program was excellent.

Curriculum is new and the staff and students need to get used to it. Our class felt like guinea pigs for the new curriculum.

n/a

I don't feel taking the Math 140 class and Lab are applicable, and I would have rather we take a finance or Accounting course to satisfy our field of study, because inevitably we will be doing that kind of math in this field of work.

Nothing

Favoritism needs to be stopped in the classroom. needs to stop her Queen Bee attitude and start acting like an instructor. Hanging out with the girl students in her office and having a blast or just joking with the same ones on front of everyone in class. Here is best of her acting as the Queen Bee, telling 2 students they cheated from one another and yet they live with one another, how lame is ? Maybe next time before she accuses of cheating she will know the living conditions and driving arrangement and won't imply that the students have separate vehicles. She needs to take the time assist students when then need her instead of showing off her plastic boots. Sorry if the previous instructor did not teach the material that was needed for her class. Taking it out on the new class was just bull. has had the Queen Bee attitude ever since I arrived and I have never felt so mistreated by an instructor or person in all my life. You want honesty I will give you honest but I don't think will be able to swallow it!

Nothing!

I think the program of study i was in was excellent and i would not change anything about it.

hands-on experience

No complaints

nothing

the structure of the content.

There are certain courses that I would not do in mini sessions. This was very challenging at times.

Review courses during the last semester before taking national exams could be improved

If anything I would go back to improve any grades lower than a B average.

Nothing I can think of.

A little more budget or grant money for advancing technology.

Literature

Amount of material required for one test in the time allowed and organization of material (brand new curriculum began in fall of 2011, not happy being the guinea pig when I have time, money, and career on the line).

Nothing. It is a great program.

Instructor Dedication to Students

should teach all I.T. classes

nothing comes to mind

More classes need to be available because I have a full time job and it was difficult me to schedule classes around it.

The area that needs improvement in my program of study is in the science field. In the future I would like to obtain a B or better in all my future science courses.

The current program provides a strong foundation for becoming a highly skilled phlebotomist and makes the student highly marketable for employment and increases their selectability if they choose to continue at CFCC in another health care program.

I'd like for there to be French classes available

nothing

I feel that for the most part the program was adequate. However, I do think that the advanced AA program curriculum could use some tweaking. So as not to repeat some of the study work.

I think that there should be more opportunity for students who want to get involved in some kind of activities outside the class room to enhance their knowledge or just practice what they have learned. Maybe in a club that is not just focused on raising money, but actually does projects.

Nothing

nothing

Better art facilities, studio, equipment etc...

nothing i can think of

The only thing that needs improvement is the rigid scheduling procedures preceding each semester. Students should be able to adjust their schedules once they have started because there are many cases in which conflicts previously unseen may come up and cause these students to drop classes, at which point they cannot add another class that better fits their schedules.
Medical Office Administration course needs up-to-date programs that reflect the technology of today.

There are a few courses that I feel are not absolutely necessary.

A new Ship

I would like to see more than one class for each subject instead of it being such a broad field. It would help with job searching.

Combine Cad Multimedia and Marine Photography into one summer class and more time for hands-on marine tech courses like hydrographic survey.

Not enough time in the day...

More textbooks for the different types of classes required for this program instead of one textbook for all the classes.

My writing skills can ALWAYS use improvement. Also my humanities skills need a little work because [redacted] really needs to retire...

We go through a lot of information very quickly. If it could be slowed down in some classes, mainly computer-based classes, we could learn more clearly.

I am not sure if anything really needs improvement.

I believe the business degree students should learn to use a scheduling program while attending CFCC, like Outlook.

Nothing.

Lab equipment and simulation practices.

I don't really have any but just learn more about my major.

Nothing that I can think of.

Nothing about the program- parking was a problem a lot of times.

More one on one with the students. With some students, like myself, it takes a little longer to grasp the subject.

I believe that my math grades could have been better but I learned a lot of the stuff I was learning in those classes in high school, so I did not do my hardest in the classes and just got by.

More funding, we need to be current with the technology that is out in the workforce. We have been able to procure equipment, but there is always more that can be done. Also our ship is getting older and a replacement will be required.

My program of study needs no improvement at this time.

None

nothing

 Needs a computer room for his accounting classes so that the students can do work in class problems through Connect.

In need of some better ART Buildings.

The faculty.

I wouldn't change a thing.

I do not feel anything needs improvement.

One thing that I would like to see improve would be the awareness of clubs. I did not know CFCC had so many clubs and extracurricular activities.

Make scholarships available for it.

The Culinary Departments desperately needs an entire whole new kitchen! The kitchen we have to cook in and learn is entirely too small for the amount of students in the program. I don't believe that the classes should be reduced, because that is cutting back on the learning and knowledge available to students, and no one wants to limit the students learning ability. We just need to expand! The whole Culinary and Hotel/Restaurant Management programs need a new building all together. The building we have now is connected to the marine biology program with all the chemicals and toxic smells. That's no environment to cook in.

Need more available classes

The advisers!

It is very elementary. I often felt that the education was at the high school level.

N/A

Not sure
I don't believe anything about my program of study needs improvement.

There are some teachers currently teaching things for the sake of needing someone to teach the class. This should be monitored.

Interventions as they apply out in the field.

A more understandable transfer plan. I was lost and ended up taking classes I didn't need and missing out on classes I did need. It was a little stressful and overwhelming.

The program lacks options in the English department. Why are classes like Major American Writers listed but never offered. Also, I like to see more creative writing and journalism classes.

I do not think that the Sociology Department is weak. I could not drag myself to be interested in any of the classes that I enrolled for. I actually stopped going to one because it was so boring.

Longer library hours.

General advising for college transfer students

The Curriculum Committee seems to be more reactive than proactive in their development of course material. There is always room for improvement in all areas, but I feel CFCC is a competitive school overall.

Again, this was not the program I wanted to graduate from, but have been forced to because of financial aid.

Nothing. I have attended several different schools. CFCC consistently delivers outstanding teachers, interesting subject matter, and the means for almost any student to master the material. I am not the world's best student but CFCC kept me excited about my learning and pushed me to try harder. I learned more (and retained more of what I learned) than I ever imagined possible. CFCC has to be the best community college around and is actually better in many ways than certain four year schools.

Maybe offer more psychology classes.

Better access to technology

More up to date equipment

Need more instructors in the program

I believe CFCC is a great place to get all general classes out of the way.

I think some improvements could be made in class schedule times, class scheduling can be hard at times considering the fact many of CFCC students are nontraditional students.

The only negative aspects I have with the course of study is the somewhat lack of cutting tools available to complete given projects. Other than that minor aspect, I am very pleased to have [instructor names] as instructors to the Machining Technology course of study as they are profound instructors.

The program needs better organization and choices.

none

I thoroughly enjoyed my program of study and feel that it does not need any improvement.

Awareness and advertisement of the program. [instructor names] are outstanding teachers and knowledgeable in the field. With this program, students can obtain the education and confidence needed to enter the career world.

Chemical technology is a field that is competitive but will always be in demand, offers job security, and offers career advancement. Because jobs are hard to find and more people are going back to school, we should promote the chemical technology program and the wide range of career opportunities that are available after completing it.

I enjoyed all of the classes required for my program of study, however, I would possibly like to see a little more interaction with the course (hands-on).

Honestly I have no idea

The grading policy is very rigid. We lost several good students. Perhaps there could be more remediation or maybe this is why the program has such a stellar reputation.

The advising process. I've been at CFCC since 2007 and I've never had a good experience with advising. I actually think part of why it's taking me this long to graduate is, I've had to figure out what classes I have to take on my own. I wasn't really directed and I didn't really have a choice.

I felt sufficiently challenged in all of my courses. My only complaint is the ridiculous monopoly on text books, they are entirely too expensive.

In my opinion, the biggest problem with the program is the fact that [instructor name] is no longer allowed to teach all of the classes. I feel this is not a good idea, [instructor name] is a fantastic teacher. He makes it so easy to understand what is going on. When you are in the program, you get used to how well he teaches. Due to problems in the school, [instructor name] can not have all of the classes due to him working too many hours. Because of this, there has to be another teacher to teach one or two of the classes. Going from [instructor name] to a new teacher who hasn't really taught chemistry for a long time is like the difference between black and white. There is no grey area. This causes the students in the program get behind and miss out on very important information.

MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION RELATED CLASSES
Replace immediately! I know your first impression might be that there is something on my end in need of adjustment to coincide with this teacher but he is truly a horrible teacher. While he is very intelligent, his lack of teaching skills is a disgrace to CFCC. In fact, he is the only negative thing I have to say about CFCC. I chose to wait until now to say anything about him to the school so whomever reading this will know my sincerity towards this matter and that I am not a student merely complaining because I need his class to graduate. I would take the time to provide MANY examples of his despicable teaching methods, however I have been told by other students that they have spoken to the dean about him already. All things considered, CFCC is a really great school that I am proud to be a part of and excited to graduate from in May! Don't let your one bad apple spoil the bunch.

Teaching methods.

Taking the design competition out of the program and start having a internship program would help us a lot more. Having a teacher who is updated and knows how to use the programs would also be a lot of help. Anything to improve on the chance of the students getting a job after they graduate would be nice.

Unfortunatly the second year teacher, , has really put everyone down. We dont want to come to class, he really doesnt know how to teach and get information across to students. AND he knows less than we do about the software. We basically teach ourselves...and I have considered walking out several times, strictly from the teacher. I also feel that the building codes course and Design Competition classes are useless. The code book comes out new every yr, so when I graduate I will be two years behind in codes with no fault of mine. Also, I would highly recommend offering AutoCad Certification prior to graduating. That will be the main focus of finding a job and cape fear doesnt require it for graduates in this program... Even though Nurses, Mechanical, and Cosmotology gets certified. I hope this helps the students to come.

The instructors would be more helpful if they would take the time to learn the software that was utilized in this program. I had some experience with AutoCAD when I came here and that helped me some. But, the other programs were not taught as much as they should be.

The program needs to work on not being too challenging at the end. The last semester has been by far the most difficult.

You need to offer a auditing course.

The program needs to develop some system of scheduling for students to have roughly an equal amount of time on machines needed. There was a lot of conflict over being able to get a machine when it was needed. It is to much for students to be expected to coordinate amongst each other!

There were not enough machines for the size of the classrooms.

Nothing really, seems to be pretty reasonable.

Focus on applicable job skills.

none

there could be better focus on creating a "quality learning environment" and "stronger morale with respect to both instructors and students" including more support for extra projects (maybe a national competition, or etc...) also and especially...problem solving skills seems to be a major push, however the way it is incorporated into some of the classes is ineffective and taken too far. In that asking questions is discouraged without any guidance in the problem solving process. I agree it is important to have to think through problems instead of just being given the answer, however at a certain point (especially with limited classroom time) it becomes a waste of time. I would argue that more information flowing and being shared would create more learning, and a better foundation for learning, and perhaps incorporate separate a problem solving class. In short, the overall learning environment could be much more effective.

I wish that it was a 4 year program and took more time to teach us rather than squeeze it into just 2 years.

The PLC class instructors and the lack of instrumentation classes could be improved

nothing

The State Board requirements don't prepare you at all for employment in the cosmetology field, unless you go to work in an ethnic salon.

I feel that the Java classes need to be structured differently to allow adequate time to learn.

The math instructors.

It will be great if it was advertised more to the public to increase clientele.

More nuclear job related courses.

nothing, I felt improved and ready to join the work force.

With good teachers and helpers at my disposal; none, Thank you.

no.

A greater variety of vehicles to work on would help. Specifically the opportunity to experience a working on a production hybrid would have led to a more complete experience.

Lack of communication about graduation and transfer requirements.

More classes.

teaching style, clarification

More help towards tutoring for more difficult studies.

A couple instructors were somewhat deficient as teachers and with clinical skills

greater availibility of machines

We never had the color available for clients, I frequently had to go buy the correct colors myself.

i think the classes should be offered more then once a year so you dont fall so far behind if one is missed.
Instructors

More strenuous work loads.

The only thing I would say needs improvement in this program of study would be the English department. The teaching staff could maybe use an adjustment...only to make it stronger!

"weed" out the students unwilling to learn

New younger and better teachers

New and younger and more active teachers.

n/a

I would suggest that the students taking the AS route should be able to have more options in the arts classes they take, as some of the classes do not benefit the students at all. The social science and english brackets should be expanded to a more variety of courses available. The same goes for the AA students taking science courses which hardly benefits the students there.

nothing

I do not know at this date if I have been selected for the program I am applying for so at this point, I'm not sure if there is anything.

Didn't think BUS 260 was necessary with intro to communication

I believe we need to have supplies all the time and not half way through the program we have to supply our own supplies

Supplies (product, color, towels, styling tools)

This program needs supplies and products for clients all of the time, not some of the time. Students should not have to purchase supplies or products of their own for clients to get through the semester.

The ICD and CPT coding classes need to moved from being summer classes to give students more time to learn the complicated rules of coding.

More Labs and equipment to achieve more of the "applied" side of the program.

This program needs a little improvement when it comes to some teachers letting other students get away with certain things. For example the dress code and break time are always taken advantage of.

Nothing

Nothing, very well structured

the program should be more technology driven, I floundered as a student first two semesters. One of the reasons was i wasn't addressing my ADDHD disorder, but I wasn't interested in finding a career in marine biology . The last semester of the program was my favorite, all the classes were computer related.

I think graduating or transferring on time would be a lot easier if the advisors instructed you on what SPECIFIC classes to take. Each semester I picked my own classes, but I was unsure if i was picking the correct ones I needed for transfering.

Nothing.

More renewable energy equipment would be nice.

I can not at this time think of any item, class, or experience that needs to be corrected or improved to provide future attendees with a better experience than i have recieved.

More tutoring options for harder courses.

Needs alot more structure int the program. No same rules and guidelines are ever followed. Also the criteria is a little out of date compared to other cosmetology schools and what is done in the career world of cosmetology.

Possibly due to lack of funding, some basic items were scarce such as soap and paper towels.

N/A

.....

The ability of the school to stay on top of product inventory. It did us no good to be out of this, and out of that.

nothing

Supplies needed to preform our practical skills were lack there of

Less time here.

Better use and planning of time, needs better organization

Better time management

***

We are required to have a certain amount of hours of experience to graduate, but we could accomplish what we accomplish in a smaller time frame.

NA

All the instructors needed to be on the same page. They should have a guild as to how the different services will be performed/taught; regardless who is teaching the service. After the generalized service has been taught, the instructors then can vary from the generalizations. The instructors should be required to review memo's or hold weekly meetings. Possibly further training pertaining to these requirements. To many Chiefs and not enough Indians.
There are not enough English classes available.

more funding

I feel that I do not need to have so many math credits to earn my two-year degree in psychology. I know that I will never use anything beyond algebra and I struggle to pass math classes that, to me, are pointless. It does nothing but lower my GPA and keep me from reaching my goal. I have enough credits to graduate and I should not be held back from that because I still need to take another math class. I hope to be exempt from having to take any more math classes since I will have earned my 64 credits. I do well in the classes that benefit my career and future and that should be what school is about. It is about reaching your goals and learning your field of study, not dwelling on the bad and forcing me to take a class over and over and over again. Math is NOT for everyone. Some people simply cannot do and most people will never use advanced math for as long as they live. Math should not hold me back from graduating.

No complaints.

none

More university-style long form readings in classes, not just pithy selections.

update of visual aids such as instructional videos.

shop sink

shop sink and better restroom materials and better equipped welding shop

locker room because we cant be changing while the teach walks in and out of the class, some more welding materials.

I think I needed a little more help with my English and writing classes.

Welding

The availability of in-demand classes over Summer and Mini-Sessions

More teachers to choose from.

Nothing

There were a few instructors that I had that I feel did not have the best teaching skills which led to low grades because the instructor wasn't willing to help.

Better communication

Some of the instructors are very immature and unprofessional. The products are never fully stocked and have yet to be replaced since the fall semester. Over all I have learned everything I know from other students, the internet, and myself. I would never recommend CFCC cosmetology to anyone who asked.

NOTHING

nothing

Basic supplies should be readily on hand (hand soap in the spa). I also think the entire cosmetology department should always have laundry detergent as opposd to having to use shampoo to wash sheets and towels. It sees the building could have been kept a bit cleaner, or at least provide students with the supplies to help keep it clean/more sanitary.

I do not think anything needs improvement.

to be able to come across more situations that I will come across once on the job.

No need for improvement everything that is needed for the program is available at CfCC.

more shop time

interactions between teachers and students

welding area

welding are

I don't think anything needs to be changed.

sink in the shop

nothing

It needs a sink in the shop and to bay door to make it much easier to access more cars in the shop.

To have the ability to not worry about attendance policies. This would actually help me effectively manage my classes

I presented questions to my adviser and she did not have the knowledge to answer effectively, once i was even misguided.

I think that advisers should have more knowledge about the programs of study. I stopped using her all together and just used web adviser.

More focus on soft-skills, work place BMP- best management practices and comprehensive job networking and employment opportunities.

Better computers

The only thing that bother me was all the homework that all the teachers gave.

The marine Technology Dept. really needs a new research Vessel. The Dan Moore is sea worthy and safe, however it is terribly outdated and is very prone to inducing sea sickness to those onboard.

The Culinary Lab/Kitchen needs lots of improvement! Starting with making it bigger in order to accommodate all the students taking the courses.
Nothing, the program is doing great.

There were experienced cad technicians IN THE CLASS; what were they doing there?! they changed the whole dynamic of the learning process; putting beginners at a disadvantage!

none

nothing

There are no improvements that I can think of with my program of study.

I do not feel that there are any areas in my program of study that need improvement.

Some of the courses that were filled to maximum capacity make it difficult for one on one, student and teacher instruction.

materials tool wise

None.

I think the program is ran just perfectly.

I do not believe that this program needs any improvement.

The teachers flip flop. Sometime I feel like there is now right answer, only the answer they think is right. Not there opinion but not the answer in the book either.

NONE

I think that the school should offer some geography courses.

The financial aid department was my only real issue. The help there was lacking and they weren't always very welcoming to your questions and concerns.

The parking so I'm not late.

Having only two teachers for the core classes of the MOA program is a major downfall, especially when one proves time and time again that she does not have the knowledge, experience, or temperament to be a good teacher. Students are forced to endure her classes as there are no other options, and we all suffer for it. Many of us must end up teaching ourselves the material as she provides little to no help, and answers questions with, “Well, what does your book tell you?”

no

Nothing

First level instructors lack support and fail to create an environment that is conducive to learning. They exhibit lateral violence and are discouraging. There is inappropriate stress levels which do not excelerate the learning process. They are intellengent but do not offer their expertise and instead read from blackboard and notes restating the obvious.

Nothing

More night class offerings.

More equipment and tools.

I do not think my program of study needs any improvement I thought it was very balanced with different programs.

I feel as if the guidance side of registering. I feel as if CFCC should try and have former student mentors to help other students with choices on planning class schedules, in order to complete quickly and efficiently. I personally had more know how but still see it as a shortfall. Other than that great experience.

Nothing about my studies, just with my own personal weaknesses such as self esteem could use improvement.

combine Photography with Cad Multimedia

Nothing

There are some things in the Medical Transcription program that needs improvement such as being more hands on, maybe more science and math courses, and more night classes for those who do have a job already.

Taking in consideration the willingness of each professor to help any student succeed and their abilities to teach passionately, I would have to say that there is little to no need for improvement.

There are not enough music teachers for specific areas of study. In my case there were no percussion teachers which is what I needed.

Nothing

Availability of supplies (hair color, styling products, clean towels, etc.)

An easier transferring process. Classes that I had taken at another school didn't transfer to CFCC, and no one could seem to tell me exactly why they didn't so I had to retake them.

I do not know of any.

In my program, my grades need an improvement. Need to rise my G.P.A.

In my opinion the program was great! I see little to no need for improvement.

i wish it involved more classes on the marine side

Unfortunately, I do not feel that I will be prepared for working after taking classes from one of the other instructors.
I think it was set up well.

More psy classes

More accounting classes.

Expectations of teachers for online classes. Two of my online classes required me to do community service or volunteer work. I do not have a problem in doing the volunteering if I have the time. The reason most people take online classes is because they either live far away or work full-time and can't make time to get to class. Therefore if I don't have the time to get to class how can i afford to do multiple hours of volunteer work?

The availability of online and/or hybrid courses for the majority of the program.

Nothing it was fine.

Increase focus on management techniques and procedures

Better advising.

The availability of classes.

N/A all of my Communications Studies courses were transfer

The lack of teachers to teach the classes in the program. Needs to be a couple more teachers to be able to have a better balance of hours the classes are taught so that the students can have a better balance of school and work life in this days economy. Also, it needs knowledgable teachers that know the material they are teaching and that know how to teach it to their students and do not change their syllabus 20 times during the whole semester and are completely unprepared for class.

the amount of classes you can take in a single semester

The entire Kitchen/Front of House Lab.

You need to spend more of the taxpayer dollars on this facility.

I feel that students should not be required to take a history class since it deals very little with the business career path.

The PCI classes as most of the equipment is out of date and the curriculum feels lacking.

I found the details of my creditation to have been a bit murky to understand and I believe they should consider explaining the graduation and licensing process in more detail.

Wish there was more hands on real life teaching instead of all out of a book

nothing really I was satisfied with the curriculum

Nothing, how I learn and study reflect on the results of my grades. Though some teachers have accents and some are easy on the student. Others are fun and feel like your not even in class.

Honestly, I think it's really great in it's new format. I recommend this program to people on a weekly basis.

Nothing.

Technology needs to be more up to date

I do not believe my program of study needs any improvement.

More effective instructures. is not a good teacher.

More options for classes. It is a general studies.

nothing

I think that in order to learn and get the experience in cosmetology, ample supplies and products should be available for use in the school. Also, I think there should be some type of transition from beginners to advanced instead of just putting you out on the floor directly after beginners class.

none

Not sure about this either. Less math classes?

Additional political science programs

nothing, it's a great starting off program for any student in general

Some of the classrooms aren't as good as others. If the classrooms that needed it were updated it would create a better learning environment.

math

More nuclear classes would be nice.

Better counselors to help you find your path rather than making you feel like they put obstacles in your way. It is tough enough to try and figure it out on your own and I know we are adults when we start at CFCC but it would have been nice to have support from the faculty to help you want to become a better student or at least a bit encouraging.

i think that the instructors need to improve on professionalism. i think that supplies should be ordered in time for the students to use before the semester is half way over, for it is impossible to do the clients hair without the products needed. i think that there should be way less favoritism, in which i was not a victim. i just noticed a lot of it. the same rules donot apply for everyone.

none

Need additional faculty to provide instruction and supervision. It's hard for 25 students to gather around 1 faculty member and adequately see what he is doing.
Nothing.

**books and classes**

I believe that more of the business courses need to be added onto the major part of the program. I know that there is a Pre-Major for the business program, however, not everyone wishes to take that route for whatever reason.

More summer semester options please....

I would like to have seen classes pertaining to botany.

More hands on activities of out of the ordinary maintinance. There was too much day to day routine maintinance same thing over and over again.

I would like to see more of the labs in this program offered in the afternoon sessions and also more of the classes offered at the North Campus.

Math and physiology. The human sexuality course that I look was very difficult and I think that the instructor had a lot to do with it.

**English & Writing**

Offering more Business Course through the summer semesters.

Better teachers

there shouldn't be literature classes

I felt the Foundations of Education class concentrated a little too much on social justice and progressivist thought and not enough on the actual framework of education in America and internationally.

Funds to get updated instruments.

BIO-130 should count for the elective I section in the A.S. program.

We absolutly need to show all of our appreciation to our teachers period , it trickles down from there. Thank you for your time

More teacher time in the math 070 course. Loose the hybrid.

I am have been satisfied with my program thus far.

teachers need to actually teach

I believe that a couple more mathematics requirements would help people get ready for harder work, and that the electives from the Associate in Arts degree contained more choices in various fields for students who are not majoring in Arts but choose it because it is a less labor intensive choice compared to Associate in Science.

More efficient Online websites.

The electives (part 1) need more options. I'm practically being forced into taking 5 biology courses.

The rules for the state board requirements need to be better established.

Writing skills

None

No improvement needed.

N/A

Specific classes towards a business major would be extremely beneficial.

Nothing that I can think of.

i had somewhat of a busy schedule all semester and never really had the time to study as much as I wanted to at times.

Making a procedures class and combining ethics and law office management

none

needs more hands on training

I wish there were more qualified instructors to choose from as far as the specific classes in my program.

Course Availability. ELN 235, Data communications and PHisics Mechanics 131 seem be really hard to program in my schedule, especially because of my new employment. My intent to graduate is on General Studies, but the courses above are a personal goal for completing what I originally started: Elecronics Engineering Technology. If there is one thing that could be improved in this institution it would be the issue above.

I took several unnecessary courses that do not prepare me for my line of work. I believe the knowledge I gained in several of my classes will be lost and never needed when I graduate. It would be better to add more Nuclear courses instead of english classes and computer courses.

I would not change a thing.

More options in the additional science electives we are able to take.

N/A

no

I feel that the program's classes needs to be offered more.

Relevance to the job market on the east coast.
I need to improve my speaking skills.

More equipment to work on.

I can not think of anything at this time.

More online elective choices

Some classes were utilizing out of date technology/software/operating systems

The amount of students that can get in

Some of the higher physics and math courses need improvement and it would be nice if there were more than 1 teacher teaching PHY 151/152.

Nothing

More computer course available within the AA degree program

There should be more hands on testing. For example the instructor could lay out several capacitors on a table and number them. Some are good and some are bad, we would have to test them and write down the correct answers. I felt that when we went to lab it was a free for all, the instructor would help us with anything we needed but there was never really an agenda. We were graded on troubleshooting a unit where there was one thing wrong and we had to figure out what it was, but not often.

Teachers. Most of the staff was great and passionate about their subject, however, the classes that I did poorly in were the classes where the teachers lacked luster for their subject. It wasn't that the class was more challenging; when a teacher doesn't show passion for their work, It's hard for me to have passion for their class.

Nothing.

More hands on or field time

The counselors and office staff at CFCC are rude and completely useless. I understand that you have plenty of students and are therefore nothing but dollar signs and numbers to all of you people but college is frustrating for students and knowing that one person in that office will help you or even just listen for a minute without cutting you off and being rude would mean the world to most of your students. I don't say this because of one frustrating experience in the offices of the downtown campus but because of multiple. Cape Fear needs a serious reality check when it comes to customer service. I know you probably don't care and the likelihood of you changing anything is slim to none but if one of you actually reads this: please, please be nice to the next student who walks into your office. Odds are they were just ignored and passed off by someone else in the office and are now beaten down and frustrated. I know I have been every time I deal with someone at Cape Fear.

The program is great!!!

More in the field experience

Availability of qualified tutors.

Some of the teachers are very disparaging to students

The program is great!!!

More in the field and hands on

More hands on or field time
I believe you should not be put in developmental maths, if that is not what you choose. I believe if you choose to opt out of developmental math, it is up to you and your financial situation if you wish to take math 140 over and over. You should not have to work from the bottom. There could be other reasons why you could not test out of the 060-080 courses.

The availability of work co-ops needs to be improved or reduced. If a student is not already employed in an industry related job, it is very difficult to obtain the necessary co-op hours the program requires. The landscape gardening program could also use a larger working lab area. The small area around the current classroom is limited in size and restricts the ability to practice the many job tasks in the LSG field (applying pesticides, operating large commercial lawn equipment).

Nothing

No everything seems great!

Wider variety of classes offered and combining some of the current classes to where they are not repetative and stretched to make a class out of them.

Adding more variety in classes and taking some of the current classes and combining them so they are not as repetitive and stretched out. Also is hard to work a full time job in the field because of the inconvenient class schedule.

needs more people that actually wanna work and have a passion for the kind of work we do

I attended CFCC years ago, so I forgot any negatives there were. Being downtown was a pain for me since I am not used to parking and transportation in downtown areas.

was very poor at teaching the pharmacy math section. He didn't understand some of the concepts.

CFCC needs to be a four-year college

I did have one teacher who was rude and disrespectful when I was doing the Huskins course. I do not believe he is there any more.

Many of the teachers were not passionate about their jobs. I found that the teachers that truly enjoyed teaching me were the ones that have made a positive impact on my future and education. The teachers that do not care to teach or just read off a powerpoint are not only boring, but they aren't teaching they are just reading.

The program is based upon "teaching" the practice of law. I would recommend more procedural law in combination with the practice of law - show the paralegal how to apply the law in the day-to-day operations within the law office. That is what a paralegal does, they manage the law office, they do not practice law.

Nothing that I can think of right now.

Teachers need more incentive.

More classes offered per semester, More online classes.

some classes can be combined and the course needs more infuses on the marine side of the industry

N/A

dont know

Better communication between the staff and students when it comes to events and changes in the program.

More focus on mathematics i believe is the one thing i feel i missed.

I feel the Health Science Programs really need to be expanded, as they are very difficult to get accepted into, largely because of the limited seats for each of the programs.

I can not really think of anything in my program that needs improvement.

Nothing

It is an intensive program that works well to prepare us as LPNs to provide safe and effective evidenced based care.

more clinical locations throught the program

Introduce us to more software that is used in law firms

Economis

To keep teachers

The staff forced me to take courses that were not relevant, and that I did NOT need.

The equipment was out-of-date but we did get a new robot (around the time i left last summer).

nothing

Not sure.

more hands on, more school supply, and better attitude from staff

Online classes should be more similar to one another.

Before I changed my major from Pre-Occupational Therapy to Pre-Psychology, I was required to take Anatomy & Physiology. The knowledge from this course has aided me immensely in understanding psychology as a multidimensional discipline. I feel that adding this course to the requirements would broaden the spectrum through which future psych majors percieve the science of psychology.

The school should have a full service restaurant that is open to the public 24/7.

This would provide a place for students to work their co-op's for their program

More course that apply to the political science and criminal justice feild

someone to guide me through my classes. A couselor.
The only thing that needs improvement is class availability. Some classes are only offered in the fall or spring. Not fun to wait a full year to take a class.

more tools.

I think that the program is efficient.

Higher level of classes.

Some of the instruments need to be updated.

More Consintration in the text

More out of school reading and studying.

nothing

products, equipment

Maybe a more personal approach, in which the advisor could set up a schedule with classes that would benefit your desired major, if college transfer is your goal. The advisor I met with my freshman year gave me the worst schedule I had ever had.

When I would try to sign up for classes I needed, some of them were already filled up before I could even register. Also I wish someone would have helped me plan prerequisite classes for the Dental Hygiene program, and what classes I need to take and when.

To me, nothing needs improvement but if I had to say something it would be that the teachers challenge us a little bit more. Lay off the extra credit a little bit.

When in transcription classes the school needs better equiptment. Cassettes are out dated and half of the machines didn't work.

The program should be ABET certified. It also should be made completely clear that this program only transfers into 4 year schools that give Mechanical engineering technology degrees which is not the path to become a Mechanical Engineer. Also there should be more advising and resources available to the students, to plan their career paths, not just to local companies but to STEM programs available with the government. There also should be more instructors so that classes can be offered more often, which would allow students to graduate sooner. One last thing would be change the grading scale to a ten point scale. Other colleges don't have this, so when their students transfer they have a higher GPA. A 91 is an A- at the least! not a B, and a 75 has always been a C, not a D!

Lack of communication between students but most definitely between some of the instructors.

I feel there aren't enough art classes offered in the summer.

n/a

I don't believe anything in my program needs improvement.

Nothing comes to mind. The studies of the Associate of Arts curriculum are well-rounded. It has proven to be a excellent preparatory program.

Scholarships. Apothecary Garden.

n/a

Nothing.

I think there should be more history classes.

Some the the teachers were not so great. They seem to have been doing it for too long to not be as good as they could be.

To my knowledge, I do not see the need for improvement.

Your security team is not adiquate for your growing campuses.

improvement is not necessary.

As a full time worker, I think that CFCC should offer more online courses.

I do realize that there are several types of classes available for students to take; these include face to face, hybrid, and online studies. I registered for a class in spreadsheets that was suppose to be a face to face class, however it was more of an online class and I feel that I was not able to succeed in that class because it was more of a self taught class. I would really like to see spreadsheets taught as a true face to face class.

Nothing

More advanced classes?

Better teachers

It could have been more challenging.

Some of the text book is not very detail to be studied online. Also, regarding the online class, the communication is very slow, when stuck with problem, took too long to get the answer from the reply of email. wish it would b more like a chat room that can b answered much faster.

Smoking by Campus entrance/ exit.

May warrant more biology.

Online course perhaps within the writing discipline could use more detailed instruction in preparing students for writing papers correctly.
The program is great.

Nothing

Teachers should not be allowed to make students have a proctored exam for a final. The reason most students take online courses is because they cannot make usual scheduled class times or work interfere. Proctored exams listed only at the teacher's convenience are not acceptable to online students.

The semester the classes are offered. I ended up taken some of my classes at another college so I could graduate on time because my advisor did not tell me into the last minute that I need a class and the class was not offered again until the following year.

A few of the classes I would of liked to of taken conflicted with one another so I had to chose only one per semester.

Nothing

More applicants should be accepted into the field of study, Dental Assisting.

Nothing

I don't believe that the program of study needs improvement.

The school should really get new transcription units. The ones we used were out of date and most of them did not work.

I think more hands on lab work would be great for future students.

None

The shop/lab for the automotive technologies program should be more like a functional automotive repair business. Most of the vehicles that have been in the shop were not in repairable condition, so we would go through the gestures of the diagnosis and repair, but we would not get any true practice.

I think that more classes for the hospital setting needs to be added.

The lab is not up to date and the tools needed to learn are not properly maintained or refilled. Also tools that were once their come up missing or are not their any more for one reason or another. Scheduling for the night program is awful. I was surprised at the lack of concern for the night time students and their curriculum. Daytime students seem to have many more field trips planned for them and none were ever planned for night time unless it was initiated by a student. Hands on training is the best way for us to learn and it was never even attended to by department heads. I have never met them as a matter of fact. I work all day and then attend class. Why would they not be expected to make an effort every once in a while to come in later to take night class out in the field or even introduce themselves. I would suggest that anyone trying to go into HVAC just take the intro courses for understanding refrigeration but anything more is a waste of your time.

N/A

To the best of my knowledge, I do not feel there is room for improvement.

Coding classes need to be moved to the Fall or Spring semester to give students more time to learn this material.

Some of the instructors were very inconsiderate. Yelling, cursing, making your students feel inadequate doesn't help an already tough subject. Also, some of the policies are ridiculous. For example, if you are late and do not call 10 minutes before class you are penalized. A girl in our program was penalized after she had a wreck just minutes before class and still tried to contact the instructors afterwards. Secondly. would the board of accreditation for our program penalize for questions on the syllabus? I understand it is important to know what the class consists of, but there were numerous questions on quizzes and tests about the syllabus. That could really bring down your grade for something that doesn't pertain to the dental field, but only to a class.

More tools and Lab units

Nothing

There needs to be more selection of classes between the campuses. Sometimes a class is only offered on one campus or online; some students can't travel to other campuses and need the classes available in other areas.

English and Math

The culinary and hospitality programs should be more divided in courses required. The Program is more designed toward culinary than hospitality management, not enough management type classes.

More experience in clinic with coronal polishing. Less with plaque indices. More one on one guidance in radiology.

Nothing

The lack of knowledge and preparedness of the instructor. There needs to be more instructors for the program.

Better instructors. I had one instructor for most of this two year program and she is terrible. She DOES NOT TEACH!!!

I would have to say that the program is very good and I dont see anything that needs improvement. Great experience

I believe the shop materials need to be improved and regulated better. I also think the instructors need to take their job more seriously, and give the students all they have.

Not having to take Bio 106 in the summer because we already go enough in depth in our dental anatomy classes.

I have learned a great deal at this school but I believe if we were graded and treated as if we were at a university that would help prepare us as students for a university better.

No

tutors

Math
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nothing, dont change this program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teachers could be a lil' bit better.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java programming.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student/instructor relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Comment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lack of tools, equipment and space in the garage caused problems with being able to get enough lab time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like that the coding classes be offered during a Fall/Spring semester. This way our main focus could be offered for a longer period of time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like it just the way it is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration that we are college students in a very involved program who 90% of the time do not have jobs and they make us drive all over God's creation to get to our rotation site's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructor's passion to give their students their all. Also, better planned assignments and class time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructors to desire to &quot;give students their all&quot; and more organized instruction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher and student relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing I can think of.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement is need in the anatomy course, I think because I had to take an advanced class and did not do well. I did pass the class though.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The kitchen needs to be larger! There is not enough space available for all the students to be able to learn. the classes shouldn't allow students to get kicked out of classes because the facility is not big enough to support all the students! The hotel.restaurant management program also needs better classrooms and more equipment to help with the learning process!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing that I can think of at this time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organization with in the program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Question 19**
Overall quality of my academic program.

**Frequency table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>29.52%</td>
<td>40.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>37.13%</td>
<td>50.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>4.72%</td>
<td>6.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2110</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.29%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2110**
Question 20
Quality of instruction in program area courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>31.23%</td>
<td>42.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>34.7%</td>
<td>47.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>5.38%</td>
<td>7.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2110</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.29%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2110**
Question 21
Quality of instruction in other courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>22.61%</td>
<td>30.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1139</td>
<td>39.56%</td>
<td>53.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>7.54%</td>
<td>10.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.94%</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.26%</td>
<td>3.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>73.29%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2110
Question 22
Overall quality of Cape Fear Community College.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>29.11%</td>
<td>39.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>36.82%</td>
<td>50.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>5.49%</td>
<td>7.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>0.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2110</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.29%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2110**
Question 23
Opportunity to evaluate my instructors.

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>27.16%</td>
<td>37.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>33.34%</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>8.48%</td>
<td>11.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>3.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.32%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>73.29%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2110
Question 24
Quality of classroom materials (handouts, syllabi, etc.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>27.61%</td>
<td>37.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>36.75%</td>
<td>50.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>6.91%</td>
<td>9.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>1.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>73.29%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2110**
**Question 25**

Academic advising by the department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>22.79%</td>
<td>31.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>28.34%</td>
<td>38.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>18.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4.97%</td>
<td>6.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.26%</td>
<td>3.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
<td>2.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2110</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.29%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2110**
**Question 26**
Availability of my advisor.

![Bar chart showing availability satisfaction](chart.png)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>24.35%</td>
<td>33.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>36.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>18.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>3.72%</td>
<td>5.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>3.09%</td>
<td>4.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2.54%</td>
<td>3.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2110</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.29%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Not answered:**
769 26.71% -

**Total answered:** 2110
Question 27

Classroom equipment.

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>23.65%</td>
<td>32.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>36.82%</td>
<td>50.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>8.82%</td>
<td>12.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2.15%</td>
<td>2.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>73.29%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2110
Question 28
Laboratory equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>24.21%</td>
<td>33.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>33.87%</td>
<td>46.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>8.93%</td>
<td>12.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2.01%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.47%</td>
<td>4.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2110</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.29%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2110**
**Question 29**
Software used in classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>23.93%</td>
<td>32.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>34.91%</td>
<td>47.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>9.14%</td>
<td>12.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
<td>2.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2.92%</td>
<td>3.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>73.29%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>26.71%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2110**
**Frequency table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>24.45%</td>
<td>33.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1039</td>
<td>36.09%</td>
<td>49.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>9.03%</td>
<td>12.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.77%</td>
<td>2.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>0.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td>2103</td>
<td>73.05%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2103**
### Question 31
Registration

#### Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>25.29%</td>
<td>34.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>34.91%</td>
<td>47.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>8.65%</td>
<td>11.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2.67%</td>
<td>3.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2103</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total answered:</strong></td>
<td>2103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2103
**Question 32**
Orientation Program (upon entry to CFCC)

![Bar chart showing distribution of responses.]

**Frequency table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>17.89%</td>
<td>24.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>27.79%</td>
<td>38.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>14.21%</td>
<td>19.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.29%</td>
<td>1.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>11.36%</td>
<td>15.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2103</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2103**
### Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>16.74%</td>
<td>22.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>30.88%</td>
<td>42.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>17.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.56%</td>
<td>2.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>10.94%</td>
<td>14.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2103</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2103**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>15.94%</td>
<td>21.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>26.88%</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>14.62%</td>
<td>20.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.94%</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>14.21%</td>
<td>19.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2103</td>
<td>73.05%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not answered: 776 26.95% -

Total answered: 2103
# Question 35

Counseling Services

## Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>24.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>26.64%</td>
<td>36.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>14.24%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>3.16%</td>
<td>4.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
<td>1.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>9.38%</td>
<td>12.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2103</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered:** 2103
## Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>21.71%</td>
<td>29.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>31.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>14.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>4.06%</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.29%</td>
<td>3.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>11.08%</td>
<td>15.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2103</td>
<td>73.05%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2103**
Question 37
Student Activities

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>15.73%</td>
<td>21.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>25.25%</td>
<td>34.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>16.78%</td>
<td>22.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.46%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>13.27%</td>
<td>18.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2103</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2103**
## Question 38
Student Athletics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>12.05%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>17.37%</td>
<td>23.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>19.59%</td>
<td>26.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.66%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>22.37%</td>
<td>30.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2103</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not answered: 776 26.95% -

**Total answered: 2103**
## Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>15.32%</td>
<td>20.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>25.77%</td>
<td>35.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>16.08%</td>
<td>22.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>0.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>14.73%</td>
<td>20.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2103</td>
<td>73.05%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2103**
Question 40
Helpfulness of Student Development staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>16.36%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>24.73%</td>
<td>33.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>15.94%</td>
<td>21.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.83%</td>
<td>1.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>14.69%</td>
<td>20.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2103</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.05%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>26.95%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2103**
Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>11.57%</td>
<td>15.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>24.94%</td>
<td>34.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>16.26%</td>
<td>22.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>6.22%</td>
<td>8.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3.33%</td>
<td>4.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>10.63%</td>
<td>14.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>72.94%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not answered: 779 27.06% -

**Total answered: 2100**
### Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>24.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>34.73%</td>
<td>47.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>12.75%</td>
<td>17.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>4.27%</td>
<td>5.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.81%</td>
<td>2.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.18%</td>
<td>1.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2100</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.94%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td><strong>779</strong></td>
<td><strong>27.06%</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered:** 2100
Question 43
Printed information about programs (such as schedules, brochures, catalog, etc.)

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>23.27%</td>
<td>31.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>36.64%</td>
<td>50.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>10.14%</td>
<td>13.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
<td>2.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td>72.91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>27.09%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2099**
### Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
<td>12.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>21.67%</td>
<td>29.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>15.49%</td>
<td>21.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>13.72%</td>
<td>18.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>11.57%</td>
<td>15.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
<td>2.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2100</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.94%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td><strong>779</strong></td>
<td><strong>27.06%</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total answered:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2100</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Question 45
Campus Safety/Security

### Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>22.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>33.03%</td>
<td>45.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>15.18%</td>
<td>20.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3.99%</td>
<td>5.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>3.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.84%</td>
<td>2.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>72.94%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>27.06%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2100**
Question 46
Overall maintenance of college grounds

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>23.17%</td>
<td>31.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1106</td>
<td>38.42%</td>
<td>52.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>8.79%</td>
<td>12.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>1.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>72.94%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>27.06%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2100
Question 47
Overall maintenance of college facilities

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>31.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>38.49%</td>
<td>52.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>8.54%</td>
<td>11.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.53%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>72.94%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>27.06%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2100
**Question 48**
Availability of the Business Office staff

![Frequency table chart]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>19.94%</td>
<td>27.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>35.81%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>10.87%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.83%</td>
<td>1.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>4.93%</td>
<td>6.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2100</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.94%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td><strong>779</strong></td>
<td>27.06%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2100**
**Question 49**
Helpfulness of the Business Office staff

![Bar chart showing frequency distribution](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>20.74%</td>
<td>28.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>34.32%</td>
<td>47.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>11.29%</td>
<td>15.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>1.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.66%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>6.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2100</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.94%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Not answered:    | 779                | 27.06%             | -                          |

**Total answered: 2100**
**Question 50**

Overall quality of Learning Lab

*Frequency table*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>26.78%</td>
<td>36.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>29.94%</td>
<td>41.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>7.16%</td>
<td>9.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
<td>1.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>7.61%</td>
<td>10.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sum:** 2099 72.91% 100%

**Not answered:** 780 27.09% -

**Total answered: 2099**
**Question 51**

Tutorial assistance

---

**Frequency table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>21.88%</td>
<td>30.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>25.32%</td>
<td>34.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>14.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.87%</td>
<td>1.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>13.82%</td>
<td>18.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2099</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.91%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not answered: 780 27.09% -

**Total answered: 2099**
Question 52
Assistance with computers and applications

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>24.35%</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>28.34%</td>
<td>38.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
<td>12.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>0.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>10.49%</td>
<td>14.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td>72.91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>27.09%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2099**
**Question 53**
Overall quality of the Library

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td>37.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>34.46%</td>
<td>47.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>5.77%</td>
<td>7.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
<td>0.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>4.13%</td>
<td>5.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2091</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td>788</td>
<td>27.37%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered:** 2091
**Question 54**
Book collection

### Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>22.68%</td>
<td>31.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>32.34%</td>
<td>44.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>8.93%</td>
<td>12.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
<td>1.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>7.33%</td>
<td>10.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2091</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not answered:</strong></td>
<td><strong>788</strong></td>
<td><strong>27.37%</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered:** 2091
Question 55
Serials: professional journals, magazines, newspapers

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>21.92%</td>
<td>30.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>30.67%</td>
<td>42.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>9.69%</td>
<td>13.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>9.66%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>72.59%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>27.41%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total answered: 2090
Question 56
Availability of Library staff

Frequency table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>27.54%</td>
<td>37.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>32.27%</td>
<td>44.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>7.16%</td>
<td>9.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>5.14%</td>
<td>7.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2091</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>27.37%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2091**
# Question 57

Helpfulness of Library staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>29.39%</td>
<td>40.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>29.87%</td>
<td>41.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>7.33%</td>
<td>10.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>5.07%</td>
<td>6.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2091</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>27.37%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered:** 2091
### Question 58

Hours of operation

![Graph showing frequency distribution](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>22.58%</td>
<td>31.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>32.75%</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>9.14%</td>
<td>12.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2.67%</td>
<td>3.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.97%</td>
<td>1.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.52%</td>
<td>6.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2091</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>27.37%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2091**
**Question 59**
Access to latest research technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>21.36%</td>
<td>29.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>33.34%</td>
<td>45.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>13.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
<td>0.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>7.09%</td>
<td>9.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2091</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Not answered:** 788 27.37% -

**Total answered: 2091**
# Question 60

Audiovisual collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
<th>Adjusted relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>16.99%</td>
<td>23.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>26.57%</td>
<td>36.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>11.91%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>0.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Dissatisfied</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>16.36%</td>
<td>22.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum:</strong></td>
<td><strong>2091</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.63%</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not answered:</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>27.37%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total answered: 2091**